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THE GOOD SHEPHERD IN PURSUIT.

* ST. LUKE xv. 4.

What man of you, having an hundred Sheep, if he lost

one of them, doth not leave the ninety and nine in the

wilderness, and go after that which is lost, until he

find it ?

WITH such words, the SAVIOUR of the World

answered the murmurs of the Pharisees and

Scribes when they beheld Him 'receiving sin

ners, and eating with them.' The image which

He employed is one of perpetual recurrence in

Holy Scripture. In type and prophecy, in psalm
and parable, CHRIST is for ever set before us as

a Shepherd. That we, also, are as sheep in His

sight ; nay, that we have erred and strayed from

His ways, like lost sheep ; we admit in our daily

confession. It is manifest therefore that the

present parable admits of a strict application to

ourselves. Whoever '
the ninety and nine' may
Z Z 553



THE THIRD SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY.

be, 'who need no repentance/ we certainly are

not of that number. Our hearts assure us of

it. There is reason then to believe that the

Good Shepherd comes after every one of us.

And this discovefy, which invests our LORD'S

words with the greatest interest, may well in

duce us to consider their hidden import with

particular attention.

Let the picture which is here set before us be

first duly admired. A flock of a hundred sheep*
the property of one Man, are feeding in the wil

derness
; by which term is meant the waste pas

ture-land of Palestine, corresponding somewhat

to our notion of a common. One of the flock

steals away from the rest, and is presently lost.

The country abounds in dangers : the pit ; the

thorny thicket; the parched and unproductive

waste ' where no water is ;' beasts of prey ;
the

pathless rocks. The Good Shepherd knows the

danger, and resolves to go in pursuit of his one

lost sheep. For that purpose, He is content to

leave the ninety and nine in the green pasture

whither He had first been careful to guide them.

And now, His heart is filled with one great an

xiety, namely, to recover the sheep which He
has lost. He succeeds at last : lays the wan

derer upon His shoulders, and bears it home

w



THE GOOD SHEPHERD IN PURSUIT.

with exultation. Does He love that sheep more

than the other ninety and nine which never went

astray ? Not so, indeed. Be sure that He loves

best those which have followed Him faithfully,

nor ever sought to leave His side. But He

rejoices most over the sheep which He had at

one time feared to lose. Such is the outline of

the parable.

The only part of this narrative concerning

which we now propose to say a few words is

that part concerning which little enough is said in

the sacred record
; namely, the process by which

the lost sheep is recovered ; sought, found, and

eventually brought home. Many a moving in

cident is evidently passed over here in silence :

much of long-suffering and patience on the part

of the Pursuer
; much of waywardness and wil-

fulness on the part of the pursued. And it

seems that we shall not be doing amiss if we

dwell on all this a little in detail ; since here it

is that we have to seek for our own picture :

here, that we have to recognise the Hand of

Love, in its efforts to seek us out, and bring us

back, and save us.

Is it too much then to say that a clue is here

supplied, by which the ways of GOD'S Provi

dence, as far as we are personally concerned,
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THE THIRD SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY.

may be interpreted and unravelled ? The Good

Shepherd
'

goes after that which is lost, until he

find it.' Have we no personal knowledge then

of this process? Have we had no private ex

perience of One in pursuit ? Has no voice ever

come to us from a distance, caUing us by name ?

has no Shepherd's staff ever motioned us to re

turn ? no hand ever extricated us, lovingly and

skilfully, from the briars wherein we seemed

hopelessly entangled ? . . . . It may be that, to

some, we shall seem speaking a strange and purely

fanciful language ;
and that if we would explain

what we mean by the Good Shepherd in pursuit,

we must speak more plainly. In what follows,

we will endeavour to do so. And since, of ne

cessity, we must be brief, we shall have to depend
on the hearer to extend our remarks

;
as well as

to adapt and apply them to his own particular

case.

What is to be thought, then, of Illness
;
which

by bringing us very low in body, humbles us

also in spirit ;
confines us to our bed

;
and

through the long hours of darkness gives us time

for recollection and repentance? If in time of

health, we say daily,
' We have erred and strayed

from Thy ways like lost sheep,' are we not

right in saying, when we are ill, The Good
356



THE GOOD SHEPHERD IN PURSUIT.

Shepherd is coming after that which was lost,

until He find it ?

Once more. Consider the effect of domestic

trials on the human heart. A man is over-fond

of wife or child : (for it is possible to be too fond

of any created thing :) what is the loss of wife or

child but a sign of the pursuit of the Good Shep
herd ? . . . A man is proud and boastful : what

more humbling than disgrace incurred by those

who bear our name? and herein also, is not

the same Shepherd discovered to be in pursuit?

Loss of Fortune checks a wicked self-confidence.

Loss of Health deadens the love of pleasure.

Loss of Friends robs life of its zest and relish.

What, then, are all such casualties but signs that

the Good Shepherd is in pursuit of His lost

sheep : awakening in one, a sense of dependence
on GOD

;
in another, creating indifference to

worldly amusements; in a third, drawing the

heart heavenwards, even by wrenching away the

bonds which fastened it down to Earth ?

Need we proceed in our enumeration of earthly

sorrows ? How grievous is the disappointment
of our hopes ; the frustration of our plans ; the

prolonged denial of our petitions ! May it not

however be that those hopes, those plans, those

petitions, are but efforts, more or less successful,
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THE THIRD SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY.

to break away from the Fold ? What then are

hopes deferred, and plans defeated, and requests

denied, in many instances, but the Good Shep
herd's efforts to reclaim, yea, to save those who,

left to their own devices, would infallibly be

'lost?'

It will be readily felt that unexpected mercies,

no less than unforeseen distresses; instances of

Divine love, no less than examples of Divine

chastisement
;
admit of the same interpretation,

and may all be regarded in the same light.

When a man is intent on a downward path, how

can he better interpret the impediments which

seeming accident throws in his way ;
how more

intelligibly account for the opportunities of escape

opened to him
;
than by recognising the Hand

of Divine love, the pity of the great Shepherd
of the sheep, endeavouring to recover and re

store him? We are bold to say that in this

short Parable a precious clue is provided by
GOD Himself, whereby men may understand the

ways of His Providence; the design of all His

dealings with them. It may perhaps be further

thought that the truth of this will be admitted

or denied, in proportion as men realize to them

selves the truth of the picture presented in the

parable; believe, (with the Psalmist,) that the



THE GOOD SHEPHERD IN PURSUIT.

LORD is their Shepherd ; sincerely mean what

they say, when they profess themselves daily in

the condition of
'

lost sheep ;' and desire beyond
all other things their own restoration and re

covery.

We have ventured to call the teaching of the

present parable a precious clue to the dealings of

ALMIGHTY GOD with His creatures, because we

know of nothing more precious than that which

invests the common incidents of our daily life

with meaning : enabling us to -walk by faith,

when to walk by sight is impossible ;
and filling

the soul with a comfortable sense of GOD'S love,

or with an awful conviction of His nearness to

every one of us. Most certain is it that too

little of Divine significance is attached to the

common events of every passing day. We are

too ready to see second causes, and to overlook

the One great Cause of all. Not until the

thought is fully realized that the things of Time

are meant to be a preparation for the things of

Eternity ;
that earthly pains and pleasures, joys

and sorrows, checks and encouragements, are in

tended to minister to our Heavenly growth and

to our truest good; not until we have opened
our eyes to the minuteness as well as to the vast-

ness of GOD'S Providence, can we be thought
359



THE THIRD SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY.

to have attained to that knowledge which is de

signed to be the blessed inheritance of
'

the

people of His pasture, and the sheep of His

Hand;' which is intended to invest life with

lofty pleasure; to supply Faith itself with its

*

daily bread ;' to shew us the Good Shepherd
ever drawing near us

;
and to inspire our hum

bled hearts with the desire to draw nearer unto

Him.
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THE PROSPECT OF FUTURE GLORY.
i

ROMANS viii. 18.

I reckon that the sufferings of this present time are not

worthy to be compared with the glory which shall be

revealed in us.

THIS was the reckoning of one who was not

likely to be mistaken
;

or rather, of one who

could not mistake. For the text is not to be

regarded as the opinion of the great Apostle, but

as the declaration of GOD Himself, put forth for

the eternal comfort of His Church. It is as if

St. Paul had said,
' GOD bids you to comfort

your fainting hearts, and to strengthen your
feeble knees, and to take courage ;

for He has

assured us of this solemn truth, that the suf

ferings of this present time are not .worthy to

be compared with the glory which shall be re

vealed in us/

And this leads us to remember how very little

is said in Holy Scripture of the glories of the

3 A 461*



THE FOURTH SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY.

World to come. One might have supposed, be

forehand, that the Bible would have been full of

glowing pictures of Heaven : that there would

have been long accounts of the joy of the Saints,

promises without number of what is reserved for

those who love GOD. But no. A thick veil is

drawn over it all. It seems solemnly deter

mined by our Master that His Church shall

walk by Faith, not by sight. St. Paul was

caught up to the third Heaven, caught up into

Paradise
;
but there he heard unspeakable words,

which it is not laivful (or possible) for a man to

utter". Those who die, and enter into rest, come

not back again. Doubtless, they sometimes wish

it
b

. Doubtless, those who taste the joys of

Heaven, or experience the miseries of Hell, burn

to come back and warn their friends of the folly,

the madness, of the way in which so many are

passing their lives : but it is a vain wish. We
shall go to them, but they can never return to

us. Between us and them a great and an impass

able gulph is fixed. Thus GOD has not seen fit

to reveal, and men cannot discover for them

selves, what there is beyond the grave. Nay,
GOD makes a severe trial of our Faith. He
hides His countenance behind a cloud. He

2 Cor. xii. 4. b St. Luke xvL 27, 30.

WZ



THE PROSPECT OF FUTURE GLORY.

tells us, instead, much about the sufferings and

trials which await us in this life. The way is

strait, and the gate narrow, by which we are to

enter into Life Eternal. There is a great deal

said about a cross to be borne daily : much

tribulation ; tears and sighing ; hunger and

thirst; the blessedness of giving away, and so

making oneself poor; of forgiveness of injuries,

and so enduring mortification, yea, scorn, it may
be; the need of purity of heart, which may

require the plucking out of an eye ;
and of self-

denial, which may require that the hand or the

foot should be cut off and cast away. These

are not attractive things in the World's account.

These are not the things by which the World

induces us to love and serve it. The World

keeps pain in the back-ground, and talks of

pleasure. CHRIST, our LORD and King, keeps

pleasure in the back-ground, and talks of pain.

And it is not hard to guess the reason why. It

is because the World has so little pleasure to

offer as a bribe, that it had need to talk much

about it : whereas the LORD of Glory has so

huge an amount of blessedness in store for those

who love Him, that if He were to reveal the

greatness thereof, Faith would be swallowed up

in present certainty, an(l Hope in present en-

a



THE FOURTH SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY,

joyment. And thus it is that GOD makes

clouds and darkness the habitation of His seat.

Thus it happens that verily He is a GOD who

hideth Himself!

And yet, the solemn silence of Holy Scrip

ture concerning Heaven is now and then all

but broken. The lips are sometimes opened,

as it were, to speak ;
and though closed again

immediately, enough has escaped to fill the

soul with wonder, and to make the spirit at

tentive. Here and there, I say, a ray of glory

steals athwart the gloom. Here and there

a few bright words flash like meteors through

the dark. Here and there something is said

which makes the heart thrill, and the pulse

beat 'I reckon/ (says the Apostle,)
'

that

the sufferings of this present time are not

worthy to be compared with the glory which

shall be revealed in us.' He does not describe

Heaven, you. see. He does not enter into any
details. But he tells us that something won

derful might be told. There is, at least, no

comparison between Earth and Heaven. Some

thing of the same kind is found in another

place :

' Our light affliction, which is but for

a moment, worketh for us a far more ex

ceeding and eternal weight of glory : while we

SCI



THE PROSPECT OF FUTURE GLORY.

look not at the things which are seen, but at

the things which are not seen : for the things

which are seen are temporal; but the things

which are not seen are eternal .' There is not

much said here, but a great deal is hinted

at. Present affliction is set against future glory,

(just as, in the text,
' the sufferings of this pre

sent time' are contrasted with '

the glory which

shall be revealed in us'). The affliction is de

clared to be a light thing, (our light affliction ;)

but the glory is spoken of as
'
a weight of glory,'

and 'a far more exceeding* weight. Again, the

one is
' but for a moment ;' whereas the other is

eternal : lasts on, and on, and on, and still is

nothing spent.

In another place, we read, 'Eye hath not

seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into

the heart of man the things which GOD hath

prepared for them that love HimV A won

drous declaration, truly ; and if true of this pre

sent life, in how much loftier a sense true of the

life to come ! Not only did mortal eye never

gaze upon such scenes of joy ;
not only did

human ear never drink in such sounds of rap
ture ; but the very heart of man, in its most

curious mood, the mind of man when it bends
c 2 Cor. iv. 17, 18. d

1 Cor. ii. 9.

Mi



THE FOURTH SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY.

all its powers to pry into the deep things of

GOD, the heart and mind have never so much

as suspected what is reserved for the Saints in

Heaven ! . . . depth of wonder ! So then, we

may think as we will, and what we will
;
and

we shall still be far, far behind ! To see Abra

ham, and Isaac, and Jacob, and Joseph : to

hear the voice of Adam and of Abel
;

of Noah,

of Daniel, and of Job : to behold Enoch and

Elijah, (the two mortal men who never tasted

death,) Moses and Joshua, and the long line

of prophets, still filling themselves, yet never

filled with the contemplation of the mystery of

the Incarnation, which they had prophesied of

so long, yet understood so little : to look upon
St. John, and St. James, and St. Peter : to wit

ness Paul and Barnabas rejoicing in the com

panionship of the Saints who had been nursed

in the Churches of their planting, Rome., Co

rinth, Galatia; or again, the company of Holy

women, from first, to last; the blessed Virgin,

and all the other female Saints who have ever

been: to see all this will be much, to be

sure; yet will it be as nothing compared to

what shall be !

So again, (and oh, the unspeakably higher

privilege !)
so again, the beholding of the face
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THE PROSPECT OF FUTURE GLORY.

of the Son of Man : to look upon the LORD

of Glory; and recognise the pierced feet and

hands, the wounded side, the face marred with

many sorrows ! . . . . This will be much, yet not

the thing reserved for those who love GOD.

And why go on? To wander from star to

star : to see all the glories of all the Worlds : to

be shewn Archangels, as Michael
;
and Angels,

as Gabriel ;
Cherubim and Seraphim, in glorious

. order thronging the courts of Heaven : to have

one's soul filled with all high and celestial know

ledge : all will be far short of the promised

glory !

Or again, to be shewn the providences which

watched over our lives : to have revealed to us

the history of all the things we called accidents :

to recognise the hand of Love in every blow

which overtook us, every disappointment which

afflicted us : yea, to be restored, and that eter

nally, to everything we had ever loved and lost ;

these things and more, told over ten thousand

times, convey but a feeble picture, a faint image
of the blessedness of Heaven ! . . . There have

never entered into the heart of man the things

which GOD hath prepared for them that love

Him!
To conclude. The use of these declarations,

ScT



THE FOURTH SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY.

(if words which declare so little may be called

by that name
;) the use of what is revealed, or

intimated of the future state of glory, is clearly

this, to reconcile good men to present sorrow.

Here then let the sick and suffering soul find

support amid disease and pain : hither let the

poor man turn for consolation when the heavi

ness of his hard lot sits more heavily upon him :

hither let the eyes of all be habitually directed

amid the pressure of affliction, the sharpness of

bereavement, the weariness which the daily busi

ness of secular life is sure to bring. There is a

bright prospect beyond those everlasting hills

which form the boundary line of our mortal

vision
; and we have the sure promise of Al

mighty GOD that in the case of as many as Pie

hath enabled to live godly lives, the reality will

be found so Divine that
'

the sufferings of this

present time' will not be deemed '

worthy to be

compared with the glory which shall be revealed

in us/
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THE STRICTNESS OF THE DIVINE LAW.

ST. JOHN xxi. 6.

Cast the net on the right side of the ship,

and ye shall find.

THESE words belong to the history, not of the

first, but of the second, miraculous draught of

fishes. On both occasions there was the same

ready obedience shewn. At CHRIST'S word, the

net was let down
; as on this occasion, so on that.

But the peculiar command to cast it on the right

side of the ship, belongs to the second occasion ;

and the remarks which follow seem to grow most

naturally out of that strict, and definite, and

somewhat peculiar injunction.

In the narrative from which the text is taken,

seven of the Apostles are discovered at day
break engaged in their old occupation as fisher

men on the Sea of Galilee. They had been

toiling all night long, and had caught nothing.

The dawn found them cold, faint, and weary.

3 B 3u9



THE FIFTH SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY.

Disappointed too, they were, and, as we may

suppose, thinking of bringing their empty boat

to land
; when they heard a voice calling to them

from the shore. They certainly had no idea

who the Speaker was. It was the grey of the

morning; and our LORD was a long way off;

and perhaps they did not see His form dis

tinctly. But that was not why they did not

recognise Him. No; jtheir eyes were holden,

and He did not seem to them the same being
whom they had listened to so often, and walked

with so long, and loved so dearly. No one sus

pected who it was, although on that very spot

He and they had so many a time been together.

In reply to His question,
'

Children, have ye

any meat ?
'

they merely answered that they had

caught nothing : whereupon the Stranger, (for

so He seemed,) spake the words of the text.

' Cast the net on the right side of the ship, and

ye shall find.' They cast, therefore, as He di

rected
; and now, they were not able to draw it

for the multitude of fishes. Whereupon St. John

exclaimed to St. Peter,
'

It is the LORD /' . . .

This is as much of the History as we propose
now to consider.

The lesson we gather from it is neither to be

overlooked, nor mistaken. The seven Disciples,
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THE STRICTNESS OF THE DIVINE LAW.

it seems, had been toiling fruitlessly, so long as

they had followed their own devices ;
but caught

such a draught of fishes as their united strength

would not enable them to secure, the instant

they acted by the Divine command, and in strict

conformity to it. We also, in like manner, may

surely toil on in darkness, as we will : but we

shall discover in the end that, without CHRIST,

we can do nothing. Tossed on the waves of

this troublesome World, we shall find that with

out His Blessing, unless we listen to His voice,

and follow His guidance, it is but lost labour

that we haste to rise up early, and so late take

rest ; yea, even though our pursuit should be as

humble and as innocent as that of those seven

poor fishermen of Galilee : for they seem to have

been bent only on the supply of their bodily

wants. But this is not by any means the whole

of the lesson. Our need of Him, without whom

nothing is strong, nothing holy, is only half

the matter. What we have to notice even more

particularly is the strictness of the Divine Law.

Pray observe then, that there was no apparent

reason whatever why casting the n&t on the

right side of the ship should have been of any

more use than casting it on the left. It was most

probably over the left side of the ship that the

an
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net was actually hanging, when our LORD spoke :

and surely, if a shoal of fishes was swimming past

the little vessel, or was about to pass that way,

a net flung on either side must have captured

them equally. And yet, no one doubts that, cast

in any way, except that which the Blessed Speaker

directed, the net would have been drawn up

empty. Surely it is impossible to miss the in

ference. One must be dull indeed to overlook

so plain a lesson. There was evidently no reason

but one for obeying the Divine Command;

namely this, that it was the Divine Command.

We seem taught thereby to expect many a pre

cept here below, the reason of which does not

appear ;
and further, we are taught that implicit

obedience is our only course, in all such cases.

Hesitate, disobey, in part, or in whole,

and the joyless result is certain. Obey, unre

servedly, cheerfully, promptly, and you lack

the ability to possess yourself of the abundance

which He pours in upon you. If the oil then

stays, it is only because there is not yet another

vessel into which to pour it. The disciples could

not draw the net, the fishes were so very many.
Let it be just observed in passing that we do

by no means say that there is no particular rea

son for every one of those precepts of Almighty
872
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GOD, (called positive^ for which the reason does

not appear. Far from it. We can sometimes

even divine that reason : and where we cannot,

there can be no great difficulty in persuading

ourselves that a reason exists in the nature of

things for every Divine Command. But this is

not at all the question. The duty of implicit

Obedience to such commands is the thing which

we have to impress upon our hearts; and we

have to remember that this does not arise from

our acquaintance with the reasons of them : but

simply from the commands themselves.

And we are much mistaken if there be not

a cause for recommending this doctrine to the

men of the present generation ; for we notice a

mighty, and a growing disinclination among our

people to walk by an external rule, the reason

of which they do not very clearly see. How
can a threefold order of Ministry be essential to

the wellbeing, much less to the very existence,

of a Church? asks one. Surely the Episcopal

order is not an essential thing! Priests and

Deacons are surely enough to secure the per

petuity of a Church. 'I do not see' (says

another,)
'

why the imposition of holy hands

should convey authority :' (the very thing which

Dathan and Abiram could not see, and for which
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the Earth opened her mouth and swallowed them

up.)
'
I do not see,' (says a third person,)

'

why
certain days, and certain places, and certain sea

sons are set apart and kept sacred :' (the very

thing which Jeroboam could not see, and for

which GOD held him in dishonour.) Others can

not see how, by water poured, and words spoken,

can be conveyed the new Birth : nor how Bread

and Wine can communicate the Body and Blood

of CHRIST : (in which fault had Naaman perse

vered, he would never have been cured of his

leprosy.) True, men do not see, or they may
not see quite clearly, any of these different

things. But the Holy Church throughout the

World hath ever taught them. 'Blessed are

they who have not seen, and yet have believed.'

And let us be well persuaded, as we value

our happiness now, or our wellbeing hereafter,

that in small things as in great, we have need

of an external rule to walk by. Law, because

it is the parent of Order, is the foundation of all

happiness, heavenly as well as earthly : (for be

sure it exists in Heaven as well as Earth : nay, it

came down to Earth from Heaven). Now, what

the civil Law is to the body politic, that the

Divine Law is to the Church. We are members

of both societies alike : and though we may dis-
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pute the Heavenly code, in this world at least,

with more impunity than the earthly, let us be

very sure that by so doing we are consulting

neither our present nor our eternal happiness.

The need of an external rule to walk by, descends

into every particular of daily life. Whether it

be in the conduct of our families, or the ad

ministration of our business, or the education

of our children ; the choice of our books, or

of our associates : the distribution of our Time,

or the disposal of our money : the votes we give,

or the counsel we offer, or the side we take :

in ah
1

these things alike, be well assured that

we shall go right or we shall go wrong, as we

are submissive to an external rule. Far fewer

things than men suppose, are indifferent. There

are not so many open questions in the World, as

a school which is growing very popular among
us, would have us believe. There was only a

right side and a left to the little boat on the Sea

of Galilee ;
or rather, there was only a right side,

and a wrong. And so it ever is, and so it ever

will be. That boat and her company, on the

dark and unsteady waters, is still an apt em
blem of the Church ;

a fit type of ourselves,

ever toiling, (as they were,) until we hear the

accents of our LORD, standing on the fixed mo-
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tionless shore. If we desire success, we shall

listen for His voice, His whisper. In small

things, as in great, we shall believe that without

Him, or in defiance of Him, we can do no

thing. The net must be cast on the rigid side

of the ship, if we would find.
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THE SEER IN SECRET.

ST. MATTHEW vi. 4.

Tliy FATHER, which seeth in secret, Himself shall

reward thee openly.

THIS must needs be a very solemn saying, for

our LORD repeats it three times. It occurs in

the Sermon on the Mount, (from which the

Gospel for the Day is also taken,) and is found

at the end of the directions concerning Alms

giving, concerning Prayer, and concerning

Fasting. The alms are to be given in secret ;

hid, (if it were possible,) by one hand from the

other ; and '

thy FATHER, which seeth in secret,

Himself shall reward thee openly.' The prayer,

in like manner, is to be poured out in the closet,

after the door has been made fast ;
and '

thy

FATHER, which seeth in secret, Himself shall

reward thee openly.' Fasting, by the same rule,

is to shun human observation. At all events, it

may not court notice. It is to be secret ;
and
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'thy FATHER, which seeth in secret, Himself

shall reward thee openly.' "We propose on the

present occasion to call attention to this saying

of our SAVIOUR CHRIST ;
to shew what a very

remarkable saying it is
;
and then, by the light

of it, to suggest that we should examine the

dark places of our own hearts.

Now, it is evident that all we know of one

another is, what appears outwardly. We cannot

look into each other's hearts, and see what is

passing there. To listen to what is said, to

notice what is done, this is all our skill. When
we have looked into each other's eyes, watched

the expression of the features, and studied the

tones of the voice, we have done all we can do.

Nay, if we can go so far as that, we have gone a

great way (as we think) towards knowing whe

ther another person is sincere or not : for fea

tures, eyes, and voice reveal what is passing

within, except in the case of those who have

grown very hardened, and who practise deceit

habitually. In fact, the result of such obser

vation is generally correct ;
and it may be sup

posed that we are seldom, if ever, much deceived

in persons whom we can watch attentively with

our eyes, and listen to with our ears. Allusion

is made, of course, only to gross forms of deceit
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and dishonesty ;
claims to sanctity and virtue,

while there is abominable wickedness within.

But these are extreme cases ; and if we desire

to know anything of ourselves, we must probably

be content to make a more searching inquiry

than this. We are none of us (suppose) gross

hypocrites. We, none of us, wilfully say one

thing and mean quite another. But do we mean

all'we say? and do we mean that thing only,

and no other thing, besides ? Above all, do we

shew one another by our words, looks, actions,

the motive which is influencing our hearts all the

while ? This is the point which we shall do

wisely to dwell upon for a few moments.

Suppose, for instance, the case of one who

gives his substance freely to the poor ; who never

withholds his hand at the sight of want; but

loves to provide the naked with clothing, the

hungry with food. There is no need of inquiring

whether such a man be a great deceiver. We
may as well save ourselves the trouble. Doubt

less he is not. He is sincere in his pity, and

takes pleasure in doing the act we have been

describing. But the question is, what do all

these actions spring from ? What is the motive

of all he says and does ? For example, Has he a

single eye to GOD'S Glory in all he does ? or
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is he secretly pleased at being thought liberal,

and does he covet the praise of his fellow-crea

tures ?

Now this is a grave question, and one which

must be answered. Our Lord supplies us with

some help towards answering it
;

for he says

that actions of this class should be so secret that

the left hand should not know what the right

hand has been about. And so, if we are bent

on self-examination, we may conclude, at once,

that all OUT public acts of charity and kindness,

everything which is known and gets abroad,

is a very suspicious kind of thing indeed : and

though it may have sprung from a pure and a

holy motive, the chances are that there is more

of Earth than of Heaven in the Almsgiving we

have described. Except it be the work of aged

persons, of tried goodness, and approved virtue,

all such public acts had best be reckoned by
those who indulge in them, as snares and pit

falls; and men will do well to pray that they

may be pardoned in respect of them, rather than

presumptuously dare to hope for a reward. GOD
has indeed promised a reward to the bounty
which flows in secret from the pure depths of a

heart where love to GOD is the reigning prin

ciple : but,
' He seeth in secret;' and how fearful
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is it to consider tvhat He seeth in most of our

selves !

"We might say the self-same thing concerning

Prayer following therein our LORD'S example.

We might ask, not, Do men pray for mere pre

tence? and kneel down only in order that they

may be seen ? (for neither of those things are

likely) : but, Does any admixture of such a

low motive find place ? for if it does, none can

presume to say how great or how little it may be.

It is known to One, and One only namely, to

Him ' who '

seeth in secret?

So then, those words, 'thy FATHER which

seeth in secret,
3

imply, that Almighty GOD seeth

not as man seeth ;
for man looketh upon the out

ward appearance, but GOD looketh upon the

heart. They imply yet more. They teach, that

instead of watching the face of man, noticing his

actions, his manner, and his voice, GOD beholds

the innermost recesses of a man's spirit, and sees

everything that is passing there, however subtle,

however secret, it may happen to be.

And this is surely a very solemn truth for us

all to seek to realize : I mean, the solemn truth

that GOD sees and knows the exact origin from

which all our acts proceed. Actions, remember,

may resemble each other closely : nay, they may
831
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be in all respects the same. Two persons, for

example, shall give alms, or perform any other

act of charity : two persons shall come to Church,

pray, and return home again. But one of these

persons may be a great sinner, and the other

may be a great saint : for one may have given,

in order to win the praise and admiration of his

neighbours; the other, because he loved the

SAVIOUR who died for him
;
and because he

desired to shew his love by some act of piety to

one of that SAVIOUR'S poorest members. So,

again, the one may have come to Church be

cause he was ashamed to stay away, thought
it respectable to come, and desired the good

opinion of his fellow-Christians : the other, be

cause he was burthened with the sense of need

to pour out his heart before GOD. Acts, then,

may be the very same
;
but they may proceed

from sources, oh ! how different. And, the thing

we have to notice is, that GOD, and GOD only,

sees the source of every action ; watches the first

beginnings of it, and takes notice whether, at

the outset, the eye was directed to Earth or to

Heaven
;
whether it took its beginning from a

pure motive, or the contrary.

This is a matter which concerns us very nearly ;

for though Prayer and Almsgiving alone have
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been specified, it will be evident to any one who

at all considers the matter, that every act of every

hour in every day is either pleasing or displeasing

to GOD, according to the source from which it

proceeds. And this thought, when fully realized,

will be the means of making us often turn our

eyes inwardly ;
will set us on tracing the stream

of every action back to its fountain-head; and

inquiring anxiously for what we find there. The

motive of our actions is the thing which GOD
looks to. This it is which makes them good or

evil, in His sight. Whereas it is not until they

are seen in their results that men are able to

judge of them. Then, indeed, men are prompt

enough to own that some are fit only for curs

ing ; while others may win a crown.

And this, it will be felt, supplies the key to

many a mystery in the Bible ; explains many a

hard thing in the lives of Patriarchs, Judges,

Kings. For example : Jacob had the fear of

GOD before his eyes, which Esau had not: he

had a longing desire to inherit the promises,

which Esau despised : he had a burning Faith.

That was why Jacob was loved, and Esau hated.

And yet, Esau appears the more amiable man of

the two : appears very unlike what he really was,

namely, a profane person and a fornicator.
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Faith, in short, was the well-spring of one man's

actions : self-indulgence^ the source from which

the actions of the other proceeded. Hence, one

won the favour of Almighty GOD
;

while the

other was rejected ; and these are types of the

two great divisions of mankind, even at the pre

sent day.

These remarks will not have been in vain, if

they help us to realize, more and more, that the

Eyes of Him who '
seeth in secret' are evermore

upon us : that it is to Him we live, to Him we

die : that we need His Grace, day by day, to

' renew a right Spirit within us ;' and to keep
the fountain-head of all our actions, pure.
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GROWTH IN GOODNESS.

2 ST. PETER i. 57.

And beside this, giving all diligence, add to your Faith

Virtue ; and to Virtue Knowledge ; and to Knowledge

Temperance ; and to Temperance Patience ; and to

Patience Godliness ; and to Godliness Brotherly kind

ness ; and to Brotherly kindness Charity.

THE Collect for to-day, which yields to none

in the Prayer-book for harmony of language and

dignity of expression, is a prayer for spiritual

growth. We shall not do amiss, on such an

occasion, if we dwell upon one of the most

remarkable texts in the Bible where constant

accessions of goodness seem to be contemplated

as the very condition of our Christian life. And

it will add to our pleasure if we will be at the

pains to realize the fact that the speaker is none

other than the Apostle, Peter; who, in these

words, is drawing from the deep well of his own

spiritual experience, and delivering a few words

of exhortation to the flock which his Divine
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Master had so affectionately and earnestly com

manded him to feed.
* Add to your Faith Vir

tue ;
and to Virtue Knowledge ;

and to Know

ledge Temperance ;
and to Temperance Pa

tience ;
and to Patience Godliness

;
and to God

liness Brotherly kindness
;

and to Brotherly

kindness Charity.' Herein, we only invite you
to notice how the great Apostle links grace to

grace, and virtue to virtue
; heaping up the sum

of goodness until it reaches to the skies. By
the steps of so glorious a ladder, it was surely

intended that men should mount up to Heaven.

For do but see how one gift rises above the other ;

till that which began in perfect Faith, ends in

universal Charity, or Love !

If, therefore, we were set to guess the mind of

St. Peter from this passage, should we have any

difficulty in doing so, at least in part? Would

not, at least one striking and highly instructive

feature come very plainly out
; namely this, that

the great Apostle aimed at perfection ? and that

the means by which he proposed to attain it,

was the same by which men make their advances

in any other department : namely, by many sin

gle steps taken in the right direction ? . . . . This

is evidently all his secret.

And if it occurred to us to ask the question,
M
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Why the Apostle aimed so high, would not

our Lord's express injunction occur to the mind

of every one? 'Be ye therefore perfect; even as

your FATHER which is in Heaven is perfect.'

However, it is not perfection which we now

speak of, and to which we exhort you. Alas,

that we should be so ready ever to take the

lower ground ! Alas, that we should be for ever

slumbering at the foot of the ladder reaching

up to Heaven, which the Blessed Apostle here

discovers to our sight : instead of striving which

of us can climb the highest; and seeking, with

generous rivalry, to pass one another on the

heavenly stair ! And yet, without naming per

fection, how can less be said on this text of St.

Peter, than that it clearly contemplates growth in

goodness as the very condition of spiritual Life ?

.... Let us seek to draw this matter out a little

more in detail.

It seems, strangely enough, as if Religion,

according to the common notion of men, con

sisted in not being very wicked. We speak,

as if it were some praise to be neither a sabbath-

breaker, nor disobedient to parents ; hateful, nor

adulterous
; dishonest, slanderous, nor discon

tented. But this is surely a miserable estimate

of what a Christian may become. We may
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surely hope, by GOD'S grace, to become a vast

deal more than this !

Thus, according to the mind of the great

Apostle, though
'

Faith' must lie at the founda

tion of our whole Christian life, there should be
*

given all diligence' that Faith may not prove

a barren quality, but be attended by acts of

'Virtue.' Amid all our striving to please GOD

by works of this class, there must further be
'

Knowledge,' that salutary help and guide,

without which the best efforts of untutored zeal

may prove not only vain, but even mischievous".

But '

Knowledge' can hardly subsist without

'Temperance;' or self-control, whereby the se

ductions of bodily pleasure are resisted : those

pleasures which. injure the reason, and darken

the eye, and disturb the balance of Judgment.

Then, there are those who can resist the seduc

tions of pleasure ;
can indignantly put away the

solicitations of the "World and the Flesh; but
'

Patience' of the ills of life, troubles, distresses,

injuries, this is wholly wanting to them. They
can forbear, but they cannot bear. The Apostle

recommends that they add '

to Temperance, Pa

tience.'
'

Patience,' again, must be no mere act

of stoical endurance ; but it must proceed from

Rom. x. 2.
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'Piety,' or the Love of GOD, in order to be a

perfect gift. Hence, it follows,
' and to Pa

tience, Godliness.' Now,
'

if a man say, I love

GOD, and hateth his brother, he is a liar,' says

the beloved Disciple
b

: and accordingly, his

friend and fellow-Apostle St. Peter here declares,

that
'

to Godliness' must be added '

Brotherly

Kindness.' Lastly, that
'

Brotherly Kindness'

may deserve its name, it must be such a quality

as
'

Charity' alone knows how to describe ; and

what *

Charity' is, St. Paul hath very fully told

us
c

. This grace therefore is mentioned last,

because it is the crown of all. 'And now

abideth Faith, Hope, Charity, these three
;
but

the greatest of these is Charity
3/

You will not think that we have dwelt unduly
on the need of growth in the heart of man, if you
do but notice the many hints in Holy Scripture

which look this way. It is remarkable how many
of these are contained in St. Mark's Gospel, and

St. Peter's two Epistles, the more remarkable,

when the connexion of the Apostle and the Evan

gelist is remembered. Indeed St. Mark's Gospel
was written under St. Peter's eye, and almost at

his dictation. Accordingly, it is curious to notice

that St. Mark records only three of the parables

k
1 St. John iv. 20. e 1 Cor. xiii. d 1 Cor. xiii. 13.

MB
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which our LORD delivered on the Lake, and they

all have to do with the growth of seeds : one of

them, (the second,) being peculiar to his own Gos

pel. His three parables illustrate, first, the his

tory
6

, then, the secrecy', next, the extent 8 of

the Kingdom : and he seems to dwell with some

thing like marked emphasis on the growth set

forth on each occasion. He alone, in the parable

of the Sower, remarks of the seed which fell on

good ground, that it 'kept growing up and in

creasing -.' and in that of the grain of Mustard-

seed, he alone is careful to remark how,
{ when

it is sown, it groweth up' Delightful it is, when

St. Peter's concern in St. Mark's Gospel is re

membered, to call to mind St. Peter's language

in the Epistles which he wrote so long after :

where the same thought finds a prominent place,

and is expressed in similar language.
' As new

born babes, desire ye the sincere milk of the

Word, that ye may grow thereby.' And again,
' Grow ye in Grace, and in the knowledge of our

LORD and SAVIOUR JESUS CHRIST,' with which

words he concludes his second Epistle. But the

parable of the Seed cast into the ground, (which

is the one peculiar to St. Mark,) suggests a

parallel even more striking : for there, after

St. Mark iv. 3.
f

St. Mark iv. 26. * St. Mark iv. 31
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noticing once more how the seed
'

sprung and

grew up,' the author of the second Gospel pro

ceeds in language which exhibits a lively picture

of the growth of Grace in the heart of man :

'For the earth bringeth forth fruit of herself;

first the blade, then the ear, after that the full

corn in the ear.' And how like is this to that

beautiful picture of progressive goodness which

we meet with in the beginning of St. Peter's

second Epistle, the very passage which supplies

the text, and which we have been already con

sidering ! . . . . Now, to find so great a Saint as

Simon Peter, who exhibited in his own person,

so marvellous an example of growth, dwelling so

particularly on this characteristic of the Kingdom
of CHRIST, whether in the World at large or in

the heart of man ; such a discovery cannot fail

to strike us forcibly, and make us very attentive.

The practical lesson which we derive from this

specimen of Apostolic teaching, is of the plainest

kind. We know that there can be no standing

still in respect of our spiritual state
;
that there

must either be advance, or a going backwards.

We would earnestly impress on every heart, (and

on our own,) the great need of striving, by watch

fulness and prayer, to 'grow in Grace,' to grow
in the graces of Faith, and Virtue, and Know-
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ledge, and Temperance, and Patience, and God

liness, and Brotherly kindness, and Charity : for

if these things be in us and aViuund, they make

us that we '

shall neither be barren nor unfruitful

in the knowledge of our LORD JESUS CHRIST.'
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WORKS, NOT WORDS.

ST. MATTHEW vii. 21.

Not every one that saith unto Me, LOUD, LOUD, shall

enter into the Kingdom of Heaven; but he that doeth

the will of My PATHEU which is in Heaven.

THE text, in striking language, contrasts two

classes of professing Christians. What makes it

so singularly instructive, is, that instead of esta

blishing the difference, (which we are all so

familiar with,) between good men and bad, it

comes with a message to those whom the World

calls good, and winnows them into two heaps.

The one set of persons, it says, are destined for

the heavenly garner : the other, not.

Of course, if a man be living in open and

flagrant sin ; if any have a habit of profane

swearing, or are under the dominion of a

wicked temper which every now and then breaks

out into some act of brutal violence : again,

if any despise Divine Worship on Sundays, and

never say their prayers, or very seldom; nor

ever read the Bible : all, I say, who are living
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lives like these, cannot, of course, seriously en

tertain a rational hope that they are on the road

to Heaven. A man may perhaps pretend to think

well of his own state : he may even persuade
himself that he is in no danger; but it re

quires an effort. If he falls ill, he becomes

aware that Hell yawns for him : he is straight

way troubled with horrible apprehensions, and

shews by his words the anguish of his soul. On

persons of this description we need not dwell.

We do not think ourselves of their number ;

and GOD grant that we may not be.

But there is a large class of persons, not fla

grantly wicked, who are yet in very imminent

danger : persons who may be described in lan

guage which it is to be feared that many will

recognise as, in some degree, applicable to them

selves. They come to Church. It is seldom

but what a verse in the Psalms, a passage in

the Lessons, or some remark in the Sermon,

strikes them. They feel it keenly, and glow
with emotion. These persons, also, say their

private prayers regularly: a day never passes

but what they read a chapter in the Book of

Life. Moreover they are respectable livers, and

are guilty of no great crimes. They are cheer

ful and contented; (indeed they have enough,
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they enjoy good health, and are happy in their

families ; why should they not be contented

and cheerful?) But the most striking feature

of their case is the readiness with which they
will talk of holy things. This is a subject in

which they delight. The Holy Name comes quite

readily to their
lips.

'

LORD, LORD,' say they ;

but that is all. To say
c

LORD, LORD/ is the

beginning and the end of their Religion. They
do not carry it into the week

; but they put it

on and take it off with their holiday clothing.

Nay, they put it on and take it off more rapidly.

It is not worn all through the Sunday, but only

during Church time. At morning and evening,

also, they wear it by their bed-side, and again

lay it down when they are summoned to their

work. They meet a serious friend, or a pious

neighbour, and the holy manner of speech is

again caught up, to be again in a moment

flung from them. The consequence is, that

Religion is no real part of these persons. It is

not a thing of the inner, but only of the outer

man. And if any ask How this appears? we

answer, By the readiness with which persons of

this class will turn from the praise of the CREA

TOR to the dispraise of the creature ; from GOD'S

perfections to human failings, short-comings, sins.
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Again, it appears from this, that their standard

of what is right is so low, that they can reconcile

their consciences to much that is undoubtedly
sinful : that they are not in perfect charity with

all men, and feel no unhappiness in consequence.

In short, the remarkable feature of the character

we are describing is, that without any inten

tional, without any conscious dishonesty, these

persons are really great hypocrites. They do

nothing for CHRIST'S sake. They give up no

thing, adopt nothing, alter nothing. Religion is

one of their habits, and Worldliness is another.

Each has its time. Religion requires ten mi

nutes in the morning, and as many in the even

ing : about three hours and a half on Sunday.
In societv, Religion (or something calling itself

t/ 7 O N

by that name) will also claim a place in the con

versation. But this is all. The World, the

Plesh, and the Devil, must really be allowed to

have the rest of a man's life. Was it not this,

or some such character as this, that our LORD

described and condemned ? This is surely to say
1

LORD, LORD,' and not to do the things which

CHRIST commands. These are they of whom it

is declared,
' Not every one that saith unto Me,

LORD, LORD, shall enter into the Kingdom of

Heaven/



WORKS, NOT WORDS.

For it is quite a mistake to suppose that all who

find consolation in Religion are necessarily good :

or that a wicked person is a hypocrite simply

because he says he finds comfort in prayer, and

in conversation on holy subjects. It is not so,

indeed. So powerful is the mere thought of

CHRIST to assuage grief and to calm despair; so

comfortable are GOD'S uttered words ever found

to be in the hour of darkness, doubt, and

difficulty ; that it is not to be wondered at if

murderers have sometimes asked for the cup of

Blessing, while the stain of blood, unconfessed

and unrepented of, has lain upon their miserable

souls : or again, if a hymn-book has been dis

covered in the hands of one who only yester

day took the life of a fellow-creature. I say,

we require to be reminded of this; and to be

warned against ourselves. These people were

hypocrites, doubtless, in GOD'S sight; for they

were guilty of the crime called by that name in

the Bible : but not in our sight are they hypo
crites

; nor should we call them so, if by hypo

crisy we mean (as of course we do) the pretend

ing to be, or to feel, something which we really

are not, and do not feel. These people talk

about GOD, and Heaven, and the rest, because it

really is a comfort to their souls to do so. Let
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us then be reminded that no professions of Faith ;

no confidence of Hope; no, nor approaches to

the Holy Table : certainly not the mere attend

ance in GOD'S House, however exemplary and

constant; nor yet the habitual talk about holy

things : none of these, in and by itself, must

be suffered to mislead us. Hopeful signs they

are, but they are not proofs, that we are spiritually

minded. It is well to say
*

LORD, LORD ;' but

we shall not therefore enter into the Kingdom of

Heaven : for we may say LORD, LORD, and yet

not ' do the will of the FATHER/

And let none suppose that this doctrine rests

on a solitary text of Scripture. The Bible is full

of it. We are again and again reminded, with

every variety of expression, that he that
'
lusteth

to live, and would fain see good days/ must
' eschew evil, and do good

9-' The SPIRIT'S mes

sage to each of the seven Churches begins with

the same words :

'

I know/ not thy feelings,

nor thy frequent cries of LORD, LORD, nor thy

good intentions ; but,
'

I know thy works.'

The end of men, we are expressly told, shall be
'

according to their works*' Again, it is threat

ened that in the Last Day 'every man's work

shall be made manifest / and that
'
the fire shall

Ps. xxxiv. 12, 14. b 2 Cor. xi. 15.
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try every man's ivork of what sort it is. If
a.\\y

man's work abide, he shall receive a reward
;

if

any man's ivorJc shall be burned, he shall suffer

loss .'
' Behold I come quickly,' (says CHRIST,)

' and My reward is with Me, to give every man

according as his tvork shall beV '
Shall not He

render to every man according to his works*?'

asks the wise King : and our Blessed LORD

Himself answers the question :

' The Son of

Man shall come in the Glory of His FATHER,

with His Angels ; and then He shall reward

every man according to his works.
1
.' . . . Speak

ing by the prophet Jeremiah, He had said long

before,
'

I the LORD search the heart : I try the

reins
; even to give every man according to his

ways, and according to the fruit of his doings
8
.'

And so St. Paul in many places
' He will

render to every man according to his deeds V
' For we must all appear before the judgment
seat of CHRIST, that every one may receive the

things done in his body, according to that he

hath done, whether it be good or bad 1

.' St.

James is full of it. He seems to have feared

lest any one should suppose that a mere profes-

c 1 Cor. iii. 1315. d Bev. xxii. 12. e Prov. xxiv. 12.

* St. Matth. xvi. 27. * Jer. xvii. 10. h Rom. ii. 6.

i 2 Cor. v. 10.
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sion of Faith can save a man
; hence, his eager

ness to make it clear that
'

Faith without Works

is dead.' And St. John heard a Voice from

Heaven saying,
'
Blessed are the dead which die

in the LORD ; for they rest from their labours,

and their tvor/cs do follow themV When he saw

the dead, small and great, stand before GOD,

and the books opened,
'

the dead were judged
out of those things which were written in the

books, according to their works 1 '

. . . Now, in

the face of all these plain, emphatic places of

Holy Scripture, we must be mad if we seek to

invent some other scheme of safety for ourselves.

Let none be so simple as to suppose that we

are saying that good Works can win Heaven. We
say that they cannot, any more than Faith can.

Heaven is won neither by Faith nor by Works

but by GOD'S free Mercy. It is the gift of GOD

that we inherit Eternal Life. But GOD here

promises that He will bestow Heaven on a cer

tain class of persons ; and He describes them as

the doers of His FATHERS will. If we covet the

blessing, must we not be prepared to comply
with the condition on which it is promised ?

k Rev. xiv. 13. * Rev. xx. 12.
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ST. LUKE xvi. 10, 11, 12.

He that isfaithful in that which is least isfaithful also

in much : and he that is unjust in the least is unjust

also in much. If therefore ye have not been faithful

in the unrighteous Mammon, who will commit to your

trust the true Riches ? And ifye have not beenfaithful

in that which is another man's, who shall give you
that which is your own ?

THERE are moments when every man, unless

he be utterly lost and degraded, must have some

curious and anxious thoughts about the Life to

come. Thoughts of this very solemn class are

often driven away by the bustle of business, and

the strong claims of the present hour
;
but they

come back, and force themselves upon us, after

a while. We mean, not only that the question,

'Whither am I going? Am I treading the path to

eternal Happiness or to eternal Misery?' not

only that this question forces itself upon us ; but

another question besides, namely this :

' What
kind of Life will that future Life be to which
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we give the name of Heaven ? How will the re

deemed be employed there? Life is short, but

Eternity is very long : what will the blessed be

doing throughout the ages of Eternity ?'

Now, the text, (which immediately follows the

Gospel for the Day,) supplies some answer to

both these questions, as we propose to shew.

Only a partial answer, of course
;
but a fuller

answer than a common reader would suppose :

and surely, in a matter where it is often said

that we know nothing, it is no slight thing to

find ourselves possessed of any information at all.

Our LORD is declaring the law by which

everlasting rewards will be distributed; and

His words are these :

' He that is faithful in

that which is least, is faithful also in much ; and

he that is unjust in the least, is unjust, also in

much.
5

In other words, It is a solemn truth,

that men are so formed that you may tell their

characters in great things by observing how they

act in small. The servant who is faithful in a

small trust, will be faithful also in a large one.

If there was wasteful extravagance and petty dis

honesty in a smaU concern, it is quite impossible

that the conduct will be different by increasing

the trust. On the contrary. The extravagance

will then become profuse ;
the dishonesty, scan-
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dalous. And this law will decide the eternal

Judge in the Last Day. That is why the Blessed

Speaker goes on to ask,
'
If therefore ye have

not been faithful in the unrighteous Mammon,
who will commit to your trust the true Riches ?'

The words here require explaining. Mammon
means Riches: now, because Riches are often

acquired by unrighteous means, or applied to

unrighteous purposes, our LORD calls Riches
' the unrighteous Mammon.' And, in contrast

with what is so perishing and insecure, He

speaks of the eternal reward as the true Riches.

That blessed portion which He has reserved for

the poor in spirit and the pure in heart
;

for

those who hunger, and thirst, and mourn, now
;

for the meek, the merciful, and the peacemakers ;

the reward of these He calls the true Riches.

What is it but to say that worldly wealth is an

unreal possession ? an untrue thing ? that, prac

tically speaking, to be rich in this world's goods

only, is a delusion, and a lie ?

Let us examine the verse which remains, and

then we shall have a view of the whole matter,

and be able to draw from it the teaching we de

sire. Our LORD continues, 'And if ye have

not been faithful in that which is another man's,

who shall give you that which is your own?'
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Observe the two great things which are implied

in these words : First, that nothing which we

possess here below is ours. We are trusted

with many things ; but the ownership of them

all rests with another.
'

Faithful, in that which

is another's:' namely, GOD'S. But the Blessed

Speaker asks at once, 'If ye have not been

faithful in this, who shall give you that which is

your own ?' And observe (secondly,) what is

implied by that remarkable question : namely,

that the goods of Heaven will be so given to

those whom GOD accepts that they will be our

own : so made over to us, that instead of em

ploying them like stewards, they will possess

them as rightful owners.

And now, let us notice the curious and impor
tant information which our LORD'S words have

yielded. They have told us thus much concern

ing the future Life : that it will bear a certain

kind of resemblance to this, inasmuch as men

will find themselves entrusted with the posses

sion of certain opportunities. The parable of

the Pounds reveals one other point of resem

blance; namely, that these opportunities will

vary in amount : some persons having more, and

some less. But it is plain both from the parable,

and from the present place of Scripture, that the
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largeness of opportunity will be increased beyond
all power of words to tell : for consider what pro

portion ten pounds bear to ten cities! trading

with ten pounds, to ruling over ten cities ! Con

sider also the relation which false Riches bear to

true ! The one, truly valuable : the other, worth

really nothing at all !

The future Life will therefore be of this nature,

that as many as receive reward, will receive a

gift beyond conception greater than anything

they ever imagined here below. And as in life,

men's opportunities are observed to vary, so

there will men's opportunities be found to vary

also : some being set over much, some, over

less. There will be no longer servitude, how

ever, but rule. All will in some marvellous way

govern, direct, guide, possess : reign like kings

over some portion of GOD'S created Universe :

dispense like rightful owners treasures of some

unspeakable sort, which will then have been made

their own : or, after some glorious fashion, un-

described and indescribable, exercise on a grander

scale the gifts and graces they gave proof of

while on earth : meekness, and forgiveness of

injuries : a self-denying spirit, which sought
the good of others before its own : purity of

heart, which longed beyond every thing else, for
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the sight of GOD : filial piety, and innocent love,

and rigid truthfulness, and calm submission to

the Divine will ; and whatever else there may
be which is most lovely, most pure, and of most

good report.

The difference between earthly trusts and

Heavenly will therefore be twofold : though the

Heavenly will bear a kind of resemblance to the

earthly, they will be increased so largely that the

one will bear no proportion to the other : and

then, they will be no longer 'trusts,' (the pro

perty of another,) which may be violated, but

possessions, (the property of ourselves,) which

cannot be otherwise than lawfully and rightfully

dispensed. They will become ' our own,' after

a fashion we may not pretend to discourse of, as

if we understood it, but which we may yet very

fully believe, notwithstanding.

It remains that we say a few words on the

other question. Namely, In what direction are

we ourselves moving ? Are we on the road to

misery, or on the road to bliss ?

And this inquiry, like the other, is in a mea

sure solved by the text : for the only thing to be

decided is, 'Are we faithful or are we faithless ?

Be well persuaded that any Teaching which would

remove the question from this ground and shift
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it on to another, is not trustworthy. It is impos

sible, as well as most dangerous, to overlook the

express declarations of Holy Writ on this subject.

Very clearly is it implied by the language of the

text,
'

If ye have been faithful in the righteous

Mammon, I will commit to your trust the true

Riches.' If then we would know concerning our

selves whether we are treading the avenue of

Life or not, we should ask ourselves this further

question, Am I acting like a faithful steward

of my present opportunities or not? be they

great or small. How have I employed them ?

How am I employing them now ? If I am un

just towards the rightful Owner of that which is

least, and which,
*
least' though it be, He has

seen fit to commit to my keeping, let me not

dare to hope for a larger Heavenly Trust. GOD will

assuredly withhold it from me, lest I prove my
self unjust and unfaithful, in that also ! What ?

Shall he that has oppressed his neighbour, dealt

in petty acts of dishonesty, spoken untrue words,

or unclean, been a careless, or a faithless, steward

of earthly Trusts, be promoted straightway to

Heavenly ? It cannot be ! No. If I am not

faithful in that which is least, GOD will not trust

me with more. Yet have I His sure promise,

that if I am faithful in earthly things, He will
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trust me with Heavenly. If then I may dare

to believe that I am striving to be faithful in

that which is His, I will all my life long che

rish the blessed hope of an Immortality with

Him
; throughout which He will bless me with

the possession of that which He has vouchsafed

to call my own !
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HOW THE BIBLE SHOULD BE READ.

1 COR. xii. 8.

To another, the word of Knowledge, by the same SPIRIT.

ST. PAUL is here speaking of the miraculous

gifts which were poured out so abundantly on

the early Church. One of these, he calls
'
the

word of Knowledge.' He probably means that

Divine Illumination whereby men were enabled

rightly to explain the doctrines of the Bible.

The state of things to which the Apostle refers

has long since passed away, but the inspired

Volume itself, the depository of all our Know

ledge of Divine Truth, yet remains ; and we
shall not be unprofitably employed, it seems, on

this occasion, if we offer a few remarks on the

manner in which those precious pages should be

studied by ourselves, who may not hope for any
but the ordinary help and guidance of the Holy

Spirit of GOD.
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The chief obstacles to our advance in the

knowledge of the Bible appear to be twofold :

first, moral
; then, intellectual. Both, it will be

observed, depend equally upon ourselves: that

is the obstacles are in us, not in the Word,

preached or spoken. The former, however, de

pend on the state of heart in which we approach
the Book of GOD'S Law : the latter, result from

some fault of the understanding. But in truth,

the two run into one another, to a greater de

gree than any one would at first suppose ; and

in offering a few plain remarks in the way of

advice on this subject, we are less careful to

specify the source from which the mischief pro

ceeds than to remind ourselves of its nearness

and extent.

Beyond all other things then, the great ob

stacle to the reception of GOD'S Word, is the

carelessness and indifference with which we

listen to it, and read it in private. It is a sad

truth, but it is a truth, that we are thus cold

and careless about GOD'S Word. Whether it be

because we have been familiar with it from in

fancy, and have grown so used to its surpassing

beauty, as no longer to perceive it, as those

who live amid beautiful scenery are often un

conscious of the loveliness which surrounds
410
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them : or whether we have learned to think of

the Bible as a book full of hopeless difficulties,

so that we read it as a task rather than as the

crown and joy of every passing day : whatever

the reason may be, it is certain that very few

men read the Bible to much advantage. They
read it too fast. We have heard of gluttons

who eat and drink slowly, that the flavour of

the food or drink they love may linger on the

palate, and that thus they may prolong their

enjoyment. How does it happen that persons
whose god is their belly, should have found out

such an expedient for increasing a vulgar de

light, while many Christians never attempt even,

by a similar expedient, to prolong the taste of

that which the Psalmist describes as
* sweeter

than honey and the honeycomb ?'

We believe, then, that most men read the

Bible too fast ; and, as a necessary consequence,

do not understand what they read. The chapter

is probably so well remembered; all its turns

of expression, its uncommon words and pecu
liar cadences, come so naturally to the tongue,

or fall so familiarly on the ear ;
that a man

thinks he knows more of it than in reality he

does. One or two verses have always struck

him as difficult, and he is content that they
411
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should remain so. He comes to them, remem

bers that they have always perplexed him, and

passes on. Other verses, it is to be feared, have

never conveyed to him any definite meaning at

all ; and he is content to remain in ignorance
of their meaning, perhaps, secretly, to doubt

whether they have any. Not a few verses in

every chapter, it may well be feared, most of us

mistake the sense of. And thus, between the

beautiful, which we have long since ceased to

be struck by : the difficult, to which we have

long since become reconciled : the verses sup

posed unmeaning, which we dismiss with in

difference
;

and the verses whose meaning we

mistake, which, of course, we let pass without

suspicion, how can it fail but that, to many of

us, the Bible is almost a sealed book? We
boast that we have it ; but we seldom use it,

and never for long : or we are faithful in using
it

;
but we read to little profit. We really love

it, but we do not understand what we love. As

far as our own use of it is concerned, we might
almost as well be without it altogether.

In reading the Bible then, it seems that we

should be more watchful, slow, and thoughtful,

than we usually are. By watchful, I mean

that we should strive to let nothing escape us ;
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that we should notice all the little words, the

minutest facts, the smallest details, whether of

description, or reasoning, or exhortation, and

make the most of them. We should do as the

Indians do when they are looking for gold,

which the rivers wash down from the mountains.

They sift the sand, and they sift it slowly, lest a

single particle of the precious metal should es

cape them. Even the things omitted should be

noticed. To give many examples of our mean

ing would obviously be impossible : but if we

are asked for a single instance, Why is it not

said of the work of the second Day of Creation

that
' GOD saw that it was good ?'

We should also read Scripture slowly as well

as watchfully, or else it will make no impression

upon us. Moreover Scripture is such a brief re

cord of events, that if we read it fast, we shall be

sure to miss the fulness of its statements. Doc

trine, again, it exhibits in so condensed a form,

that if we do not read slowly, we shall scarcely

be aware of the depths over whose surface we

are skimming. For example, our LORD says of

Chorazin and Bethsaida, (two cities near the Sea

of Galilee,) that if the mighty works which He
had done in them had been wrought in Sodom,
it would have repented. A careless reader would
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fail to notice the wonderful history here summed

up in a single verse. Think a moment. How

many of the miracles performed in Chorazin and

Bethsaida are recorded in the Gospel? Not

one ! and yet they must have been very nume

rous, very mighty indeed, as we learn from this

brief allusion to them on the part of Him who

was the author of them all ! .... Take notice

also, that a marvellous doctrine is here revealed
;

for our SAVIOUR tells us that He knows not only

what will*take place, but also what would have

taken place if something else had been first done.

But the thoughtful reading of Scripture is the

great thing which we should strive after. And
in connexion with thoughtfulness, we may sug

gest the duty and advantage of habitually dwell

ing upon such hard and yet familiar expressions as

the following :

'
I am THE LIGHT of the World/

'In the beginning was THE WORD.'
' The HOLY GHOST which is THE COM

FORTER.' 'LIGHT,' 'THEWORD,' 'THE COMFORTER/

though very common words, become myste

rious Names when claimed by the Second and

Third Persons in the Blessed Trinity ;
and if we

will take one such Name into our hearts, and

ponder it, we may be able at last to see some

thing of its meaning.
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And now, we can fancy that some one will ^e

induced to make the effort, and try whether the

Bible may indeed prove so profitable and so

delightful a study as we have been saying. Let

us then state beforehand what will probably

happen, if you should be induced at once to

make so pious an endeavour. You will alight on

some difficult or unattractive passage ; and unless

you are very careful, you will quickly subside

into your old habit of careless reading. And is

it any wonder that Satan should seek to divert

the Christian soldier from the spiritual armoury
where the weapons he chiefly dreads are to be

found ? To the plain and unlearned, our advice

is, Never heed any discouragement which may
arise ;

but having chosen some book of the Bible,

whether it be Genesis, or Job, or the Psalms,

or Samuel, or the Books of Kings, read steadily

on. When you open your Bible, say secretly

some such words as these,
'

Open Thou mine

eyes, that I may see the wondrous things of

Thy Law !' If your opportunities are few, a

Gospel will suit your needs still better; and

when you have chosen a Gospel, never try to

read many verses of it at once : but read eight,

or ten, or twelve verses, slowly ; pausing be

tween each, and making sure that you have
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attended to every word in every verse
;

and

then, think about what you have read. Those

who will try this experiment faithfully, for a

month, will be astonished to find how little they

have hitherto understood of the Book of Life.

The habit will grow sweeter, as with time it

grows more confirmed ; and on their dying

pillow they will bless the day and the hour when

they began to seek GOD in His Word.
*/ o
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THE TEACHING OF THE HARVEST.

ST. MATTHEW xiii. 39.

The Harvest is the end of the World.

IT will be remembered that these words occur

in our LORD'S explanation of the parable of the

Tares. The parable was this : A certain house

holder, after sowing good seed in his field, was

both surprised and grieved to see the blade

spring up mingled with Tares. His servants

asked leave to go and weed out the Tares. Not

so, said the householder : the Wheat and the

Tares are so mingled together, the roots of the

Tares must be so bound up with the roots of

the Wheat, that in pulling up one, you will be

sure to drag up the other also.
' Let both grow

together until the Harvest : and in the time of

Harvest I will say to the reapers, Gather ye to

gether first the Tares, and bind them in bundles

to burn them : but gather the Wheat into my
barn.'
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This parable was spoken on the Sea of Gali

lee. When our LORD had retired to the house,

the Disciples asked Him to explain to them its-

meaning. He told them that the householder

was Himself : the field was the World : righte

ous men were the Wheat
;
and wicked men thr

Tares :

* the Harvest,' (He said,)
'

is the end oi

the World, and the reapers are the Angels/
Here then is one of the many lessons which a

harvest-field is meant to teach. One of the many
lessons, I say; for no one, surely, is so inat

tentive an observer of Nature, or so careless a

reader of the Bible, as not to know that a field

of wheat is full of sacred teaching. It not only

reminds us of countless passages in sacred

History ; but of many a solemn doctrine also.

It reminds us, for example, of Joseph's trials,

which began with Joseph's dreams :

*

Behold,'

(he said,) 'we were binding up sheaves in the

field :' of the bringing back of the Ark from

the country of the Philistines, when the men of

Bethshemesh ' were reaping their wheat-harvest

in the valley* :' of the sign which Samuel gave

to GOD'S disobedient people, when he asked,
'
Is

it not wheat-harvest to-day
b
?' and then called

down thunder and rain from Heaven : of the

1 Sam. vi. 13.
"

1 Sam. xii. 17.
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piety of Ruth, who went to 'glean and gather

after the reapers among the sheaves;' and of

our LORD'S walk with His Disciples 'through
the corn-fields on the Sabbath-day.' Nor is it

only of such precious histories as these that a

harvest-field reminds us. The Apostle alludes to

the sure connexion between what we sow and

what we reap, when he speaks of our eternal

reward or punishment. Our LORD Himself de

clares that the Word of GOD, received into an

honest and good heart, will bring forth fruit,

some thirty, some sixty, some an hundred -fold.

And, on another more solemn occasion,
'

Except
a corn of wheat fall into the ground, and die,'

(He said,) 'it abideth alone; but if it die, it

bringeth forth much fruit.' St. Paul, in like

manner, discourses under the same image of

Death and Resurrection.

But it is in connexion with the parable of the

Tares, that the harvest-field obtains its most solemn

teaching : for it reminds us not so much of Life

and of Death, as of Judgment. The Harvest is

declared to be the end of the World ; and the

reapers, the Angels. As surely then as the

Farmer only waits for the corn to be quite ripe,

in order that he may send in the reapers ;
as

surely as he does send them into the field when
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the corn is ripe : just so surely is GOD in

Heaven only waiting till the harvest of the

Earth shall be ripe, in order that He may begin
to reap ; to separate the good from the wicked ;

to gather the wheat into His barn, and to burn

up the tares with fire.
'
I heard a voice from

Heaven,' (the words are those of the beloved Dis

ciple,)
'

saying unto me, Write, Blessed are the

dead which die in the LORD from henceforth :

Yea, saith the Spirit, for they rest from their

labours, and their works do follow them !' . . . And

what follows ?
'

I looked, and behold a white

cloud, and upon the cloud One sat like unto the

Son of Man, having on His head a golden crown,

and in His hand a sharp sickle. And another

Angel came out of the Temple, crying with a

loud voice to Him that sat on the cloud, Thrust

in thy sickle and reap, for the harvest of the

Earth is ripe. And He that sat on the cloud

thrust in His sickle on the Earth, and the Earth

was reaped .' Thus, in the eye of the SPIRIT,

Death and Judgment go together : and of all the

things which GOD hath created, no one thing is

found so fit to be an emblem of that Judgment
which will be hereafter, as the Harvest-field;

and the reapers, armed with their sharp sickles,

Rev. xiv. 1316.
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walking in amid the yellow corn, and gathering

the sheaves into their bosom.

It will be readily understood that we have

chosen the present subject for this day's medi

tation, because it exactly suits the season of the

year. What then is the special lesson connected

with the Harvest, to which our attention is

directed in the parable of the Wheat and the

Tares? It is this: that we must not be sur

prised to see the wicked spared in this life, and

prospering sometimes for many years : we must

not think GOD forgetful of what is going on

in the World, or indifferent to it, if He allows all

things to proceed quietly and smoothly even to

the end. It does not prove that He is careless

about men's works and ways. It only proves

that His manner of acting is not like ours. We
are for hurrying things. We know of only one

method. If any thing goes wrong, we wish to

put it right immediately. But it is not so with

GOD. He does every thing at the right time :

and we are taught by this parable that the

right time for giving the wicked their due is, the

end of the World. To be sure, GOD sometimes

punishes sin immediately ; but not always. That

is the exception, and not the rule. Are we, how

ever, to regard a long life of security, and even
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of success, as any indication that these persons

have escaped GOD'S notice, and GOD'S anger?

Not so. It only shews that the reckoning-day

with sinful men is not in this life. Let the

righteous and the wicked both grow together

nntil the Harvest. So speaks the great House

holder. Now '
the Harvest' (He adds)

'
is the

end of the World.'

To conclude. We have been endeavouring to

point out the teaching of the Harvest. Let us

be well convinced that we are much to blame if

we make no use of these events in the natural

year. GOD has not left Himself without wit

ness, even in the world of Nature. If, in the

world of Grace, He shews Himself openly, here

also He is revealed
;

in a figure perhaps, but

daily ; and, as one may say, all the day long.

We might have missed the teaching of the Har

vest
;
but He has made it prominent and full, so

that it is our own fault if we do not profit by it
;

while to miss it is impossible. We all find our

place in the picture. The wicked man sees his

image in the wild tares,
' wherewith the mower

filleth not his hand, nor he that bindeth sheaves

his bosom :' the righteous see their image in

the sheaves of ripe corn which the good Hus
bandman is eager to gather into his barn. The
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reapers do the work of the Angels in a figure.

The Harvest itself, our LORD tells us, is the end

of the World.

And besides the warning which this solemn

picture conveys, it is full of deep teaching also.

The Tares and the Wheat grow up together, as if

the husbandman cared for both alike : but in the

time of Harvest it will be seen that the one has only

been endured for the sake of the other. Shall

Almighty GOD, however, be thus enduring, and

only Man shew symptoms of impatience ? Let

us beware how we fall into the. error of those

who are for gathering themselves out of the

society of such as they suppose to be wicked,

and forming a Church of their own. CHRIST

Himself hath said it,
' Let both grow together

until the Harvest/ The Church where all are

Saints, is the Church as it will be in Heaven ;

for
'
the Harvest is the end of the World.'

May GOD, of His mercy, give us understand

ing hearts not to miss these great lessons when

they thus come before us ! Truly, He may
be said to come forth and meet us when we go

to the field; pointing now to this thing, and

now to that, like a loving Friend and Master,

making every thing minister to our instruction.

How exceeding in His condescension, thus to
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join us in our lowliest occupations ;
thus to speak

to us by the most familiar objects ;
thus to give

a holy meaning to all the common things we see

and do ! On our side, let us bring attentive

spirits ;
let us cherish a sense of His abiding

presence ; let us resolve not to frustrate His

gracious purposes towards us
;

but determine

rather, that every thing in the harvest-field shall

remind us, as He intended that it should,

of the end of the World ; of the Holy Angels ;

and above all, of Him !
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PRAYER A SOURCft OF STRENGTH.

ISAIAH xl. 31.

They that wait upon the LORD shall renew their strength.

THE Epistle for the day contrasts the Law
and the Gospel.

' The letter killeth,' it says ;

' but the Spirit giveth life :' that is, The Law

doth but condemn the disobedient, and so

bringeth Death
;
but the Spirit enableth men to

obey, and so giveth Life. We propose, on this

occasion, to say a few words on the subject of

Prayer as it is a means of obtaining those fresh

supplies of GOD'S Holy Spirit, whereby alone we

are enabled to obey GOD. It will be perceived,

at once, that what the Prophet means by
'
wait

ing on the LORD,' is His service ; and especially

the service of Prayer.

Now, Prayer may be spoken of under many
different aspects. For instance,

(1
st

) It may be spoken of as it is the confession
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of Sin : but we are not about to speak of Prayer
under that point of view at all.

Or (2
ndly

) it may be spoken of, as expressing

GOD'S praise. Many of the Psalms are prayers
of this nature. But neither shall we say a word

of such prayers as those.

And (3
rdly

) Prayer may be spoken of as the

language of thanksgiving, the words in which

we return thanks to GOD for past mercies. This,

again, we do not propose to speak of now.

Then, (4
thly

,) Prayer may mean intercession

that is, the pleading in behalf of another per

son. But we shall not speak of that ; though a

truly important office of Prayer it is, and one,

which is unduly overlooked.

Or, (lastly,) by Prayer may be meant the

making our requests known unto GOD. The

naming of certain needs, and the praying GOD
to relieve them. Doubtless this, above all, is a

most important aspect of Prayer. And yet, in

none of these points of view are we going to

bring the subject before you now It re

mains to explain the light in which we propose

to regard it ; the precious aspect which, (as you
will at once perceive,) differs from all the pre

ceding ; and which we could most earnestly

wish that the solemn duty, say rather the high
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privilege, of Prayer might ever present to your

minds, and to our own.

The prophet Isaiah, in the passage from which

the text is taken, will prepare you sufficiently

for all that we have to say. The entire passage

runs thus :

' He giveth power to the faint
;
and

to them that have no might, He increaseth

strength. Even the youths shall faint and be

weary, and the young men shall utterly fall :

but they that wait upon the LORD shall renew

their strength : they shall mount up with wings
as eagles : they shall run, and not be weary ; and

they shall walk, and not faint.' Such language,

though highly poetical and figurative, is surely

plain. The vigour of youth (says the prophet)

shall fail : the strength of the young shall ex

perience decay. But it shall not be so with

those who wait upon the LORD. Their strength

shall be renewed, day by day : instead of droop

ing and dying, they shall learn to soar aloft. To

them exertion shall not bring weariness : to them

the daily walk shall be no fatigue !

And so, to state the matter in a few plain

words, we would earnestly entreat men to look

upon Prayer as the chief ordinary means of draw

ing down supplies of strength from GOD. It is

as if a ladder were let down from Heaven, by
427
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which we might ascend at once and fill our souls

with what they need and are craving after : or,

a ladder by which the Angels of GOD might
' ascend and descend' upon the sons of men :

ascend with their fainting hearts and feeble souls
;

descend, straightway, with the same hearts and

souls made strong. Many as are the important

aspects under which prayer may be considered,

this seems to be the most important of all.

It will follow, from what has been spoken,

that there must be earnestness in Prayer, for

Prayer to be availing for such an end as we

have been describing. For can the mere '

saying

our prayers' do us much good, if we only say

them? Must there not be a lifting up of the

heart to GOD, as well ? Must not the desires all

rise, the thoughts all mount up, the entire inner

man reach out its hand, its arm, both hands,

both arms, to GOD ? Must we not seek to

pour ourselves out before Him ? Must we not

throw into the words of the prayer or psalm, the

desires, the longings, the aspirations, which swell

within us, and seek for utterance, and seem as if

they must perforce come abroad ? And, in re

turn, must we not expect to receive something

from the Almighty ? Nay, must we not depend

on getting something from Him, in exchange ?
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.... Our Spirit has had intercourse with His

Spirit.
Is it to remain as dull and cold, as blank

and weary, as at the beginning? It cannot

be ! 'He giveth power to the faint ; and to

them that have no might, He increaseth strength.

Even the youths shall faint and be weary, and

the young men shall utterly fall : but they that

wait upon the LORD shall renew their strength :

they shall mount up with wings as eagles.'

Think of what has now been spoken, hence

forth, when you kneel down to pray. The virtue

of Prayer depends not so much upon the words

used, as upon the Spirit in which those words

are spoken. The poor wretch who stood afar

off, and durst not so much as lift up his eyes to

Heaven, but smote upon his breast, and ex

claimed,
'

LORD, be merciful to me a sinner !'

he may teach us what we have to do. How hard

it is at all times to be thus earnest, to pray as

we ought to pray, we know full well. But all

may do this thing in part, if they will. Wander

ing thoughts, or a weak head : feeble powers of

mind or body : many imaginable causes may
interfere to prevent some persons from making
the service of the Sanctuary such a delight as

good men describe. But who will pretend that

he cannot, for portions of the service at least,
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pray devoutly? All can reach out their souls

to GOD if they will : all can *
lift up their hearts

unto the LORD/ at least for a space of time, with

fervent zeal and entire reality.

Let us consider that it is only as prayer par

takes of this intense and fervid character, only

as we cling to the footsteps of GOD'S Throne,

only (to use Scripture language) as we wrestle

with GOD in prayer, exclaiming with the patriarch

of old,
'

I will not let Thee go, except Thou bless

me !' only thus is it that prayer is effectual to

the end for which all Prayer is intended
; namely,

to call down supplies of grace from GOD
;
to con

firm and strengthen the soul of man ! . . . We
may talk of Church, and of our attendance there,

as we will : we may call ourselves Christians,

count over our privileges, vaunt our Prayer-

book, and rejoice in our acquaintance with its

contents, as much as we please : the sacred

Seasons of the year, and the prayers then pre

scribed by the Church for her children, may be

duly availed of outwardly : but, let us be well

assured that if we have the form of godliness only,

without the power ; if we say our prayers, with

out lifting up our hearts
;

if our lips move ever so

faithfully, and our bodies are bowed down ever

so reverently, without any corresponding prostra-
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tion of the Spirit, any corresponding earnest

utterance of the Heart ;
all our service is a vain

mockery and a mere deceit. We carry empty
buckets from the fountain. We depart hungry
as we came. Faint we entered the Church, and

faint we leave it
;
weak and powerless we were

at the beginning, weak and powerless we shall

be at the close. We shall at last lack the very

power to turn to GOD !

GOD of His great mercy grant us a far different

issue ! But it depends on ourselves, whether we

will pray cold and lifeless prayers, or send up
such strong earnest cries as may call down sup

plies of Divine grace, and prevail with GOD.

Let not the faint despond, nor the weak despair :

' He giveth power to the faint ;
and to them that

have no might, He increaseth strength.'. . .

'

They
that wait upon the LORD,' whether by private

prayer, or the reading of GOD'S Holy Word, in

the services of the Sanctuary, or in the celebra

tion of the LORD'S Supper,
*

they that wait upon
the LORD shall renew their strength :' it may

decay, but it shall be repaired : it may waste,

but it shall be renewed. They may have sunk

beneath their burthen, and be hard at Death's

door; but it is written that 'they shall mount

up with wings as eagles !' . . . Their Christian
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race shall not weary them ; for it is written,
'

They shall run and not be weary !' . . . Their

daily walk shall not be more than they can

bear: for it is added, 'They shall walk and

notfaint!
1
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THE BLESSEDNESS OF OUR ESTATE AS CHRISTIANS.

ST. LUKE x. 23, 24.

Blessed are the eyes which see the things which ye see :

for I tell you that many Prophets and Kings have de

sired to see those things which ye see, and have not

seen them; and to hear those things which ye hear,

and have not heard them.

IT is not hard to see how blessed the first

believers were. Let the history of GOD'S chosen

people be considered, the long interval from

Adam to Malachi : let the subsequent period of

four hundred years be remembered, until the

Advent of MESSIAH, during which the voice of

Prophecy was never once heard ; and then, the

blessedness of living in the days of the Gospel

will at once appear. GOD had at last
'
visited

and redeemed His people.' Many besides holy

Simeon (we think) might have exclaimed, and

with the selfsame transport,
' Now lettest Thou

Thy servant depart in peace !'

And yet, we hesitate not to say that we are
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more blessed than the men of that generation

were. We have all their blessedness, and we

have a blessedness of our own, besides. We are

doubly blessed. Unspeakable indeed was the

privilege of those who, if they approached our

LORD'S Divine person in faith, He was sure in

no wise to cast out : and many among us must

have sometimes wished that they might, like

Zacchseus, have climbed into a tree to have been

but once blessed with the sight, though but

the momentary sight, of Him who had been
*
the desire of all nations.' To have heard His

discourses and witnessed His miracles, must

have been a joy altogether unspeakable.

But whatever blessedness may have attached

to the actual sight of the Holy One, there was a

danger too, an evident danger, which must make

us, if we are wise, almost thank GOD that our

lot was not cast in Judaea in the days of the Son

of Man. How many thousands saw Him, and

cared nothing for Him, nay, persecuted Him,

made Him fly for His life, and finally put Him
to the most cruel death ! Who shall say that we,

if we had lived in that day, would have been

among the small band of believers who followed

His blessed footsteps in faith and love? We
may think what we will; we may fancy and
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flatter ourselves with whatever pleasant beliefs

we like; but if we are wise we shall strongly

suspect, every one of us, that had we been

natives of Capernaum, or Bethsaida, or Chorazin,

we should have been just as wicked, just as

faithless, as all the rest. Had we been men of

Nazareth, His townsfolk, we might have had a

share in expelling Him. from the
city. Had we

lived at Gadara, we might have been one of the

crowd who came down to the beach, and be

sought Him to depart out of their coasts. Had
we been at Jerusalem at the last Passover, we

should have probably been, if not among the

persecutors of the LORD of Glory, yet, among
the careless of the crowd ;

lookers on, if not

taking an active part; unbelievers, if not help

ing to blaspheme.

Now, our own blessedness is greater than that

of the men of old ;
in that, while we are spared

the great risks which they ran, we enjoy the

substance of all they enjoyed, and a vast deal

more. For let us remember that our LORD

grew up like a tender plant; for thirty years,

unknown
; and for three, only revealed to those

who diligently sought Him. "What certainty

have we, that we should have been of the num
ber of these? First, What certainty have we
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^

that we should ever have heard of His name at

all ? Hearing of it, what certainty have we that

we should have had the necessary zeal to seek

and find Him ? Having sought and found, what

do we flatter ourselves that our eyes would have

beheld? A man clothed in purple? a worker

of miracles ? It may be much doubted whether

our eyes would have discerned anything in Him,

beyond -the unattractive majesty of 'a man of

sorrows and acquainted with grief.'
And when

He left us, what could we have done but think

on what we had seen, and hope we should never

forget that we had beheld GOD ? Suppose that

we had witnessed a miracle, or heard a parable, or

listened to one of His heavenly discourses : what

could we have done but cherish the memory
of it, repeat it over to ourselves, and dwell

upon its godlike teaching, till the end of our

lives ?

But how stands the case with us, at the pre

sent day ? Those discourses, all ours, those

miracles and those parables, all set down for us.

The life and actions, the teaching, the very

gesture of the Son of Man, in public and in

private, are all recorded for our comfort in the

Gospel ! We may read them when we will : we

may meditate upon any part of them when
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we please ; they are ever at hand ! Not one

account only, but four .- not the recollections of

mere men, but the inspired words of Evan

gelists, who wrote as they were moved by the

HOLT GHOST : not the History of what passed

in public, alone, but the very mysteries of Hea

ven, secret things, which if GOD Himself had

not revealed them, men could never have known,
nor found out for themselves Surely, the

mere thought that such a treasure is ours should

set us upon some very grave thoughts as to our

opportunities, and the account we are prepared
to render to Almighty GOD for the use we have

made of them !

Consider, further, Where does this treasure

lie? Is it in rich men's libraries, costing too

much for the poor man to purchase it ? Is

it written in an unknown tongue, so that men
must *

deliver the book to one that is learned,

saying, Read this, I pray thee ; and he saith, I

cannot, for it is sealed ?' No : but it lies in

every cottage. For a few pence, the poorest

man may have the Gospel of JESUS CHRIST,

have it in English, yea, and have it explained

to him too, by those who have been set over

every parish for that express purpose. The

thought, if duly apprehended, is surely a bewil-
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dering one. It seems by far too glorious a thing

to be true !

In this respect then, we are happier and more

blest than the men of that generation. We
all have what but few of them had ;

and we all

have far more than the most favoured of those

few. CHRIST is ever with us, in His Word.

His miracles are always being acted before our

eyes. His parables are always being repeated to

us. His Divine Discourses are for ever ringing

in our ears. CHRIST is ever with us. We can

sit at His feet, and ask Him to comfort us,

if we are in trouble
;

to instruct us, if we are in

any special doubt or difficulty to lift up our

hearts, if they are being unduly weighed down

with the things of earth
; and, in His Word, He

ever comes at our prayer. He discourses to us,

as He discoursed to the multitude on the Mount,

or to the woman of Samaria at the well, or

to Nicodemus by night, or to the Jews in the

Synagogue of Capernaum, or to the Disciples

in the upper room on the last evening at Jeru

salem. CHRIST is ever with us ! The holy and

the humble know it best : know that, in His

Word, CHRIST is to be found indeed, and to be

found ever ! Blessed are the eyes which see the

things which they see !
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To conclude. The lesson from all that has

gone before, is surely plain : it is a lesson

of Thankfulness for a great, but seldom con

sidered blessing, the blessing of being who

and what we are, Christian men and women.

Ours is no vain washing of the body, no sym
bolical cutting of the flesh : but the font with us

is the laver of Regeneration, the very gate of

Heaven ! Ours is no dark paschal lamb, fore

shadowing we scarce know what : but CHRIST

our Passover hath been sacrificed for us
; and

'
the cup of Blessing which we bless, is the com

munication of the Blood of CHRIST. The bread

which we break, is the communication of the

Body of CHRIST.' .... These are thoughts which

may well arm the soul against many a rude

assault. We have anchored the hope of our life,

(to use the Apostle's image,) within the Veil;

and we know it to be sure and stedfast there.

Come what will, nothing can rob our eyes of the

blessedness of seeing the things which they have

seen : neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor

principalities, nor powers, nor things present, nor

things to come ! . . . . Let us ever thank GOD

for His unspeakable gift ;
and remember, as often

as we are inclined to neglect the study of the

Gospel, or to stay away from Church, if ever
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the talk about holy things is a weariness to us,

or the invitation to the LORD'S Table no joy,

let us, at all such times, call to mind the words

of our SAVIOUR CHRIST ; and remember that

many a Prophet and many a King hath longed

to see the things which we see, and yet hath

not seen them ; and to hear the things which

we hear, and yet hath not been allowed to hear

them !
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THE DUTY OF LOVE.

GALATIANS v. 22.

Thefruit of the SPIRIT is Love.

ST. JOHN,
'
the Disciple whom JESUS loved/

teaches us in all his writings that we ought to

love one another. His own heart was full of

love, love to GOD, and love to Man. He often

addresses us as if we were his children, and

himself our Father :

'

My little children,' (he

says),
'
let us not love in word, neither in tongue ;

but in deed and in truthV At other times, he

calls us his
'

beloved/ '

Beloved/ (he says,)
c
let us love one another; for love is of GOD;
and every one that loveth is born of GOD, and

knoweth GOD. He that loveth not, knoweth

not GOD, for GOD is loveV This is the strain

of all his Epistles ; and we make bold to as

sume that the heavenly temper
4

which he so

constantly shews, is that which endeared him so

1 St. John iiL 18. >> 1 St. John iv. 7, 8.
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especially to his LORD and ours. Or, it may be,

he had learned this heavenly lesson from lying

on his LORD'S bosom, and from his constant

nearness to 'CHRIST. In either case, he is the

great model, as well as advocate, of that hea

venly disposition which endears men to their

SAVIOUR, and at the same time makes them

like unto Him. . . . How can we pass a few mo
ments more profitably than by meditating upon
that Love which the holy Apostle recommends

so earnestly, or rather, which the HOLY SPIRIT,

speaking by his lips, describes as so essential to

our Everlasting Salvation ?

' The fruit of the SPIRIT,' (saith St. Paul,)
'
is

Love.' Let St. John be St. Paul's interpreter,

and explain to us both the true nature of Love,

as well as its Divine warrant, and constraining

motive. He writes :

' In this was manifested

the love of GOD towards us, because that GOD

sent His Only Begotten SON into the World,

that we might live through Him.' It is ob

servable that here, the holy writer, in speaking

of t*he amazing mystery of our SAVIOUR'S Ad

vent in the Flesh, says nothing of the power of

GOD therein displayed. He speaks only of His

Love. 'In this was manifested the love of GOD

towards us.'
' Herein is love/ (he proceeds ;)
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' not that we loved GOD, but that He .loved us,

and sent His SON to be the propitiation for our

sins/ That is, the love was not ours towards

GOD, which would have been but natural on the

part of the creature towards the Creator; but

GOD'S Love' towards us, the Creator's towards

the fallen creature, which was altogether un

expected and extraordinary.
*

Beloved,' he con

cludes ; (and these are the words which will

supply us with all the information which we are

in search of :)

'

If GOD so loved us, we ought
also to love one another/

We may not therefore dare to set the duty of

love towards one another on any lower foundation

than that suggested by the HOLY SPIRIT. We
are to love one another, not only because it is a

pleasant thing to be on good terms with our

neighbours ;
because it looks well

;
sets a good

example ;
and is generally thought a proper

thing to do : but because GOD first loved us.

It evidently comes to this; that the thought
of GOD'S love towards us must be the ruling

sentiment of our heart; the recollection which

must chiefly avail to melt us into tenderness for

all our fellow-men
;

to make us kind, loving,

and tender-hearted towards them; in short, to

fill us with love for one another.
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And here we cannot help calling to remem

brance, how sublime are the reasons given in

Holy Scripture for our common Duties. We
are to reverence our brethren, because they

are made in the image of GOD. We are not to

offend a weak Brother, because for him CHRIST

died. We are to mortify our members upon
the earth, because when CHRIST who is our

Life shall appear, then shall we also appear
with Him in Glory. We are to forgive others,

because we depend on CHRIST'S forgiving us.

We may not be false to our neighbours, be

cause we are members one of another. We
must be careful to preserve personal purity,

because our bodies are the temples of the HOLY

GHOST. And just so sublime is the reason

why we are to love one another. It is because

CHRIST so loved us as to take upon Himself

our Nature ; to be born, a man like us
;
to suffer,

and to die, and to rise again, for us.

We may now ask, what is the nature of the

Love which the Apostle speaks of? St. John

shall again inform us :

'

My little children, let

us not love in word, neither in tongue ; but in

deed, and in truth' Here then we have the

marks of a sincere love set faithfully before us.

Heal love is
'

in deed and in truth.'
'

In deed,'
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that concerns the outward conduct, and shews

that our love must not end in good words and

kindly wishes
;
but must ripen into action.

' In

truth,' that concerns the inward feeling; and

shews that the action, to be of any avail, must

be performed with entire sincerity. To be pleas

ing in the sight of GOD, it must be more than

a mere outward act. It must spring from the

heart, and represent the inward feeling.

So then, if we would know whether we have

any share in the heavenly temper which is de

clared in the text to be the first
*
fruit of the

SPIRIT;' if we would know whether GOD, (who
is Love itself,) discerns any portion of His own

image in our hearts
;

we must ask ourselves,

and honestly reply to, the following question :

Do I habitually perform kind actions towards my
neighbours, from the impulse of a sincere and

loving heart ? Happy is the man who can reply
'

yes' to that question ! And surely, to this we

may add another, Do I, moreover, do so, be

cause I hope for some favour in return? be

cause I wish to make a fair show in the eyes

of men? because I think the person has done

some special thing to deserve kindness at my
hands? Or, Does my love flow from a heart

which loves, because it feels that CHRIST hath
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loved it? which rejoices in shewing a kindness

to the brother of low degree, (who can make no

return) ; and to an enemy, (who will not make

any) ; because it is thus able to convince itself

of its own truth and sincerity ?

You will perceive that we single out as signs

of true Love, loving actions performed not

simply by one member of a family towards an

other
; by Husband to Wife, or Son to Father,

or Brother to Sister, or Friend to Friend. These

are included, of course : but the special acts we

speak of are acts of Love, sincerely done towards

persons humbler, poorer, younger, or weaker

than ourselves, and again, towards the un

thankful, the unfriendly, and the evil. The rea

son why we single out this class of actions is

plain. They are examples of the kind of love

which CHRIST shewed towards us; the kind of

love which was in the Apostle's mind, when he

wrote the words,
'

Beloved, if GOD so loved us,

we ought also to love one another/ To make

this quite clear, do but consider the images under

which our own state is represented to us in the

Gospel. We are the man who, on his way from

Jerusalem to Jericho, fell among thieves. The

Good Samaritan, (who is none other than CHRIST

Himself,) found the traveller stript of his rai-
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ment, wounded, and friendless. What then

is the class which we should seek to benefit, if

we would tread in our SAVIOUR'S footsteps, and

love one another as He loved us? Doubtless,

those persons, be they who they may, whom the

enemy of souls, (the Devil), has stripped of that

wherein they trusted ; wounded in the tenderest

part ;
left to perish, with none to pity ! ... If we

know of any such, how do we regard them ? with

eyes of scorn, or with eyes of Love ?

Once more. We are the servant who owed his

master an hundred talents
; and who, because he

had nothing to pay, was frankly forgiven the

debt. Do we love as CHRIST loved ? It is not

meant, Do we love in the same degree ; for that

would be, of course, impossible ; but, do we love

in the same manner ? Is our Love of the same

kind? If it be, we love those who have tres

passed against us : we love the very humble and

the mean. As many as have nothing to pay :

those we love and cherish.

You will find nothing said in Scripture about

Love towards the great, the rich, the powerful,
and the learned. The Love which is commended
looks down : looks down, and loves what it sees

beneath it. ... It reaches out its arms to the low

liest brother for whom CHRIST died, and em-
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braces him; it yearns towards the unthankful

and the evil : it lifts up the fallen, and binds

up the wounded, and ministers to the sick,

and provides for the needy. The woman taken

in adultery, and she who came to draw water

from the well of Samaria, in her sin
;

the for

lorn widow with the two mites, in her poverty;

the Mother of Nain, in her affliction
; the five

and the four thousand, in their want ; myriads
in their sickness ;

Malchus in his ferocity, and

Judas in his black ingratitude; these are the

characters towards whom the SAVIOUR of the

World shewed His tenderness. Nay, what were

the Apostles themselves but men of mean degree,

the very meanest ? To poverty in its very hum
blest shape the SAVIOUR of the world habitually

condescended ; and so should we.

Here, then, we all find our lesson. The vir

tuous must condescend to the simple : and the

strong to the weak. The wealthy must consider

those who have no provision, and the happy
must consider the afflicted. The hale must

minister to the sick, and the tender-hearted

must seek to win over those who are of a rugged

temper. This is love ! This is loving others as

CHRIST loved us !
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LIFE, A PREPARATION.

ST. LUKE xii. 6, 7.

wo/ five sparrows sold for two farthings, and not

one of them is forgotten before GOD? But even the

very hairs of your head are all numbered.

WERE we simply to assert that the present

life is a preparation for another, we should

be asserting that which all men know so well

already, that surprise would be felt why we

should say it. And yet, convinced as we all

may be of this general truth, it may be much

questioned whether any of us fully realize it as

we ought. Let our meaning be explained by re

minding you of certain things which, for a mo

ment, you may have forgotten.

Nothing, perhaps, is more common than to

hear the afflicted and unhappy express impatience

at their condition; and centre all their desires

in one hearty wish that they might be delivered,

at once, from the burthen of the flesh.

Once more. If we see one bedridden for

years ; dragging out a tedious, painful existence ;
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suffering from some sharp thorn in the flesh,

which defies medical skill, and tires out even

Love itself: do we not straightway take the

matter into our own hands, and half wish the

sufferer dead? not for our own sake, of course,

but for his. We seem to forget that GOD has

any hand in the matter ! We simply think of the

wonderful vitality of the person ; and we consider

that, beyond a doubt, the best thing for him

would have been death, long and long ago.

Now, it can scarcely be needful to pause in

order to declare that this style of remark is not

much in the manner of men who are deeply con

vinced that this Life is a preparationfor another.

For it is of course clear that the person we have

been supposing, had he been cut off ten years

ago, would have died unprepared.

Further. We all have a strange way of speak

ing about this Life, which certainly shews that

we do not look upon it in the light of a prepa

ration, designed and contrived, in all its mi

nutest details, with infinite Wisdom and Love by

Almighty GOD. For we speak of it in a dis

paraging manner, (many of us, at least, do;)

and seem to regard it merely in the light of a

necessary evil. We seem to be of opinion that

our whole business is to get through Life, and
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out of it. It would appear that men thought

Life a kind of clumsily contrived introduction to

Immortality : a scene of much disappointment,

and great mortification, and many sorrows
;

through which, unhappily, all must pass, before

they come to the land of everlasting Rest ! Now
tliis, also, is not spoken like men who believe in

wardly that this Life is a preparation for an

other
;
a preparation contrived by GOD.

In what has gone before, we have spoken of

course of those only who think much about a

future state. Alas, there are some, so sottish

and so degraded, that, provided they have but a

well-spread table, and a well-filled purse, have

really no thought besides. These persons think

life pleasant enough. Nay, the prospect of Death

is the only thing they really dread.

But it is time now to make our meaning a

little more precise and plain to those who may
not yet have altogether seized it. We wish you,
if you can, to realize the notion that this Life is

so strictly and entirely, and in the full sense of

the word, a preparation for the next, that we

could not possibly enter upon that future state of

being, unless we had first gone through this.

Some difficulties will here present themselves to

thoughtful minds, but we venture to sny that
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they are not worth pursuing. They arise out of

our ignorance. Let us follow up what we do

know, without venturing beyond. Now, what

we do know, is, that this Life of ours, so far

from being a clumsily contrived thing, is an ex

quisite piece of mechanism ; where every spring,

and every wheel, is placed with a fixed object ;

which it discharges also, in the most exact and

beautiful manner imaginable. In other words,

since GOD is the Author of this Life, as well as

of the next, the same perfection of contrivance

is discoverable in the one as in the other state.

True, that one is a lower state of being than the

other
;
but either is perfect of its kind. A better

World than this for fallen man could not have

been invented : just as a better World for glori

fied humanity could not have been devised than

the next.

And so, we wish that it might appear to all, that

Mortality is the condition of Immortality : that

sufferings here below are more than the painful

prelude to future glory ;
that they are the very

condition of it : that hunger and thirst are not

only the accidents which befal us in this world ;

they are the very instruments which prepare us

for the world to come : that illnesses, cases of

prolonged, and it may be of acute suffering, are
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not merely tedious hindrances which delay a soul

in its passage into bliss, but are even the very

means whereby it is made a partaker of the

thing it longs for. Just so, length of days must

be required by some, (as St. John ;) and by

others, (as St. James,) may be dispensed with.

How all this comes to pass, we know not. It

forms no part of our business to consider, or at

tempt to explain, a matter which is so clearly

above us. But what we have been saying fol

lows from the statement which we made in the

beginning ; namely, that this life is a prepara
tion for another. You may never have noticed

the consequences of that statement, for yourselves.

It is hoped that you will have duly perceived

them, so far as they affect your own estimate of

life and its accidents, now.

But what connexion, (some one may ask,) is

there between what has thus been spoken, and

the words of the text ? We answer that, in those

words of our LORD'S Sermon on the Mount, (from

which this Day's Gospel is taken,) we find a

revelation, which, if it does not unravel all that

is obscure and difficult, yet serves to remind us

in whose hands the clue to the mystery is kept.

'Are not five sparrows sold for two farthings,

and not one of them is forgotten before GOD ?
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But even the very hairs of your head are all

numbered.' On which words it has been re

marked with equal truth and beauty,
* Not

until belief in these declarations, in their most

literal sense, becomes the calm and settled habit

of the soul, is Life ever redeemed from drudgery
and dreary emptiness; made full of interest,

meaning, and Divine significance. Not until

then, do its grovelling wants, its wearing cares,

its stinging vexations, become to us ministering

Spirits, each, by a silent but certain agency,

fitting us for a higher and a perfect sphere.'

And here, we must not fail to remind you,

how many mysterious things are said of our

LORD and SAVIOUR, JESUS CHRIST, which shew

that in Him, who was in all things our pattern,

the very circumstance had place, which will here

after be fulfilled in each one of ourselves. This

is a mysterious, rather is it an awful subject.

We beg you therefore to give it lowly and reve

rent heed.

Consider, then, the remark which St. Paul

makes in the second chapter of his Epistle to

the Hebrews :

' We see JESUS ... for the suf

fering of Death, crowned with Glory and Honour.'

The two states are linked together, you see ;
and

made strictly to depend on, and grow out of, one
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another. His death and degradation, His glory

and honour. Because He suffered, therefore He
was crowned.

Once more :

' He humbled Himself, and be

came obedient unto Death, even the Death GJ

the Cross. Wherefore GOD also hath highly

exalted Him, and given Him a Name which is

above every Name
a
.' Here also you see that the

mention of the humility and the glory not only

go together, but they are actually made de

pendent one on the other, as cause and effect.

And this intimation of the SPIRIT leads to the

natural and necessary inference that every part
of our blessed LORD'S Humiliation, everything

which, here below, He deigned to suffer
'

for us

men and for our salvation/ contributes now,

something, to the
'

exceeding weight of Glory' in

which He sitteth at the right hand of the FATHER.

Thus, to mention one only thing out of many.
Call to remembrance His cry of agony on the

Cross,
'
I thirst/ But what saith the SPIRIT,

concerning the Holy One, for evermore ? St.

John, in the Book of Revelation, describes what

he heard proceeding from the lips of his now

glorified Master :

*
I am Alpha and Omega ;

the beginning and the end ; I will give unto him

Phil. ii. 8, 9.
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that is athirst of the fountain of the water of

Life freely V
Nor may we, in conclusion, fail to remind

you of the many sayings of our Blessed LORD

which promise to every suffering member of His

mystical Body a portion hereafter, which shall

correspond in a manner with the special woe

which He caused him to suffer in his lifetime.

' Blessed are the poor in spirit/ as St. Matthew

has it
; or, as the SPIRIT elsewhere says, simply,

*
thepoor,'

'
for theirs is the Kingdom/

' Blessed

are they that mourn, for they shall be comforted.'

And *
the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.'

And *

they which do hunger and thirst, for they

shall be filled/ And '

the merciful, for they

shall obtain mercy/ And, in like manner,
'
the

pure in heart/ (which in some cases, remember,

will have been effected by the plucking out of

the eye,)
c

for they shall see GOD.'

b
Rev. xxi. 6.
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THE WIDOW OF NAIN.

ST. LUKE vii. 13.

And when the LORD saw her, He had compassion on her,

and said unto Tier, Weep not.

IN some of the Miracles by which our Blessed

LOUD '

took our infirmities and bore our sick

nesses,' it has pleased the HOLY SPIRIT to vouch

safe some trait of character in those on whom
those Miracles were wrought, which enlists our

sympathies in their behalf. In the early part of

this same chapter of St. Luke, for instance, deep

interest is created in one, who although a hea

then soldier, had built a synagogue for the wor

ship of the true GOD, and whose faith called forth

that wonderful expression from our SAVIOUR,
'
I

have not found so great faith, no not in Israel.'

Again, the perseverance and the faith of the Syro-

phcenician woman who pleaded for her daughter,
'

grievously vexed with a devil/ engage our re

gard and excite our admiration. But in the

Miracle before us, the very circumstances of the
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person chiefly concerned, are sufficient of them

selves to awaken profound sympathy : and we

need no further intimation of her character to

interest us more deeply in her behalf. Her tale

of sorrow is soon told. She was a Widow,
and she was following to the grave her only Son !

Can a condition be pictured more desolate, as far

as human hopes and prospects are concerned ?

The friend and companion of her youth, her

husband, is no more ; and the child, in whom
her affections had centered ever since, the

very child whose love had soothed her sorrow,

and helped to dry her tears, was at length torn

away from her also. What now was left which

cou d give her any interest in life, any prospect

of happiness on this side the grave ? And yet it

was to this forlorn and widowed being, crushed

to the earth, as it were, by such a weight of

woe, that the SAVIOUR addressed that injunc

tion,
'

Weep not !'

The very simplicity of this address shews

a consciousness of a power of consolation, far

greater than man can boast. Who would venture

to forbid the tears of one so afflicted, unless he

knew that he possessed a power, not only to wipe

away the tears themselves, but to dry up the

very fountain from which they sprung ? The
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Speaker was indeed One who had sounded every

depth of human Sorrow ; and who knew the only

means by which that Sorrow could be alleviated.

He had known also how loneliness presses upon
the human heart ;

for He had been with Joseph
in the pit,

when all his brethren had forsaken

him
;
and with Elijah, when that prophet deemed

himself the only servant of GOD in the whole

land
; while, for Himself, He looked forward to

that season, when His own Disciples should * be

scattered, every man to his own,' and leave Him
alone. But He knew that, even then, He should

not be alone, for the FATHER would be with

Him ! He knew that even in the midst of deso

lation, the presence of GOD within the heart is a

source of consolation whose waters never fail ! It

can give
* a place and a name that is better than

of sons and daughters*;' nor is there any human

sorrow which it cannot soothe and assuage. This

consolation, however, works gradually. It suffers

the tears to flow for a season
; then, by degrees,

dries and wipes them away. Our Blessed LORD,

although doubtless He looked, in this command,
to that universal remedy for human sorrow, must

at the same time be supposed to have contem

plated His own Divine power, so soon to be dis-

* Isaiali Ivi. 5.
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played in behalf of this bereaved and lonely

woman. The greatness of her calamity had at

tracted to the funeral of her son,
' much people

of the City;' and all, in the impotence of human

sympathy, might implore her not to give way to

her grief; but He alone, of all that sorrowing

crowd, could undo the work of Death, and re

store the youth alive and well, to her arms.

Such, then, were the first words spoken by
the SAVIOUR to this sorrowing widow. The next,

addressed not to her, but to her son, reveal the

power on which He relied to solace her in her

affliction.
'

Young man, I say unto thee, Arise !

It was the 'Prince of Life' himself, even He,

who is
'
the Resurrection and the Life,' who

called upon Death to resign his prey ; the grave,

to surrender its dead.

Of the many considerations which naturally

arise on a survey of this stupendous miracle, we

will pursue that one which is of the most direct

interest to ourselves. As we behold in the bodily

diseases of those whom our SAVIOUR healed, a

likeness to the maladies which afflict the soul of

man, so here we have the type of that worst con

dition of all, a state of spiritual death. Other

diseases are partial. The Hearing or the Sight

are affected : the Soul is deaf to the voice of the
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Charmer, or blind to the pathway of Peace. But

here, the whole man is dead. The soul there

fore which is typified by this condition, is en

tirely sunk in spiritual apathy. Yet may the

same mercy, by which our Blessed LORD was

pleased, in this special case, to annul the effect

of natural death, still lead Him to call upon
those who are spiritually dead to arise also.

Great is their need ; yet does their case pre

sent this alarming feature, that they are uncon

scious of their great extremity; their all but

hopeless state. While, however, this period of

our warfare lasts, it cannot be said that the con

dition of any man is utterly hopeless. To the

very end, we must cherish the hope that the

spark of heavenly life is not extinct, and that the

breath of the SAVIOUR may ultimately fan it into

light and flame. Let men be warned, however,

against the first symptoms of the soul's decay.

When the Word of GOD does but feebly interest
;

when His promises fall upon careless or unwilling

ears, no longer filling the heart with joy, then

there are symptoms of approaching lethargy, and

men require to be awakened : for the end of

these things is death.

Would it not seem, indeed, from the three

cases of Raising the dead which are recorded in
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the Gospel, as if special reference were made,

(although mystically,) to the different degrees

which may exist in the very desperateness of cases

where spiritual decay has proceeded to extremity,

and life itself has at last become extinct? The

Ruler's Daughter, just departed, brings to mind

those cases where there seems, humanly, to exist

the most of hope. The youth, already on his

way to burial, suggests a graver, and, (as we

deem,) a more hopeless case. "What hope for

Lazarus, four days dead? concerning whom,
the Sister was heard to intimate that corruption

had already begun to do its work ! . . . . Yet is

there found to have been hope, even there !

' Awake and sing, ye that dwell in dust : for

thy dew is as the dew of herbs, and the earth

shall cast out the deadV

What then are the lessons which lie upon the

very surface of this miracle ? We have seen that

our Blessed LORD, who knew all the untold

bitterness of this poor woman's spirit, visited

her with His gracious consolation, and restored

to her the son whom she had lost. We know

that though removed from the sight of human

eyes, His power is no less mighty to console the

afflicted and to heal the sick, than when He
b Isaiah xxvi. 19.
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went about on earth, doing good. He is as near

to ourselves, as He was to the widow of Nain,

and His power to console extends to every sorrow

which the imagination can conceive. The loss of

those most precious to us, is the sorrow most

particularly brought before the soul by this mi

racle
;
and though the loss was in this one in

stance repaired, yet to every sorrowing heart the

same voice still whispers,
'

Weep not!' It still

guides the thoughts to the SAVIOUR of the World,

as the true Comforter of human sorrow, even to

Him who is able, after a wondrous fashion, to fill

the aching void
;
while it points onward to that

blessed Season, (which cannot be very far dis

tant from any one of us,) when He will Himself
*

wipe away all tears from all faces/

And besides the power of our SAVIOUR CHRIST

to yield strong consolation under every imagin
able form of human woe, the sight of that dead

man stretched upon his bier, warns us to give

heed to the first symptoms of the soul's deadness

to spiritual things. From such death, indeed,

none can raise us, save that Almighty One at

whose voice the young man arose ! And to what

other source shall we look for help that we may
never so far die to spiritual influences, as. to

be slow to hear His voice? We know that He
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is daily calling upon us to arise, if we are dead
;

if we are only asleep, to awake from that sleep,

and serve Him. To Him therefore let us look

for help, to Him let us devoutly pray for that

awakening, that quickening Spirit, which alone

can enable us to obey His summons, and to per

form His bidding; and, when we have served

Him in our generation and fallen asleep in Him,
to arise with joy at the latter day ; in humble

reliance on His merits, who Himself died, and

was buried and rose again.
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ABASEMENT AND EXALTATION.

St. LUKE xiv. 11.

Whosoever exalteth himself shall be abased ; and lie,

that humbleth himself shall be exalted.

IN considering this Parable, we have an ad

vantage which we do not possess in regard to all,

nor indeed to many, of the Parables of our Blessed

LORD. We are not only informed of the circum

stances under which it was spoken, but we have

the actual declaration of GOD'S HOLY SPIRIT to

inform us against whom it was directed. We
are informed that when JESUS marked how those

who were bidden chose out the chief rooms,

(that is, the chief places at the table,) He put

forth this parable to them. We are therefore at

no loss to understand its application. It is, in

its primary intention at least, a rebuke of that

spirit by which men seek for themselves the

highest things of this World; and a rebuke at
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the same time of that proud spirit, which leads

men to think themselves worthy of them, and

to despise or neglect others. The teaching of

our Blessed LORD is often expressly allusive to

some precept of the Old Testament ; and, in this

instance, the very parable itself is for the most

part an expansion of two verses in the twenty-
fifth chapter of the Book of Proverbs. ' Put

not forth thyself in the presence of the King,
and stand not in the place of great men ; for

better it is that it be said unto thee, Come up
hither

;
than that thou shouldest be put lower in

the presence of the Prince, whom thine eyes have

seen.' This is therefore the same lesson which

the SPIRIT of GOD delivered to the men of old

time
;
but made new by Him, who was pleased

again to repeat its warnings, and with a wider

application. And this example shews us how

the Book of Proverbs really contains, under what

appear to be maxims of worldly prudence, a

hidden store of heavenly wisdom.

The rebuke of the proud and lofty spirit which

is unwilling to be contented in any but the
'

chief

room,' is the first lesson here conveyed ; but more

important warnings are to be found in these

words, if we seek for them aright. To the

worldly mind, all the advantages of this life seem
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to be' thrown down before men, who are to

scramble for them with all their might ; and they

who strive the hardest seem likely to get the

most. No doubt there is some truth in this.

The rewards of this world are often given to

those who contend earnestly for them ; nay, they
are seldom given to those who do not strive.

Though the race is not necessarily to the swift,

nor the battle to the strong, yet the crown is not

to him who does not run, nor the victory to

him who does not fight. But the truth is, that

'all our striving cannot assure us of these worldly

things. We may strive, and yet not live to reach

the end of the course ; and a thousand 01 those

circumstances which we call
*
chances' and '

acci

dents,' may prevent us from attaining our wishes,

strive as we may. Experience itself teaches

us this, but Scripture goes much further. It

warns us not to set our affections on things be

low, but on things above ; to seek the Kingdom
of Heaven first : and then, its promise is that
'

all these things shall be added/ The man who

serves GOD faithfully and well, who makes His

service the first consideration of his heart, even

if he win not the prize in the earthly race, will

have no reason to be dissatisfied with his present

lot : nay, he will have abundant reason to thank
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GOD for His goodness to him. And therefore

the servants of GOD will not be found striving

eagerly for earthly prizes. They will strive, in

all which their duty requires of them, to fulfil

that duty to the uttermost
;
and they will thank

fully receive the worldly good, which such faith

fulness may obtain as its reward
;
but the re

ward to which they really look, will be something
far brighter and more precious than aught which

Earth has to bestow.

The spirit, then, which eagerly contends for

the good things of this Life, is here rebuked, no

less than that other spirit which our SAVIOUR so

often made the object of His severest condem

nation
;

the spirit of Pride, which tempts a man

to think too highly of himself, and to despise

others. Even in worldly matters this is grievously

offensive
;
and of this, our LORD reminds us.

They who thus assume the first place, are often

obliged to take the lowest ; and their former

arrogance prevents their meeting with that sym

pathy, which men are almost always ready to

bestow upon the unfortunate. In the meantime,

we are taught that this inversion of the usurped
order is the very law of CHRIST'S Kingdom.
' Whosoever exalteth himself shall be abased

;

and he that humbleth himself shall be exalted.'
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This has been truly called the great proverb of

the Gospel.

So far, we have looked upon this parable as

dealing only with dispositions shewn in worldly

matters. But every such disposition is a part of

the character of each man
;
and may not the

spirit of emulation and rivalry be directed to a

loftier object than a paltry triumph, or a mere

worldly advantage ? Is there nothing for which

the Christian may contend, yea, even
'

agonize/

(and the strong language of the Apostle implies

no less;) nothing which may be really worth

his striving?

It is written in a certain place that they who

contend together for a corruptible crown, run all,

while only
' one receiveth the prize ;' but we are

taught to look to a race, where all that run may
win crowns. Now, all that unholy jealousy which

too eager emulation calls forth in earthly matters,

can have no place where our own success is not pro

cured by the failure of another. This is the great

privilege of those who run in the Heavenly race !

We interfere with the interest of none of those

around
; even as their success will never diminish

ours. Nay, the more successful they are in this

Heavenly course, the more encouragement do

they minister to ourselves ; while our own suc-
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cess, instead of obstructing, may even prove
the means of promoting theirs. And thus, our

own reward will be the brighter : for
'

they that

turn many to righteousness shall shine as the

stars for ever and ever.'

The Kingdom of Heaven is likened to the

marriage of a King's Son; and a Marriage

feast is also represented as a type of the happi
ness of the Blessed in Heaven a

. When there

fore the King's Son Himself proclaims how pre

cious in His sight is the humility of a truly

Christian heart, how can we resist a lesson, so

solemnly urged upon our acceptance ! This is a

view of the parable of which each can make a

practical use. We may learn from it daily to

fix our thoughts upon our own shortcomings ; so

that He, who is our only strength, may give us

grace and power constantly to rise to higher de

grees of Christian holiness. We should seek to

grow so accustomed here on earth to know and

to feel our own unworthiness, that we may in

sensibly, by very choice, take to ourselves the

lowest room, in our self-estimation. No discipline

can be more useful than this, in preparing us for

that Heavenly feast, where our place will be

determined by Him, whose words we have thus

See St. Matth. xxii. and Rev. xix. 9.
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treasured. We know but too well the men who

exalt themselves here below, and who are therein

preparing for themselves humiliation hereafter.

But the self-abasing ones will not be known un

til that Day, when He who bids all alike to His

feast, shall say unto each of them,
' Friend !

Go up higher.' Then shall they have worship

in the presence of them that sit at meat.

The teaching of the Parable stretches on, un

questionably, to the Day of Doom ;
and wonder

ful is the intimation which those last words

afford of what will take place in that awful Day.

Strange, that our SAVIOUR'S warning should take

the shape of an appeal to the human feelings

of Shame and Pride ! We forbear to press

His Divine language; and to gather inferences

from it which it may not, perhaps, be strictly

able to bear. But how can we forget those

many places in the Book of Life where Shame

is noticed as the peculiar portion of the wicked

in
*

the great and terrible Day ?' or fail to

notice how distinctly the feature is brought out

in our LORD'S Divine expansion of the entire

statement in the Book of Proverbs ? And yet,

the earlier precept exhibits one precious feature

which has not been reproduced in the Evan

gelical Commentary; and yet, which carries all
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the savour of the Gospel with it. The sorrow

will surely be, not the sorrow arising from

shame alone
;
not any sentiment which Men, or

even Angels, can occasion. It will be the grief,

the unspeakable bitterness, of being 'put

lower in the presence of the Prince,' the Prince
' whom thine eyes have seen/'
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THE UNANSWERABLE JUDGE.

ST. MATTHEW xxii. 46.

#s able to answer Him a word ; neither durst

any man from that day forth ask Him any more

questions.

THIS statement occurs at the end of the long

and diversified history of Tuesday in Holy Week,
so far as it is descriptive of our SAVIOUR'S in

terview with His enemies. The day began with

the walk from Bethany to Jerusalem, when He
discoursed to His disciples concerning Faith, on

observing that the fig-tree which He had cursed

on the previous morning, had withered away. He
then entered the Temple, and put His enemies

to silence with a question respecting the Bap
tism of John. After He had delivered the para

ble of the Two Sons, and the parable of the Vine

yard let out to husbandmen, these wicked men

sought to lay hands on Him, but were deterred

through fear of the populace. He added the

parable of the marriage of the King's Son. The
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Pharisees and Herodians, next, in order to ob

tain a ground of accusation against Him, proved
Him with a question respecting the payment
of tribute, and were put to silence. There

upon, the Sadducees assailed Him with a specu

lative difficulty relative to the Resurrection, and

were silenced also. The Scribes further assailed

our LORD with an inquiry respecting the Law.

After His reply, we are told that,
' from that day

forth/ none durst
' ask Him any more questions.'

The inquiry addressed to the Pharisees by our

LORD, at the close of this prolonged assault, effec

tually silenced them for ever.

It may prove of use to us that we should dwell

on the picture thus presented to our notice of men

secure in their own self-conceit until they have

experienced the nature of an actual encounter

with the Divine Object of obedience
;
but then,

silenced for ever, and miserably defeated in their

malicious purposes against Him, or stripped in a

moment of their fancied security in His sight.

For is it not the fact that we build ourselves up,

all our life long, in a dream of our own righte

ousness ; in a practical disbelief that GOD will

be justified when He speaketh, and clear when

He judgeth
3
? Which commandment is there,

Psalm li. 4.
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which, in the length and breadth of it, we have

not broken ? (for Hatred is Murder ; and the

commandments of GOD may be broken in intent

and in desire?) Yet, who is there who is not pre

pared with his excuse ? who is there who is not

ready to palliate his crime, to give it a false

name, or to deny its intensity, or to depend upon
its infrequency ? who, above all, does not flatter

himself that the temptation is so considerable,

the provocation so constant, that every fall is ex

cusable ;
even if he should fall a hundred times

a day?
This aptness of Man to seek to justify himself,

even in the very presence of his Maker, is faithfully

brought before us in many places of Holy Scrip

ture. It was thus that the Pharisee, contrasting

his service with that of the Publican, presumed
to address Almighty GOD, even in the very courts

of His Temple.
'
I fast twice in the week, I give

tithes of all that I possessV 'Many will say

unto Me in that day/ (was the fearful prophecy
of our SAVIOUR,)

'

LORD, LORD, have we not pro

phesied in Thy name ? and in Thy name have

cast out devils ? and in Thy name done many
wonderful works ? And then will I profess unto

them, I never knew you
' On another occasion,

b
St. Luke xyiii. 12. St. Matthew vii. 22, 23.
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He declared,
' Then shall ye begin to say, We

have eaten and drunk in Thy presence, and Thou

hast taught in our streets.' But the Divine an

swer will be,
'
I tell you, I know you not whence

ye are ; depart from Me d
.'

Very awful is the language of David in a cer

tain place.
' Unto the wicked GOD saith, What

hast thou to do to declare My statutes, or that

thou shouldest take My covenant in thy mouth ?

Seeing thou hatest instruction, and castest My
words behind thee. . . . Thou givest thy mouth to

evil, and thy tongue frameth deceit. Thou sit-

test and speakest against thy brother ; thou slan-

derest thine own mother's son. These things hast

thou done, and I kept silence ; thou thoughtest

that I was altogether such an one as thyself:

but I will reprove thee, and set them in order

before thine eyes
6
.' All of which seems to be

set forth more briefly in the parable of the mar

riage of the King's Son. ' When the king came

in to see the guests, he saw there a man which

had not on a wedding garment : and he saith

unto him, Friend, how earnest thou in hither not

having a wedding garment ? And lie was speecli-

d
St. Luke xiii. 26, 27. Ps. 1. 16, 17, 19, 20, 21.

1
St. Matthew xxii. 11, 12,
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Here then we have our lesson, our very so

lemn warning. To be speechless and ashamed,

to have no answer which we may render, no

single plea to urge in self-defence or extenuation,

such seems to be the sure prospect of the

wicked in the last Day. Doubtless, the hollow-

ness of every argument with which we have but

too successfully quieted our consciences in this

life, will then be exposed ;
and we shall be com

pelled to admit that we were without excuse.

Were we distrustful in GOD'S providence ? nay,

but we had His many warnings ever before our

eyes ; His precious words of encouragement often

on our lips. Did we fall often, because we lived

prayerless lives ? And yet we knew our danger ;

and many a time had GOD answered our prayers

in order to confirm us in our obedience. We
excused ourselves, it may be, for our short and

heartless, our unfrequent and unreal services, by
the plea of business, or of health : but was it not

disinclination to wait upon GOD, and no other

thing, which made us so abridge that chiefest of

all Christian duties ? Did we make little use of

our talent, because we thought it small ? nay,

but ten talents were ours, and we buried them

all in the earth ! If we sinned, was it not

against Light and Knowledge? If we were sloth-
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ful, was it not because we did not care to

please GOD ? or was it indeed because we larked

opportunities? We were thankless for favours

received daily; unmindful of blessings never

once withdrawn ;
reckless of offending in un

suspected ways, even while we lived in the full

blaze of Gospel light. And, all the while, we

were inventing excuses for ourselves
; building

ourselves up in the outward services of religion ;

relying on our good intentions, on what we

would have done to please GOD, if we could,

on everything, in short, except on simple obe

dience, and hearty repentance ; on faith, and on

Love towards our SAVIOUR CHRIST !

Somewhat remarkable, in addition, are the re

flexions to which an examination of the saying

alluded to in the text, and which thus silenced

the enemies of our LORD, gives rise. He had

asked them 'Whose son is CHRIST?' They had

answered truly,
' The son of David.' To which,

the Divine rejoinder was,
' How then doth David

in spirit call Him Lord
; saying, The LORD said

unto my Lord, Sit Thou on My right hand, till

I make Thine enemies Thy footstool? If David

then call Him Lord, how is He his son 8 ?'

Now it is easy to see what answer a captious,

St. Matthew xxii. 43, 44, 45.
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carnal spirit would render to such reasoning.

'David does indeed speak of CHRIST as his

'Lord;' but was not that only because CHRIST

was to prove so much greater a king than David r

CHRIST is still David's son, because He is David'

descendant' And yet, instead of making an}

such reply, the Pharisees are found to have-

been put to silence, unable to answer Him a

word. Even thus it is that we know not, cannot

know, until we are shewn it, the arrow which

is hid in GOD'S quiver. Or we know the

weapon, as these Pharisees knew full well the

quotation with which MESSIAH plied them ; but

how it will avail to be 'a discerner of the thoughts
and intents of the heart;' how it will prove

'quick, and powerful, and sharper than any

two-edged sword, piercing even to the dividing

asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and

marrowY this we know not ; this, before fatal

experience, we cannot know !

It seems as if there could be no better way of

spending our time on this side of Eternity, than

in thus preparing ourselves for that Day, great

and terrible, which will usher in the new order

of things. It cannot be that GOD should have

warned us without reason of the many who will

then wake up to
' shame and everlasting con-

h Hebrews iv. 12.
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tempt
1
.' Allusions to the confusion which will

then be the portion of many, are discoverable

throughout every book of Scripture : from Gene

sis, where shame, though the fact is nowhere

expressly recorded, must yet perforce have di

vided with fear the souls of Joseph's brethren,

when he revealed himself to them, and we read

that, behold, they were '
troubled at his pre

sence
11

:' down to the picture presented to us,

in the Gospels, of those who will 'begin with

shame to take the lowest room 1

,' when the Giver

of the Feast at last shall enter. And shall these

many warnings prove utterly unavailing towards

enabling us to escape so terrible a doom ? GOD

grant that the certainty that no man will then

be '
able to answer Him a word ;' or

'

dare, from

that day forth, to ask Him any more questions ;'

GOD grant that this certainty may so weigh
with us, that when the hollow excuse, the plausi

ble but unreal plea, rises to our thoughts in

these the days of our probation, we may have

His grace to put it indignantly away by the recol

lection of how little it will avail us in that Hour,

for the speedy coming of which, we never repeat

the LORD'S Prayer without devoutly praying.

1 Daniel xii. 2. k Genesis xlv. 3.

1
St. Luke xiv. 0.
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KINDNESS TO ONE ANOTHER.

EPHESIANS iv. 32.

Be ye kind one to another, tender-hearted, forgiving one

another, even as GOD for CHRIST'S sake hath for

given you.

MANY are of opinion that a sermon should

always turn on Christian Doctrine
;
and not be

devoted to recommending a duty which may be

practised by persons who are not Christians at

all : such a duty, for example, as cultivating a

loving temper, and being of a forgiving dispo

sition. And many who may not know how to

put their objection into words, may yet perhaps
feel it. If these people could express what they

mean, they would say, 'We prefer the doctrine

of the Cross, or some branch of that great life-giv

ing doctrine, to a moral discourse, on the duty of

kindness, tenderheartedness, forgiveness.' There

are doubtless many persons who feel, and would

speak thus, if they knew how. If any such be

present, they are requested to attend to a few
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words which shall now be addressed specially to

themselves.

The objection sounds plausible ;
but it can

be easily shewn what a poor, flimsy mistake ; or

else, what a hollow, shallow deceit it is. It is

either a deceit, or a mistake, according to men's

characters.

Is a man of an unkind, unforgiving temper,

with no tenderness of heart, or with very little ?

Then, it is a deceit. And it is a deceit of this

nature. You like Sermons which discuss high

and abstract subjects, because you feel that they

do not touch you. You are unmolested, you sit

secure and undisturbed, so long as GOD'S mer

cies in CHRIST are discoursed of: Faith as the

condition of Salvation ; and a free pardon offered

to repenting sinners by the blood of our LORD :

but you wince, and are made uneasy, when men

tion is made of slanderous words, unkind ac

tions, unforgiving conduct. Alas, how many

persons there are who content themselves with

this kind of Religion ! As if Religion were a

thing to put on, on Sundays ; or to be confined

to the House of GOD ;
or to be practised only in

the private chamber ! Why, there are persons

who can be constant in their use of all the exter

nal helps to holiness ;
and yet be cruel or dis-
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obedient, tyrannical or malicious, openly quar

relsome or privately slanderous, according to

their age or opportunities, their sex or station.

If this class of persons, then, are vexed at hearing

the duty recommended in the text, discoursed

of, their objection is a deceit.

But if pious persons, if advanced Christians

are disappointed, and feel that their spiritual

needs are not considered, when what may be

called a moral duty is recommended
;
we would

remind them, in the first place, that whatever

their own notions may be, our LORD'S practice,

and the practice of His Apostles, was to discourse

very largely of such duties as kindness and

love
;

tenderheartedness and the forgiveness of

injuries. Call to mind the teaching of the Gos

pels, our LORD'S discourses, and some of His

parables ;
read the conclusion of most of St.

Paul's Epistles, and you will see that it is so.

Now, we cannot be wrong when we are following

the example of our SAVIOUR and of His Apostles.

Next, take notice, that Faith in CHRIST is a

very barren matter indeed, if it does not produce

Love towards our neighbour. This is made in Scrip

ture the test si Faith. Love to man is made in the

Bible the very proof, the sign, of the reality of

the love we bear towards GOD. If Faith then
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be the Root, Charity or Love is the Flower : and

to 'inquire for the flower is no sign that we are

careless about the root. On the contrary. "Where

there is a flower, the root must perforce have

existed likewise.

And this leads us, thirdly, to point out, that

although kindness, forgiveness, Love itself, may
and often does exist, where there is no Chris

tianity; it is not such Love, such forgiveness,

such kindness, as GOD requires at our hands.

Love is indeed the flower He seeks : but Faith

in CHRIST is the root from which that flower must

spring, to make it one of the plants of Paradise

.... This is much to be noted. We are touch

ing now the very life of the matter. We are

saying that it is only such actions as spring out

of a true and lively faith which are truly pleasing

in GOD'S sight ;
and accepted by Him. And this

is the difference between Christian virtue and

goodness, and the good conduct of Heathen

persons.

St. Paul frames his language, with reference to

this very doctrine.
" Be ye kind," he says,

" one

to another, tender-hearted, forgiving one another,

even as GOD for CHRIST'S sake hath forgiven

you." So then, it is the consideration of GOD'S

mercies in CHRIST, which is to excite us to this
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compassionate course towards one another ... A

strange motive, (some will think,) and much too

far removed from us, to affect us : but it is the

true motive for the lovely course which the Apostle

recommends. And if, unhappily, it should seem

to any of us no motive at all, let us not fail to per

ceive what a proof thatis, of our spiritual blind

ness; what a proof of our carnal state. The

HOLY SPIRIT sets before us a great Christian

duty, and assigns the true reason of it
; and we

cannot see the force of the reason even when it

is so declared !

We are to forgive and to love one another

then, because of the love which GOD has shewn

to us ; and because of the forgiveness which we

look for at His hands. We are to consider the

unspeakable love which devised the plan of man's

redemption. And it cannot require much know

ledge of Divine things, to realize something of

the immensity of this love. GOD, emptying
Himself of His Glory : GOD, putting upon Him
self the weakness of our Nature : GOD, dwelling

on earth as man
; cradled in a manger, made the

child of a humble pair, suffering poverty, hard

ship, want; houseless and homeless, almost friend

less
; (betrayed, certainly, by His friend) : GOD,

buffeted, insulted, reviled, spit upon : crowned
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with thorns : crucified : treading, for our sakes,
'
the valley of the shadow of Death :' and carry

ing the first fruits of our glorified humanity,
with Him, up into Heaven : all this is a picture

of love which it needs little wit to see the im

mensity of. And men cannot require telling that

this mighty machinery could not have been dis

pensed with. Every part of it was necessary to

the great end proposed : and to this huge ne

cessity, Almighty love suomitted itself.
' Bre

thren, if GOD so loved us, we ought also to love

one another !'

We invite you steadily to bear this great doc

trine in mind, at all times
; and to let your

Christian practice grow out of your Christian

faith. Let the Love of GOD towards us, provoke

in us love, not only towards GOD Himself, but

towards the brethren likewise. And verily, we

have need of the exhortation ; for in how many

ways does an uncharitable spirit assail men and

women ! Either from disappointed hopes, or

wounded pride, or mortified vanity ;
from slights,

or neglects, (real or imaginary;) from trials of

temper also : from how many quarters is it

known to come ! There are persons, again, who

pass their days in one lifelong breach of the Law

of Charity. In some households, perfect Love is
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unknown. Bickering and strife are the rule, not

the exception to the rule, of daily intercourse.

Then, there are hearts, in other respects Chris

tian and kind, persons who may be thought to

be even exemplary in their lives, who yet cher

ish, against some one person, hatred or ill-will ;

which they hide, like a treasure, in one corner of

their memories. They brood over tl\eir griev

ance in secret ; or only display it to some con

fidential friend, who will allow them to rehearse

it, without interruption or contradiction. Others

again there are who seem as if they sought to

make amends to themselves for their general

calmness and habitual composure, by sudden

outbreaks of unbecoming speech. And thus, as

we before remarked, the Law of Love is violated

in almost every imaginable way ; and some may
be scarcely aware that they are passing their

whole lives in the very gall of bitterness.

Concerning all these unlovely forms of Sin we

will but point out that the bond of Charity was

never yet effectually broken without two persons

being in fault. We will not enlarge on this

unpalatable truth, but leave it to men's and

women's consciences.

Secondly, if a sincere desire for peace be

but present in the heart of any one of those en-
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gaged in a quarrel, that person need not remain

in his or her breach of charity for a single hour.

The permanently unkind are without excuse.

Thirdly, whatever quarrelsome persons may
be pleased to think on the subject, the curbing

and subduing their own evil temper is the great
business of their lives. It is the thing which they

have to do. They may call it their 'cross/ if

they will, out it is their curse rather
;

a cross of

their own making ; a curse of their own choosing.

They have cherished their self-love, or their self-

conceit, or their self-indulgence it may be, until,

(like highly inflammable bodies,)' they explode

under the slightest pressure ;
under the smallest

provocation. They affect a devout exterior
;
but

they deceive no one so much as themselves.

Their whole life is spent in Sin.

For, lastly, kindness to one another is not

outward decency; still less is tender-heartedness,

the using of smooth words. This is the cheap
est form of Love of all ; a false coin which can

not pass current long. No : it is the forgiving
one another. Not the saying,

'
I forgive but I

cannot forget ;' but the forgiving and forgetting

too. It is, the forgiving one 'another, even as

GOD, for CHRIST'S sake, hath forgiven us.
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THE PARABLE OF THE TALENTS.

ST. MATTHEW xxv. 21.

Well done, thou good and faithful servant: tliou hast

been faitJiful over a few things, I will make thee

ruler over many things : enter thou into the joy of

thy lord.

So speaks ALMIGHTY GOD, in the parable of

'

the Talents/ (which is one of that cluster of

parables from which the Gospel for this day is

taken,) to the servants who had made the most of

their stewardship. It will be remembered that,

in that Parable, He sets before us the conduct

and the fate of three servants whom their lord,

on travelling into a far country, had entrusted

with his goods.
' Unto one, he gave five talents ;

to another, two
;
and to another, one : to every

man according to his several ability; and straight

way took his journey.' The two first doubled

their talents; by skilful trading, making them

ten and four : the last, buried his single talent

in the earth. He said that he knew what an

unreasonable and unjust master he had to do
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with. He therefore chose to. run no risk : but,

being afraid, he said that he had gone, and digged,

and hid his lord's money.
'

Lo, there thou hast

that is thine.' But, (said his lord,)
' Thou wicked

and slothful servant ! Thou knewest me to be

covetous in my nature, and unreasonable in rny

expectations : thou oughtest therefore at least to

have so laid out my money that an ordinary re

turn might have been made me.' Whereupon
he consigned

'
the unprofitable servant' to outer

darkness. But to him who with five talents had

gained other five, and him who with two talents

had gained two more, the lord addressed the

comfortable words of the text,
' Well done,

thou good and faithful servant : thou hast been

faithful over a few things, I will make thee ruler

over many things : enter thou into the joy of

thy lord.'

Now, if this were merely the history of some

thing which had once happened in a certain

place, we should be at liberty to attend to it, or

not, as we pleased. We might make light of

the story, as one which did not concern us.

But when we consider that CHRIST is here the

speaker, and that it is Himself of whom He here

speaks; above all, when we consider that the

servants whose conduct He describes, are we
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ourselves ;
and that the fate of one or other of

them, will be eventually ours
;

the whole matter

is brought so nearly home to our own bosoms,

that no one with a spark of seriousness, no one

who cares at all for himself and his own Salva

tion, can forbear the inquiry, 'What warning,

then, what message, does the parable convey to

me ?'

And certainly, to every one who reads our

LORD'S Discourses in this spirit, they will all

prove full of personal instruction ; full of help,

guidance, warning, encouragement, reproof, con

solation ; telling him many things about GOD,

many things about himself, which it concerns

him, in the very highest degree, to know. Let

this be shewn to be the case by a few remarks

on the parable now before us.

1. And the first thing that strikes us is our

SAVIOUR'S admission that we have a diversity

of trusts: that one man is entrusted with five

times, another with twice, as much as his neigh
bour. It will be perceived that the very phrase
'

a man of talent' is taken from this parable ;

and that when we talk of a man's talents, (mean

ing thereby his mental gifts,) we are in fact in

terpreting our LORD'S Discourse, and declaring
our sense of the responsibility which attaches to
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the mariner in which we employ our faculties.

At the same time, however, that we assert con

cerning ALMIGHTY GOD that He has committed

to some, a larger trust, to others, a less, we

are bound to notice His express declaration that

to every man is given
'

according to his several

ability:' for it really amounts to a declaration

that a trust from GOD is a burthen, which re

quires to be proportioned to the strength of him

who has to bear it. How could a weakly or a very

slender frame endure the load which a robust

and powerful person would yet find suitable to

his strength? But it is needless to dwell upon
so plain a matter. Only, henceforth, when we feel

tempted to wish for more advantages, (health;

money, leisure, learning, strength, comeliness,)

let us say to ourselves : It must be a mistake

to wish for this and that ; for it is written that

the lord of those servants gave to every man

according to his several ability : it cannot there

fore be, but I have received according to mine.

2. And the next thing which strikes us in the

parable is the use which the three servants re

spectively make of their trust. One, with five

talents, has gained five : another, with two, has

gained two. So far, all is well. But the ser

vant with the one talent, has gained nothing!
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Now this is a very remarkable declaration : for

it seems to say this, that persons with large

opportunities are not so guilty as we, with our

few opportunities, may suppose. They do make

the most of their stewardship, according to the

teaching of the parable. The shortcoming rests

not with them, but with us, who (we think) have

had only one talent committed to our trust.

This is a heavy warning to the majority of man
kind

; to men of humble rank.

Let us, however, be quite fair on this head.

As a matter of fact, it seems to be commonly

noticed, that men with immense opportunities

do not always make a good use of them : while

persons with far less, do in reality make a better.

And this requires to be stated openly; for the

Gospel pronounces the poor blesse.d; and one

reason why they are blessed must be because

they make a blessed use of the opportunities

with which they have been entrusted. What
then becomes of the teaching of the parable?

May not the reason why the servant who had

only one talent is represented as hiding it in the

earth, be, because we all are apt to fancy our

selves in the position of that servant ? The man
of business thinks that he would lead a much

more pious life if he had more leisure. The
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man of leisure thinks he could be more holy,

if he had more to do, and were exposed to

fewer of the temptations which idleness brings

with it. The rich man finds riches a great snare,

and the source of many temptations. He thinks

that it would be easy to be virtuous if he lived

in a cottage. But the labouring man knows

very well that poverty has its temptations also ;

and he goes over in his mind all the fine things

he would certainly do, if he had but the means.

It is ever thus. And because, in this way, every

one is so prone to think himself the servant with

the ' one talent,' our SAVIOUR has seen fit to set

on eternal record what is the course pursued by
such an one; namely, to make no use of it; to

hide it in the earth, and do nothing.

We have all, many a time, thought that our

opportunities are very few, and accordingly, we

have all done very little either. Let us profit by
the teaching of this part of the parable ! Let us

not bury our talent in the earth ! Let us do all

the good we can, while it is called to-day !

It may be useful to notice the manner in

which it seems the servants were expected to

employ their talents so as to increase them.

They were to trade with them. Now, trading

implies constant attention, great activity, some
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risks run. There must be 'ventures of Faith'

.... All this is implied by the expression which

our SAVIOUR uses.

3. The third and last thing to which our at

tention is invited, is the reception which the ser

vants in the parable met with. And here, we

notice that the lord said the same thing to the

servant who had made his two talents four, as

to him who had made his five talents ten. He
did not praise the one much, and the other, a

little
;

but he praised them equally, and bade

them both '
enter into the joy of their lord.'

Now, this is a comfortable matter to notice ; for

it shews that if we do but make the most of

our opportunities, whatever they may happen to

be, GOD will be content. If the servant with

one talent had gained only one more, there can

be no doubt that his lord would have called

him 'good/ and 'faithful, also;' and made him

a 'ruler,' like the other two.

But what, in fact, was his fate ? He was con

signed to outer darkness : a hideous doom, cer

tainly, however we may pretend to explain it.

And yet, what had been his crime ? Had he

stolen from his lord, or cheated him? had he

wasted or misapplied the money which his lord

had trusted to his care? Nothing of the sort.
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His crime had merely been that he had made no

good use of it. That was his offence. And how
terrible a warning does it become to as many as

are living in habits of sin, to discover that even

idleness incurs heavy punishment at GOD'S Hands !

How awful then will be the sentence of those

who have flagrantly sinned, if the mere doing

nothing is thus heavily visited !

'Thou wicked and slothful servant:' these

words stand in fearful contrast with the language
of the text,

' Well done, thou good and faithful

servant.' And take notice how the language of

that gracious reception runs,
' Thou hast been

faithful over a few things, I will make thee ruler

over many things/ How do such expressions

suggest to our minds all that is here left unsaid !

faithful in labouring with few things in Time,

wherefore to be set over many things, with power,

in Eternity. . . .

' Enter thou into the joy of thy

lord !' which reminds us of the contrast between

heavenly joys and earthly ones. For here below,

surely, a little of GOD'S joy is all that can enter

into good men
;
but there, they shall enter into

the joy of their LORD ! Not a few drops of de

light poured into their hearts, but those hearts

deluged with the heavenly joy into which they

shall straightway enter !
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THE NOBLEMAN'S SON.

ST. JOHN iv. 46.

There was a certain nobleman, wliose son was sick at

Capernaum.

THIS Day's Gospel presents us with the record

of a very affecting miracle, which is related by
St. John only. Our Blessed LORD, after the first

Passover, on His way back to Galilee, stopped,

(as we all remember,) for two days at Sychar in

Samaria 3
. Those days ended, He repaired to

the village of Cana, where He had made the

water, wine ; and the incident on which we now

propose to offer a few remarks immediately fol

lowed.
' There was a certain nobleman, whose

son was sick at Capernaum. When he heard

that JESUS was come out of Judaea into Galilee,

he went unto Him, and besought Him that He
would come down, and heal his son : for he was

at the point of deathV

The applicant in this instance is thought to

have been ' a courtier* rather than ' a noble

man ;' one, in short, who was attached to the

*
St. John iv. 40. b

St. John iv. 4G, 47.
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court of King Herod. His dwelling was at Ca

pernaum, where he may have witnessed many of

our LORD'S miracles of healing; and it seems

reasonable to conjecture that the miracle per

formed on the Centurion's servant, in particular ,

was uppermost in his memory when he made his

present application to CHRIST. His anxiety and

impatience may be inferred from the fact that

He went all the way from Capernaum to Cana,

in person, on hearing that our SAVIOUR had

reached the latter place; although, as we have

seen, his son ' was at the point of death ;' and

surely, (we think,) some of those very servants

who came to meet him, on the morrow, might
have been sent in his stead ! Who knows not,

however, by experience, the anxiety which resolves

that it must trust no one with a matter of vital

importance ;
but prefers, at all hazards, doing

the work in person ? The present was an occa

sion, moreover, when delay was danger, and dis

appointment might be death. A parent is the

anxious one
;

and a child the object of his

anxiety. Do we wonder that the nobleman de

termines to perform the journey in person ? re

solves with his own lips to plead his cause ?

And here we must not fail to point out a cir-

c See St. Matthew viii. 5 to 13.
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cumstance which might easily escape a careless

reader, but which is of prime practical import

ance, and may not be overlooked. Our LORD'S

return from Jerusalem to Capernaum had been

delayedfor two days. How this delay had hap

pened, is revealed in the Gospel; and the very

striking discovery is made that it had brought
Salvation to a whole City ! This last circumstance

shews that GOD does all things well: that not

only His ends, but His very means, the ma

chinery whereby He effects His purposes, no less

than those gracious purposes themselves, is per

fect. The fact however of the delay, and the

intention of it, is all we now desire to notice
;

and that intention proves to have been to try the

faith of the present applicant to our SAVIOUR.

How vexatious, in the meantime, must His

delay have seemed ! how '

unlucky' the circum

stance, that instead of returning directly to Ca

pernaum, the great Physician should have re

paired to Cana first !

The reply which the nobleman met with, was

not such as he either expected or desired.
' Then

said JESUS unto him, Except ye see signs and

wonders, ye will not believe. The nobleman

saith unto him, Sir, come down ere my child

die.' You observe the father's earnestness and
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impatience. He could not bear any topic save

one : his whole heart was filled with one desire.

Let it be granted, (he seems to say,) that we are

thus unbelieving. On me be all that shame !

Come down, only, ere my child die ! ... His

reply further reveals the limits of his belief. That

CHRIST could heal, when the object of His merry
was close at hand, this, the nobleman believed :

that CHRIST could heal, without a word, at a

distance, this, the nobleman as yet knew not.

' JESUS saith unto him, Go thy way ; thy son liv-

eth. And the man believed the word that JESUS

had spoken unto him, and he went his wayV
The father's

'

way' on this occasion must per

force have been the way back to Capernaum.
There was his sick child lying; and there he

must have been all impatience himself to be.

Already, in fancy, he pictured his return ; and

the emaciated boy, whom he had left at the very

brink of the grave, alive, at least, if not better

than when he had left him. It was evening, (being

past seven o'clock,) and Capernaum was about

fifteen or twenty miles off; but the nobleman

will set out forthwith. On his way, behold,

his servants meet him! 'As he was now going

down, his servants met him, and told him, saying,
d

St. John iv. 48 to 50.
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Thy son liveth
6
.' There must have been some

anxious wife and mother left behind, some

loving sister or brother. No sooner did these

witness the marvellous change, which had come

over the dying youth, than they straightway sent

a party of servants in the direction of Cana. At

least they will meet the father on his way back !

They may find him still there : but if he be re

turning, it will be something to have saved him

a few hours of anxiety. Hence the sending of

the servants. . . . They meet their master in the

dark, on the road somewhere between Cana and

Capernaum.
What more natural than the nobleman's first

words of inquiry? 'Then inquired he of them

the hour when he began to amend V He is con

vinced that his child 'liveth;' for CHRIST hath

said it. But whether he had begun to amend soon

after the father had left the house ; or whether

the fever had abated somewhat, from the time

that the great Physician had delivered His com

fortable assurance that the child lived; this re

mained to be cleared up by the servants. Ac

cordingly the father's question was as to the hour

at which the amendment took place.
'

Yesterday,'

(say they,)
'

at the seventh hour.'
* So the father

e St. John iv. 51. '
Sf. John iv. 52.
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knew that it was at the same hour, in the which

JESUS said unto him, Thy son liveth g
.'

But was this all the servants' reply? Not so.

Severely brief as the sacred narrative confessedly

always is, it is yet marvellous to observe how

very full and particular it is, also. These works

of Grace, (the Gospels,) remind us of the works

of Nature in one striking respect, namely, that

on close inspection they are discovered to con

tain an infinite number of unsuspected details ;

and all, of wondrous value and beauty. Thus,
'

Yesterday at the seventh hour thefever left him,'

is found to have been the very striking testi

mony which the servants bore on this occasion.

As if they had said, Thy son never '

began to

amend' at all ! There was no gradual departure

of the fever
;

no inch-by-inch recovery from

prostrated strength; no languor of limb, and

dimness of eye, leaving the sick child too slowly

for any one to pretend to tell thee at what

precise hour
' he began to amend.' No. It was

the seventh hour; and suddenly, to the amaze

ment of all who were watching by that sick bed,
'

the fever left him!' He suddenly became well !

The eye regained its brilliancy; the pulse, its

healthy music : he rose up from where he lay, in

* St. John iv. 53.
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all the vigour, all the beauty, of perfect health !

.... It is ever thus. Every work of CHRIST is

a perfect work.

Are we surprised at the concluding statement,
' And himself believed, and his whole house ?'

It reminds us of a truth which is often brought

before us in the perusal of the Gospel narratives ;

namely, that Faith admits of degrees. There

must have been Faith in CHRIST, from the very

beginning. The nobleman must have '

believed,'

in order, at such a moment, to have taken a

journey from Capernaum to Cana in quest of the

great Physician. 'The man believed the word

that JESUS had spoken unto him,' (we are dis

tinctly told it,) when he heard Him say,
*

Thy
son liveth.' At once, therefore, his Faith was

both confirmed and increased. And yet, a still

fuller measure of Faith was his, when he dis

covered from the statement of his servants that

the moment of his child's recovery corresponded
with the hour at which he had enjoyed his me
morable interview with his great Benefactor. Can

we doubt that his greatest advance in this great

grace, was yet future; when, besides his own

breast, Faith pervaded every member of his house

hold? How must they all, he by his narrative

of what had taken place afar off; they, by their
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testimony as to what had taken place at home,

have mutually confirmed one another ! How must

Faith have grown in such a household, day by

day ; sustaining itself by the presence of one

whom ' JESUS of Nazareth' had restored to them,

even from the very gates of the grave !

'

LORD, increase our Faith !' When blessings

are delayed, give us grace to submit, with loving

confidence, to that delay. When unexpected

hindrances arise, give us grace to believe that
'
it

is the LORD ;' and that doubtless there is a pur

pose in the hindrance; that all is, doubtless,

working together for our good. Shall we be

slow to believe that He who, at Cana, could heal

the youth who lay sick of a fever, at Capernaum,
could have healed him without that visit of the

father? Surely, He saw from -afar the necessity;

watched the failing life, and knew the heart's de

sire of all ! And doth He not still, as faithfully

as ever, behold the sick bed, the suffering one,

upon it
; and the suffering ones around it ? If

then He could heal at a distance, can He not

heal at a distance now? is His arm shortened

that it cannot save ? or do we really think that

the difference between few miles and many, sets

a limit to His power ?....' LORD, increase our

Faith !'
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THE RESURRECTION OF THE BODY. PART I.

PHILIPPIANS iii. 20, 21.

We look for the SAVIOUR, the LORD JESUS CHRIST;

who shall change our vile body, that it may tie fash

ioned like unto His glorious Body.

IN all our thoughts and words about the Life

to come, we dwell too much on what will befal

the soul, and not enough on what will befal the

body. No one, of course, denies or doubts '
the

Resurrection of the Body.' It is one of the

Articles in
'
the Belief/ which we repeat in the

course of the daily service. But although we

state the doctrine so very fully in the Athanasian

Creed, and doubtless believe it too, we are very

apt to use language which shews that this great

truth does not form a part of our habitual rea

sonings concerning Heaven and Hell. The Re

surrection of the Body is not woven into the

staple, as it were, of our thoughts. We talk of

the Body turning into dust, and of the Soul

going to GOD : as if the first could not live,
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and the second could not die. We dwell much
on the corruption of this mortal flesh, and the

incorruption of our immortal souls ; but we do

not always add that the end of the matter will

be that this corruptible must put on incorrup

tion, and this mortal put on Immortality. We
very often forget that till this has come about,

the work will be an incomplete work. Let us

attempt a familiar illustration of what makes

this seem so unreasonable.

If some one were to promise that he would

build us a splendid Cathedral in the place of

our parish Church : instead of stone, that we

should possess walls of dazzling white marble;

a ceiling fretted all with gold," and painted

with vermilion
;
a splendid quire in the place of

humble Psalmody ;
and instead of modest win

dows, gorgeous figures of Saints and Angels in

coloured glass : but, as the first step towards

all this, if he were to tell us that we must

submit to see our Church dismantled and de

stroyed, laid level with the dust :, should we

be so simple as to rest contented with the work

of destruction, instead of looking forward to the

work of restoration? Would the prospect of

the ruin which must first take place be any joy

to us? Surely not. And yet that is the way
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we act in respect of this House of flesh where

in we live. We talk of its destruction at all

times
;

but seldom, if ever, do we dwell upon
the magnificent destiny which is in store for it.

And in this way we miss all the comfort which

the doctrine of the Resurrection of the Body is

meant to impart ;
so that, instead of comfort, the

prospect of Death and Immortality is full of gloom
to ruariy of us. And no wonder

;
for really it is

useless to pretend that we can find pleasure in

thinking of dissolution and decay : and, as for

the life of the soul, we know so little of our-

souls apart from our bodies, that we cannot ex

pect any man will think of the life of his dis

embodied soul, except with awe, and some

thing more like wonder than gratification. We
lean, like children, on the Everlasting arms when

we think of the severance of soul and body.
'
I will fear no evil,' we exclaim,

'
for Thou art

with me.' We cannot go beyond that. But

the thought of Resurrection, as it is full of glory,

so is it full of comfort also. To stand erect upon
our feet in the latter days ;

to regain our bodies,

and yet to be free from all the infirmities which

at present clog and hinder them ;
to have over

come Death ; and to look abroad upon
'
a new

Heaven and a New Earth;' this, I say, is a
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glorious portion indeed : this is a prospect which

may well fill the soul with joyous rapture !

Now what is told us in Scripture concerning
the change which is in store for our Bodies?

Let us very briefly notice what is promised ;

and draw therefrom a few useful lessons. The

text, if we study it carefully, will open our eyes

to as much as we shall need to know.

First then, it declares that our LORD JESUS

CHRIST 'will change our vile body.' But why
' our vile body ?' why is the body called

'
vile ?'

Not, (you may be sure,) because so beautiful

a piece of workmanship, so masterly a speci

men of divine contrivance, is 'vile* in GOD'S

sight. GOD forbid ! No. That body of flesh

which served as a Tabernacle for the Eternal

SON, when He ' was made flesh, and dwelt among
us,' our bodies, I say, are never '

vile,' in the

ordinary sense of vileness, until we make them

so. But '
vile body' here means humbled body :

humbled by Adam's disobedience, in conse

quence of which the sentence of Death passed

on all our race. And this leads us to the

thought that one thing which is implied by the

Resurrection of the Body is the reparation of

the injury which is done to us by Death. Death

is the separating of the soul from the body :
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the dissolving of the body into dust. Resur

rection therefore will be the renewal of the

body, muscle, fibre, sinew, no less than flesh,

blood, bones : and the re-union of that curi

ously organized structure to its separated soul :

a re-union never more to be dissolved, through
out the ages of Eternity.

Does Resurrection then merely mean the re

storation of the body, and the re-union of body
and soul? In other words, Shall we be, in the

last Day, as Lazarus was after he was raised from

the chamber of Death, where he had been four

days lying ?

No, certainly : for our LORD says that
'

they

which shall be accounted worthy to obtain that

World, and the Resurrection from the dead,

neither marry nor are given in marriage; nei

ther can they die any more
;

for they are equal

to the Angels
a

:' but Lazarus, in due time, died,

of course.
'

They shall hunger no more, neither

thirst any more' says the beloved Disciple
b

: but

Lazarus, as we all remember, was one of those

who on a certain occasion sat with CHRIST at

meat. We need not however reason on the

matter in this way : for, as St. Paul declares,
'

flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom of

St. Luke xx. 36. b Rev. vii. 16.
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GOD : neither doth corruption inherit incorrup-

tion.' Indeed, the text answers the question for

us, and declares expressly that the LORD JESUS

CHRIST '
shall change our vile body ;' or, as St.

Paul says in another place, 'we shall all be

changed.' What kind of change, then, is that

which is here spoken of?

The meaning is, that a marvellous transfigura

tion will pass over these mortal bodies. To ex

plain how this will be effected, is utterly beyond
our power. The secret rests hid with GOD. We
will not dwell, as we might, on the types which

He has mercifully provided in Creation, to give

us a faint notion of what will be hereafter. The

seed, for example,
' sown in dishonour, raised in

glory ; sown in weakness, raised in power :' the

butterfly born of the chrysalis : the bird hatched

from the egg ;
and so on. These examples are

useful, chiefly as shewing two things : first, how

wonderfully superior to our present state will be

our glorified condition ; and next, they remind

us that when the change spoken of has passed

upon our bodies, they will be found to be pos

sessed of new powers, and adapted in every re

spect to their new sphere of being. But this is

nearly all which these analogies teach us; and

if we desire to know more, (as we assuredly shall,)
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concerning our future condition, we must at

tend to what the Apostle here further tells us
;

namely, that the LORD JESUS CHRIST '
shall

change our vile body, that it may be fashioned

like unto His glorious Body' This is a very

wonderful statement
;

for it assures us that if

we can but apprehend rightly the nature of the

change which passed upon the Body of our risen

LORD, we shall have a notion of the change
which will pass upon ours. Nor is this the

only place in Scripture where we are told that

the change to be hereafter effected in ourselves,

has been effected already in 'the Captain of

our Salvation.' St. John says expressly, 'It

doth not yet appear what we shall be
; but we

know that, when He shall appear, we shall be

like Him c
.' And St. Paul declares that 'as we

have borne the image of the earthy,' that is of

the first Adam,
' we shall also bear the image of

the Heavenly*,' that is of the second, which is

CHRIST. What then was the nature of the

change which passed upon the Body of our LORD

after His Resurrection ?

This question shall be answered, and some-

practical inferences gathered from the entire

subject, in the following discourse. The words

c 1 St. John iii. 2. d 1 Cor. xv. 49.
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of the text, which occur in the Epistle for next

Sunday, can scarcely be discussed within the

narrow limits of a single short Sermon. It shall

suffice, to-day, to have thus opened the subject,

one of the most awfully interesting, doubtless,

which can possibly engage human attention.
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THE RESURRECTION OP THE BODY. PART II.

PHILIPPIANS iii. 20, 21.

We look/or the SAVIOUR, the LORD JESUS CHRIST;
who shall change our vile body, that it may be fash
ioned like unto His glorious Body.

WE concluded our former discourse by re

marking, that in proportion as we may be able

to apprehend rightly the nature of the change
which passed over the Body of our risen LORD,

we shall attain to a notion of what is in reserve

for ourselves. Accordingly, we ventured to pro

pose the inquiry, What then was the nature of

change which ensued upon His Resurrection ?

Now, we may not perhaps presume to draw

any conclusion from His offering His limbs to

be handled
;
nor from his partaking of food with

His Disciples*; except indeed that memorable

conclusion to which the words of CHRIST Him
self guided them, namely, that He was not a

Spirit. In other words, we are not perhaps to

St. Luke xxiv. 42, 43. Acts x. 41.
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infer that the risen body can, of necessity, be

handled; still less, that it requires food; be

cause our SAVIOUR, in order to convince His

astonished Disciples that it was no spectral illu

sion which they beheld, invited them to handle

Him, and partook of their 'broiled fish and honey
comb.' He was risen, indeed

;
but He was not

yet ascended : and some hard questions here arise

which are very perplexing. But as our SAVIOUR

entered the chamber where the Apostles were

assembled, though the doors were shut, so will

the reality of our bodily Resurrection prove quite

compatible with freedom of moving whithersoever

we will, whatever obstacle may stand in our way.

As He ascended with His Body into Heaven,

so shall we be borne upward from the earth, to

meet the LORD in the air
;
and be no longer sub

ject to the laws of matter which, in our present

state, weigh us down. As His features expe
rienced a wondrous alteration, so that those who

beheld Him, while they knew that it was the

LORD, yet failed to recognise Him, (Mary Mag
dalene, the two going to Emmaus, and the seven

Apostles at the sea of Tiberias ;) so also shall

we, in some mysterious manner, experience a like

transformation : the self-same persons, yet, how

different from the men we were !
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Above all are we reminded of one unearthly

attribute which will then belong to the re

deemed : I mean, the addition of Glory. The

HOLY SPIRIT, speaking by the mouth of St. Paul,

declares in the text that our bodies shall be trans

figured, and 'fashioned like unto CHRIST'S glorious

Body :' and this word of His reminds us of what

was seen on the Mount of Transfiguration, when
' the fashion of our LORD'S countenance was

altered.' But how altered ? Probably in respect

of the unearthly lustre which rendered every fea

ture bright and dazzling. St. Matthew says
' His face did shine as the sun ;'

' and His rai

ment,' (says St. Mark,) 'became shining, exceeding

white as snow, so as no fuller on earth can white

them.' These glories were not displayed on our

LORD'S person immediately after His Resurrec

tion ; because as yet He walked the earth, and

human eyes could not have endured the sight :

but at a later period we know that it was other

wise. When the vision of the risen SAVIOUR

was vouchsafed to St. Paul,
' At midday, king/

(he said,)
'
I saw in the way a light from Heaven,

above the brightness of the sun, shining round

about me, and them which journeyed with me.'

And when St. John,
'

in the Spirit, on the LORD'S

Day,'
'
in the Island called Patmos,' beheld the
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SAVIOUR'S form, it was in wondrous Glory that

he beheld Him :

'

I saw,' (he says,)
' One like

unto the Son of Man, clothed with a garment
down to the foot, and girt about the paps with a

golden girdle. His head and His hairs were

white like wool, as white as snow ;
and His eyes

were as a flame of fire ;
and His feet like unto

fine brass, as if they burned in a furnace ;
and

His voice as the sound of many waters. And
His countenance was as the Sun shineth in his

strength .' We will not seek to heighten all

this. We will content ourselves with observing

that what may be gathered from all these ac

counts
' seems to be that the form of the glorified

SAVIOUR, when human eyes were suffered to be

hold it, resembled that which He bore upon earth ;

with this most important difference, that a daz

zling light struggled forth at every part of His

sacred person ; penetrating the transparent fea

tures, and dissipating the earthly appearance of

flesh and blood. Every part of His Risen Body
was rendered luminous by Divine powerV

' And we know/ (says St. John, in a text

already quoted,)
'
that when He shall appear, we

shall be like Him, for we shall see Him as Pie

is.'
' The resurrection bodies of the Saints will

Rev. i. 1316. d Dr. Goulburn.
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resemble that of their LORD. It is promised"

that they too shall shine forth as the Sun in

the kingdom of their FATHER, when that which

was sown in dishonour shall be raised in glory.'
* When CHRIST, who is our life, shall appear/

(writes St. Paul,)
' then shall ye also appear with

Him in glory
1 ' And to the same effect, the

text; which means, literally, 'We expect the

SAVIODR, the LORD JESUS CHRIST, who shall

transfigure our body of humiliation, that it may
be fashioned like unto His body of glory !'

This then is the sum of the matter, beyond
which we cannot venture. It is surely enough for

us to know that
' we shall not all sleep, but we

shall all be changed, in a moment, in the twink

ling of an eye, at the last trump : for the trumpet
shall sound, and the dead shall be raised incor

ruptible, and we shall be changed. For this

corruptible must put on incorruption, and this

mortal must put on immortality
8
.' When, to all

this, the intimation is added that we shall share

eternally the Resurrection glories of 'the first

born among many BrethrenY 'the first-begotten

of the dead 1

,' we must surely confess that GOD
hath pledged Himself to bestow upon us more

St.Matth. xiii. 43.
f
Col. iii. 4. * 1 Cor. xv. 5153.

h Rom. viii. 29. ' Rev. i. 5.
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than we could ever have asked or thought : that

eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither could it

have entered into the heart of man to conceive for

himself such overwhelming Blessedness. Verily,

He hath prepared for them that love Him such

good things as pass man's understanding.

We have spoken hitherto, and in what re

mains, we shall continue to speak, of the Resur

rection of the Just only. We will, at this time,

comfort, not terrify ourselves by the recollec

tion of the dreadful destiny which is in store for

the wicked.

What, thpn, is the effect which this glorious

doctrine should produce on the heart and in the

life of man ? The great result is found in two

places of Scripture, hinted at as flowing directly

from the contemplation of it.
'

Mortify therefore

your members which are upon the earth,' are

St. Paul's first words, after promising that
* when

CHRIST shall appear, then shall we also appear
with Him in glory V The beloved Disciple

even more distinctly,* after declaring that, when

CHRIST shall appear, we shall be like Him, adds

immediately :

' And every man that hath this

hope in Himpurifieth himselfeven as He is pureV
In truth, it must be the first thought of every

k Col. iii. 5. i 1 St. John iii. 3.
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believer, that if these things be true, then,
' what

manner of men ought we to be !' Let it be more

than a thought with us
;

for we know that
'
there

shall in no wise enter into the heavenly City

anything that defileth
m

.'

Next, we are of opinion that this doctrine

should lead us not only to think and speak re

spectfully of our Bodies, and to cherish them ;

but to respect one another, and to honour all

men, if only because they inhabit a tabernacle

framed just as mysteriously as our own, and

for whom just as glorious a destiny is in store.

How can we suffer that body to go \incared for,

which is destined hereafter to
* shine forth like

the Sun in the Kingdom of the FATHER D
?' How

can we look scornfully on aged, withered, wasted

frames, as if we did not know that they will

hereafter 'be changed,' and irradiated through
and through with heavenly glory?

:How shall

ugliness, or deformity, or even loathsome disease,

awaken any feelings but sympathy and sorrow
;

seeing that these are but the accidents, not the

essentials of being ? all, doubtless, to be wholly

overcome at last when He shall reign supreme
whose enemy hath done these things ; seeking

to deface the work which he cannot destroy : and

m Rev. xxi. 27.
"

St. Matthew xiii. 43.
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at least to mar in Time what GOD has made for

Eternity !

In the last place, the prospect of what will

be hereafter, will surely be a comfort under the

effects of age, and the inroads of accident, and

the ravages of disease. Not only in our own

persons, but in others, these invaders of the

body's sanctity discompose the spirits, and put

our patience, faith, hope, love, to a sore trial.

Shall it be no consolation to think of renewed

vigour, repaired blemishes, health recovered

eternally ? Yea, it should cheer us to the very

last ; support our fainting spirits ;
comfort us in

the very hour of nature's greatest agony.
'

I

should utterly have fainted,' (said the Psalmist,)
' but that I believe verily to see the goodness of

the LORD in the land of the living .' And when

he had been surveying the blessings enjoyed by
those who have their portion in this life, he

uttered an exclamation which shewed that the

Resurrection of the Body brought him all the

comfort we have been claiming, as its lawful cori->

sequence to ourselves :

" As for me, I will be

hold Thy face in righteousness. 1 shall be

satisfied, when I awake with Thy likeness*."

Ps. xxvii. 13. p Ps. xvii. 15
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REALITY IN PRAYER.

ST. LUKE viii. 45, 46.

Who touched Me ? When all denied, Peter

and they that were with Him said, Master, the multi

tude throng Thee, and press Thee, and sayest Thou,

Wlio touched Me ? And JESUS said, Somebody hath,

touched Me, for I perceive that virtue is gone out of

Me.

IN bringing before you the miraculous cure

of the Woman with an issue of blood, we do

but request your attention to one circumstance :

namely this, that although, upon a certain oc

casion, there were hundreds of persons thronging

and pressing upon her LORD and ours, yet that

she was the only one who touched Him. Or

rather, though all touched Him, she was the

only one who gave Him that peculiar kind of

touch which caused virtue, healing virtue, to go
out of Him. This is so very important a matter,

so full of deep and instructive teaching, that we

shall beg for your best attention to it.

You are invited, then, to observe that once,
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in the course of our Blessed LORD'S Ministry,

when He was among a crowd, there came behind

Him one poor Woman, who had been ill for

twelve years ;
who had failed to obtain relief

from any earthly means ;
and who, with purpose

to find a remedy for her sickness, touched the

border of our SAVIOUR'S garment. We read that

her cure was immediate : whereupon the Great

Physician, turning Himself about, inquired,
' Who

touched Me ? .... When all denied, Peter and

they that were with Him said, Master, the mul

titude throng Thee, and press Thee, and sayest

Thou, Who touched Me ?' That is, How canst

Thou ask who did the thing which all are doing ?

It is not one person, it is a hundred who are

touching Thee ! . . . . But our SAVIOUR'S reply

exposed the mistake of His servant.
'

Somebody
bath touched Me,' (He said,) 'for I perceive that

virtue is gone out of Me.' As if He had explained,

that there had been one touch unlike all the other

touches : one person in that thronging and press

ing multitude who had done what none of the

rest had done, or tried to do. To press and

to throng was of no avail to draw virtue out of

the person of the SAVIOUR. The multitude who

did so, might as well have been a- thousand

miles away. No. But there was one person
fi23
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whose touch had been unlike the touch of all

the rest. Hers, was the touch of Faith. It had

healed a long standing malady ; it had obtained

a perfect cure ;
it had drawn virtue out of the

sacred person of CHRIST.

Now, we hasten to the application of this les

son to ourselves ;
and entreat you to consider that

all we, when we are assembled in Church, are

very much in the position of the crowd which

thronged and pressed upon our SAVIOUR'S per

son. Like them, we congregate together, because

He is there. Like them, we meet, because we

desire to be where He is
; because we know that

He who is
'
the fountain of all goodness,' is in a

special manner present in the congregation of

His people. It is for us, each one of us singly,

for himself, for herself, further to inquire on

such occasions, Have I, this morning or after

noon, been like the Woman with an issue of

blood, or not ? In her diseased condition, alas !

I Icnoiv I have been like her. In her great need,

1 am but too sensible of the likeness of my case

to hers. But, in respect of the touch she p,ave

to CHRIST, have I resembled her or not ? That

is the question ! If I have resembled her in her

conduct, then, in her blessedness shall I resem

ble her likewise. I shall go home better than I
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came. I shall have drawn virtue out of the per

son of my LORD, and shall be healed of my plague.

But if I have resembled the crowd rather, who

thronged and pressed upon Him, without touch

ing Him, then, as well might I have been a thou

sand miles away. I shall go home as I came

hither. Impure I came, and impure I shall re

turn. Unholy, unforgiving, covetous ; passionate,

disobedient, proud: despairing, discontented, un

happy : whatever I was when I entered GOD'S

Holy House, that I am, at this moment, and

that I shall remain when the service ends
;

unless indeed I mak ^ one hearty effort

during those few moments of prayer which

remain after the sermon, the last chance in

Church, and that a very poor one ! . . . . This

examination, I say, must be made by every one

for himself. We presume not to make it for any.

We would gladly believe that every one is much
in earnest : that each comes eager for a bless

ing, prays devoutly, and reaps a harvest of

comfort. But this, alas ! can hardly be : and

we cannot forbear saying a few words more on

the matter, for it is one which affects the happi
ness and well-being of mankind, far more nearly
than many persons would suppose possible.

Let us seek, on such a subject, to be well un-
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derstood. GOD knows our necessities before we

ask. He does not require to be told what we

need. At the same time, while He pledges Him
self to fulfil our petitions, to give us all we ask,

He yet holds out to us no prospect of bestow

ing on us anything which we do not pray for.

I say not that we receive nothing from GOD but

what we have first prayed Him to give us. Truly,

if that were the case, how few of us would be in

the enjoyment of food and clothing ! But I say,

that to receive, we must ask ; to find, we must

seek ; to have it opened to us, we must knock ;

to draw virtue out of Him, we must first touch

Him. So that our boasted service, unless we

take heed to what we do, may prove all a deceit ;

our fancied approaches to CHRIST, may be all a

delusion. Are we not bound, then, as persons

of sound mind, and good understanding, are

we not bound to inquire very closely into the

nature of our service ? the reality of our prayers ?

the earnestness of our manner while we are in

Church ? For, how shocking would the discovery

be, in the latter Day, that our lives had been

spent in a miserable round of unreality : that we
had spoken words, but had never prayed: had

drawn near to our LORD night and morning,

Sunday after Sunday, had drawn very nigh to
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Him indeed, on Sacrament Sundays, especially,

had pressed fearfully close, and yet had never

once, in all our lives, touched Him !

Some persons, it may be feared, will require

to be told that to say prayers is not to pray : to

come to Church is not to inherit a blessing.

They may require to Jbe reminded of this, and

to have the nature of earnest Prayer explained to

them. Would to GOD that all understood the

matter so well for themselves, that we might seem

as a fool in the eyes of all, for trying to explain

it : but, Do men ever say their prayers without

so much as thinking of what they are saying ?

Do they ever go through the Litany, without

once really meaning a single petition ? Does the
' Amen' at the end of a long prayer sometimes

rouse men from inattention ? . . . Ah, if it be so,

they have need of the present warning. They
have indeed ! . . . The confession that we are here

taking a hint from our own dreary experience,

little concerns our fellow-mortals, indeed; but

seems only due to the injured Majesty of Heaven.

We say, then, the heart must be reached out :

the will, the mind, the soul, must make an

effort, and lean, bend itself towards GOD. Think

of what you feel when you are with some one

you love earnestly, and this will make our mean-
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ing plain. What the mother feels towards the

child which she clasps to her bosom, may help

to shew men how they ought to feel when they

pray. A parent yearns towards her child. She

feels as if her heart were being poured into

his, as if there were something which bound

her to him, and him to her: or rather, some

thing which was all day long drawing her towards

him. She bends her head and neck towards the

object of her love : she clasps it close, because it

cannot be too near. If it be away, her eyes are al

ways in that direction. We say all this to remind

you of the heart's yearnings in respect of that tie

which GOD hath made the strongest of all. But it

may suffice to appeal to the passionate longing

of the soul towards any one it loves
;
be it Fa

ther, or Mother ; Husband, or Wife ; Brother, or

Sister. In a way somewhat similar our heart

should stand affected towards GOD ; if not at all

times, at least while we pray. Our affections, our

desires, our whole inner man should reach itself

out towards GOD : put forth an invisible Hand in

order to touch Him who is invisible !

Let it be observed, that it need be no matter

of surprise if we find it hard to fix our thoughts
in prayer, and to pray with reality and earnest

ness : for we wrestle not with flesh and blood,
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but with spiritual enemies, who know that in

prayer we are gaining strength to oppose them.

They know that the Christian, at his prayers, is

like the soldier sharpening his sword, and buck

ling on his armour. Their whole business there

fore is to frustrate the process. They cannot

drag the man from his knees : but they can put

evil thoughts into his mind
; they can lay traps

to steal away his attention
; they can disturb the

prayers which yet they cannot hinder

We would have you, therefore, regard wandering

thoughts in prayer, yea, and many other such

distracting, disturbing things, as, in part, the

work of the Enemy : and we would have you resist

them, as such ; struggle against them, and in

GOD'S strength seek to overcome them. This form

of trial is no proof that GOD has forsaken us ;

much less that we are become hopelessly estranged
from GOD. But it does furnish ground for an

xiety and alarm. Have we perchance encouraged
these assaults, by dreamy habits, and unreal ap

proaches to the Throne of Grace? Whatever

the occasion of them, let us pray GOD to enable

us henceforth to pray aright : and why should

we not begin what we desire may prove earnest

and attentive prayers, with a prayer for the gifts

of earnestness and attention ?
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THE STIRRED UP WILL.

2 TIMOTHY i. 6.

in remembrance that tkou stir up the gift

of GOD.

THESE words do not occur in any part of the

service for this day, which is the last Sunday in

the sacred Year
;
the last also of those twenty-

five Sundays after Trinity for which a special

Collect, Epistle, and Gospel have been provided

in the Prayer-Book. But they are in the highest

degree proper to the day; or rather, the train

of thought which they awaken belongs to it in a

very striking manner. For, as all must have ob

served, although it is ordered by the rubric that

'

if there be any more Sundays before Advent-

Sunday, the Service of some of those Sundays
that were omitted after the Epiphany shall be

taken in to supply so many as are here wanting :

and if there be fewer, the overplus may be

omitted ;' it is yet specially
'

provided that this

last Collect, Epistle, and Gospel shall always be
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used upon the Sunday next before Advent.' The

same provision is made, by other continental

Churches; and we gather from it, without any
risk of error, what was the intention of our guides

in this behalf : namely, to teach us that a stirring

up of the Witt is necessary, as at all seasons, so

especially at this season, when we are about to

enter upon the four solemn Sundays in Advent.

We are well aware that the text alludes to a

very different gift from that which dwells in the

great mass of GOD'S '
faithful people/ In the

meanwhile, the gift which all baptized Christians

have received is from one and the same Divine

Source
; yea, is conveyed through the same hu

man channels. So that, this message of the great

Apostle to his
'

son, Timothy,' the remembrance,

namely, that he should '
stir up the gift of GOD,'

is not without the strictest application to every
one of ourselves : and we shall do well, on such

an occasion as this, to fill our minds with the

thought of our great need of Spiritual renewal ;

or an invigorated Will.

And here we cannot forbear remarking on the

advantage which results to us, from the order of

our Services, of a fixed Christian Season being

provided for every great Christian duty. Who
knows not, by a sad experience, what it is to
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have resolved on doing certain acts, but to have

hitherto deferred doing them, simply because no

special season ever offered itself for the purpose ?

But it is our great privilege as Christians to have

such periods set apart, by authority, for all our

prime duties. Not only are great Doctrines

brought before us, one by one ;
and whole weeks

appointed, during which we may contemplate in

succession each one of the grander features of

Gospel Truth
;

but seasons for Preparation of

the heart
; for Repentance and Humiliation

;
for

Christian Rejoicing, are provided for us also.

The present week, which is preparatory to Ad

vent, (as Advent is preparatory to Christmas,)

reminds us of our need to have our wills stirred

up by GOD. Shall we omit to avail ourselves of

the occasion to use every means of Grace, by GOD
Himself provided, towards this great end ?

Eor indeed, though it be undeniably true that

' we have no power to do good works, pleasant

and acceptable to GOD, without the Grace of

GOD by CHRIST preventing us, that we may have

a good will
;
and working with us, where we have

that good will*;' yet, the practical duty of be

stirring ourselves to the utmost, as if the begin

nings of Grace lay within ourselves, is plain and

a Article X. ' Of Free-will.'
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obvious. No other signs have we to shew that

there has been such preventing Grace from the

fountain of all Grace, working within us, than

that we have striven to obtain yet larger supplies

of Grace. And thus, even while we pray to

GOD to
'
stir up the wills of His faithful people ;

that they, plenteously bringing forth the fruit of

good works, may of Him be plenteously re

warded,' the Collect for the Sunday next be

fore Advent may be also taken as an exhortation

to us to bestir ourselves, in every way : faithfully

to review the Past
; thankfully to consider the

Present
; humbly, and with many prayers, to .

reach out to the Future. To stir up our slug

gish desires, (under the grateful conviction that

if we are enabled to do so at all successfully, it is

' GOD that worketh in us, both to will and to

do b '

this very thing :) to refresh our fading or

faded good intentions, (well knowing that unless

GOD pour down upon us the continual dew of

His blessing, our labour in this behalf must

yet prove all in vain :) to review our practice,

and to reform it : in good earnest to set about

that work of our own Salvation of which the

Apostle speaks as a thing to be '

wrought out'

by ourselves
, even while he adds the words

" Phil. ii. is. c Phil> iiL 12 .
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above quoted, as to the quarter from whence all

our strength must of necessity proceed ; this is

clearly the duty of us all at this time.

Now, on such occasions it is useless to confine

ourselves to mere generalities, on the one hand ;

or, on the other, to prescribe remedies infinite in

number, or impracticable in amount. We will pur

sue the humbler course of offering a few plain sug

gestions, and those of the most practical kind.

1. And first, it seems worth our while to re

mind ourselves that the source of all holy or

vicious conduct, is a virtuous or a depraved Will.

Like many other points of chief importance to

our spiritual well-being, this great truth sounds

so like a truism, that it easily gets overlooked.

We content ourselves with what are called good

actions, as alms-giving, prayer, frequent attend

ance at Church, the habitual reading of the

Bible ;
without considering that these acts are,

in themselves, neither good nor bad, except as

they are the result of a certain state of the affec

tions. The Will must be sanctified, to make

our actions acceptable to GOD : but, from a

sanctified Will, the lowliest offering, (witness the

conduct of the widow with the two mites
d
,) the

shortest prayer, (witness the conscience-stricken

> St. Mark xii. 43.
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cry of the Publican in the Parable 6

,) even ab

sence from the House of GOD, (like David's when

'ie wrote the xlii
nd

, or the lxiii
rd
Psalm,) the slen

derest familiarity with the inspired page, (like

;hat of the eunuch in the Acts, who knew not of

whom the Prophet wrote f

;) all becomes accept

able service ! It is useless attempting to correct

our actions, to watch our words, even to guard
our thoughts, while the fountain-head of all, re

mains tainted and impure. Hither, then, let our

inner eye be directed ! It will be one step to

wards a renovated Will to have ascertained our

need ; to have discovered that there has been a

want of sincerity in any part of our service.

2. Next, in the review of our daily practice,

it may be regarded as certain that we are want

ing in our use of the most ordinary helps to a

holy life, if we are infrequent and irregular in

Prayer, and in our study of the Bible. The day

begun and ended with an earnest address to

ALMIGHTY GOD; a portion of Scripture, be it

ever so small, daily read with attention ; this is

what no Christian can pretend to forego, let his

engagements be what they may, his occupa
tions ever so engrossing. More advanced Chris

tians will be aware that this is but a very slender

St. Luke xviii. 13. f Acts viii. 34.
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amount of service to render to the Most High.

Is there no *

pestilence that walketh in dark

ness,' no '
sickness that destroyeth in the noon

day
8
,' which must be guarded against? Of Holy

Scripture, the Psalmist could say, 'all the day

long is my study in it
h

;' yet had he no Gospel,

(save the Gospel as it is obscured by the veil of

the Law,) wherewith to comfort himself! Shall

part of a single chapter, perused in a few minutes,

and the Volume then laid aside, suffice the man

who is in earnest about his own Salvation, and

whose lot has been cast in these last days ?

3. The present may further be a very fitting

season for a strict examination of ourselves with

reference to all those seemingly indifferent habits,

on which, (as a very little attention shews,) the

vigour of our spiritual life mainly depends. It

is a point often overlooked by thoughtless per

sons, that a slow and undecided manner, habits

of procrastination, sloth, want of punctuality

and method
;

that these things, and the like of

these, are fatal to the operations of the best-

regulated Will. But the season, (as we have

seen,) invites to spiritual renewal
;
and he who is

faithful in desiring that his Will may be effec

tually stirred up, will not omit such a means of

* Ps. xci. 6.
k
Ps. cxix. 97.
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ensuring its due exercise, when '
the times of re

freshing shall come from the LORD *.'

How can we better end the many Sundays
after Trinity through which our lives have been

spared, how better view the close of the sacred

Year, and the approach of Advent, than by
such indications of spiritual activity ; by earnest

self-recollection ; by a keen self-searching ? The

harvest has ripened, has been reaped, has

been gathered into the barn. The fruits of the

Earth have been duly collected. The trees have

bowed down beneath their abundant produce.

Everything around tells of
* the last time.' Fall

ing or fallen leaves
;
few and mournful flowers

;

cold and gloomy weather
;
the days drawing in,

and the nights, wherein ' no man can workY

visibly lengthening out: all tells of darkness,

and decay, and death. Shall Man alone be un

fruitful, or careless about his spiritual state,

when all GOD'S inanimate works are thus pro
ductive '

after their kind ?'
'

Stir up, we beseech

Thee, O LORD, the wills of Thy faithful people ;

that they, plenteously bringing forth the fruit of

good works, may of Thee be plenteously reward

ed
; through JESUS CHRIST our LORD. Amen/

1 Acts iii. 19.
k
St. John ix. 4.
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ST. MATTHEW iv. 18.

JESUS, walking by the sea of Galilee, saw two brethren,

Simon called Peter, and Andrew Ms brother.

THE Prayer-Book begins with Advent; and

this year, Advent begins with St. Andrew's Day.
The history of that Apostle accordingly claims

our attention before we enter upon those four

heart-stirring Sundays which follow next in

order; those four Advent Sundays which were

intended as well to prepare us for our LORD'S

second Coming in His glorious Majesty to judge
both the quick and dead, as to remind us of His

first Coming in great Humility.
We are all familiar with the arrangement

which gives to St. Andrew's Festival the fore

most place among the Festivals of the Sacred

Year; familiar too with the reason of it. It

seems right that inasmuch as of the 'two dis

ciples' who heard the Baptist's testimony to

our SAVIOUR, and who thus were the first to

H. D. B 1
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follow Him a
, the name of one is specially re

corded, that Disciple should enjoy the distinction

which we find actually accorded to St. Andrew.

A kind of gratification is even felt in noticing

that the honours are thus in a manner divided

among the Apostolic body : St. Peter, foremost

in rank, when all were equal in authority : St.

John, foremost in his divine Master's Love : St.

Matthew, foremost among the writers of Gospels :

St. James, foremost in Apostolic Martyrdom :

St. Andrew, foremost in the Church's Calendar.

But when we seek to bend our thoughts dutifully

on the bright example of Holiness thus set before

us, we discover with surprise and something like

disappointment that it is hard to find anything
in St. Andrew's history altogether peculiar and

distinctive. Another name is always mentioned

along with his
;
and when anything is related

concerning him, he is almost always spoken of

as doing it in conjunction with somebody else.

The consequence is that we can hardly recollect

anything about him which is not just as appli

cable to another as to himself; and might be

said with equal truth of some other person. The

very expression
' he first called his own brother,'

(which is the most striking incident recorded con-

St. John i. 35 to 40.
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cerning him,) shews that some one else was simi

larly engaged at the same time, though with

inferior success. Simon Peter was fishing as

well as St. Andrew, when our SAVIOUR called

them both to become '
fishers of men.' When

Greeks desired to see CHRIST, their wish was

announced to Him by 'Andrew and Philip.'

Lastly, on the Mount of Olives, it was in com

pany with 'Peter, and James, and John,' that

St. Andrew heard our LORD deliver His mighty

prophecy concerning the Destruction of Jeru

salem and the end of the World.

Such then was the Apostle whom CHRIST first

invited to follow Him
;
the Apostle who occu

pies the first place in the Church's yearly Fes

tivals. He proves to have been one who sought

not the first place for himself, and yet found it.

He is always lost in another s brightness. He
never puts himself prominently forward. Only
once is he related to have spoken to our LORD, and

then it was in dutiful reply to the question, 'How

many loaves have ye? Go and see.' Nay, he

is found to have been only one of many who then

made answer. Another person is always found

standing by his side, participating in his privi

leges, halving his honours, sharing his joys. It

was ' the House of Simon and Andrew* to which
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our LORD is said to have repaired. It is as

Simon Peters brother that he is always de

scribed. No sooner is he called to the know

ledge of the Truth, than straightway he goes

in search of that brother; and he is so happy

as to be the first to find him.

Now, all this cannot be the result of accident,

It cannot be in vain that about so great an Apo
stle so little should be recorded; and that the

little recorded should all point in one and the

same direction. When it is further considered

that St. Andrew, though not the greatest of the

Apostles, occupies the foremost place in the

Church's yearly remembrance of the Saints, his

history will seem to become a kind of indication

as to what sort of men are worthy to occupy the

first place now, and will assuredly occupy the

first place hereafter. It will not be the ambitious,

and the forward, and the vain; but rather the

meek and unselfish
;

the benefactors of their

brethren
; the seekers after another's good ;

those lowly and retiring ones of whom the world

makes little account, and of whom indeed the

world knows but little; but whose daily walk

is a walk of sanctity and peace; whose life of

modest goodness is
'
hid with CHRIST in GOD.'

That such characters as these are not the
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world's heroes may be said without any breach

of charity. There is hardly any one respect in

which the kingdom of this world and the king

dom of CHRIST are more entirely distinguishable

from each other than in the very opposite spirit

which actuates their respective members ; the

strange contrast which subsists between those

who occupy the foremost places in either. How
it fares in this world, we know very well. Lovely

exceptions to the prevailing rule our memories

do indeed readily supply ;
but the prevailing rule

is not that the humble and unselfish, the bene

factors of their brethren, those who chiefly seek

another's good and are content to be lost in

another's brightness, certainly the rule is not

that these enjoy the foremost rank ! In the

Kingdom of Grace, however, (as the Gospel may
be considered prophetically to shadow forth its

mysterious outlines,) what do we behold but the

actual exhibition of this striking spectacle ? Who
but the beggar is made supremely rich, and who

but the blind seeth most plainly ? Who but '

the

lame take the prey ?' Here, a widow with two

mites is the pattern of munificence, and an ob

scure centurion the model of faith : while a

repentant malefactor is the first to cross the

threshold of Paradise.
' He hath put down the
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mighty from their seat, and hath exalted the

humble and meek: He hath filled the hungry

with good things, and the rich He hath sent

empty away/ this is the very motto of the

Gospel. In less than forty years after its com

mencement, the progress of that kingdom ad

mitted of a similar historical review also. It was

observable that GOD had chosen the foolish things

of the world to confound the wise ; and the weak

things of the world to confound the things which

are mighty : arid base things of the world, and

things which are despised, had GOD chosen, yea,

and things which are not b
. So completely was

CHRIST'S Kingdom found to be opposed to the

popular view from the very beginning; to re

verse the ancient order of things, from its very

commencement !

The precepts of the Gospel are all express in

their kindred teaching.
' He that is greatest

among you shall be your servant / said our

Blessed LORD to the Twelve. At another time,

reproving His Disciples, He almost repeated the

same words :

' Whosoever will be great among
you, let him be your minister; and whosoever

will be chief among you, let him be your servant :

even as the Son of Man came not to be minis-

b 1 Cor, i. 26 to 28. c St. Matth. xxiii. 1 1.
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tered unto but to minister, and to give His life

a ransom for many
d
.' But the parable of the

Place at the Feast, recorded in St. Luke xiv., is

the most striking passage of all : for there, the

very teaching of the parable turns upon the shame

which will be hereafter to him who has usurped

a place of honour to which he was not entitled:

while the man of low place is promised
'

worship

in the presence of them that sit at meat/ in the

presence that is of assembled men and angels,

when it shall be said to him, (as in the Last Day
it will be said,)

'

Friend, go up higher
6
.'

Let these things, which assuredly were written

for our learning, prove a constraining, motive with

us also, both for the amendment of our own per

sonal practice, and a more careful estimate of the

character of others. How miserable is the thought

that we may have sometimes slighted, may even

now be overlooking and despising, some of

CHRIST'S favourites and friends ! How miserable

would the discovery be hereafter, that we had had

a share in putting dishonour upon one whom
GOD highly esteemed, and for whom He had

reserved the first place in His future Kingdom !

Above all, how should St. Andrew's example in

fluence our personal frame of mind, our individual

d St. Matth. xx. 26, 27, 28. e St. Luke xiv. 10.
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walk and daily conversation ! Shall some selfish

end be still the motive of so many of our actions,

and the desire of notoriety prove the prevailing

principle of so much of our conduct ? Shall we

think anything lost to ourselves which we divide

with others, begrudge our brethren a share in

our highest privileges, and esteem it a disgrace

to be thrown by another into the shade? We
shall do none of these things if we indeed desire

for ourselves
'

the first place/ if we desire to be

admitted into the Heavenly Kingdom of our

LORD. It is noted as the special sin of Diotrephes,

that he was one who loved 'to have the pre

eminence'.' We shall stand the higher in GOD'S

favour the more we shun this man's offence. We
shall learn Divine wisdom from our LORD'S Divine

example : from His prophecies, His precepts, and

His parables : from the outlines of saintly life

discoverable in the Gospel notices of him who

occupies the foremost place in the Church's

Calendar. We will learn how to please GOD in

this respect by striving to resemble St. Andrew,

' 3 St. John ver. 9.
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THE MELANCHOLY TEMPERAMENT.

ST. JOHN xx. 24.

Thomas, one of the Twelve, called Didymus, was not with

them when JESUS came.

IT is to be feared that many persons, on hear

ing the name of the Apostle Thomas, are re

minded only of one who, on a certain occasion,

was doubtful of our SAVIOUR'S Resurrection.

Unbelief, in short, is the attribute which many,

perhaps most, connect with the memory of this

illustrious follower of THE LAMB. Small at

tention is bestowed on the inspired record of

his devoted love: still less account is made of

the fearless faith with which he carried the light

of the Gospel across the continent of India. An

exaggerated view of one striking circumstance
\

related concerning this Apostle engrosses atten

tion. We do indeed make wondrous free with

GOD'S Saints. Let it be our business on this

occasion to take a somewhat truer view of the

transaction last alluded to; as well as to form

H. D. c
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a more correct estimate of the character of St.

Thomas.

Three times only does he come prominently be

fore the reader of the Gospels. On the first oc

casion, the warmth and ardour of his disposition

are very conspicuous, as well as that desponding

melancholy, which seems to have characterized

him, as well as to furnish the true clue to the

slender notices of him which we possess. Our

SAVIOUR had retired from the capital to Betha-

bara beyond Jordan, to escape the violence of

His countrymen, who had sought to stone Him.

Here, a message reached Him from the sisters

of Lazarus
;
and our SAVIOUR proposed to His

Disciples that they should return into Judaea.
'

Master,' (was the reply,)
'

the Jews of late sought

to stone Thee, and goest Thou thither again?'

Having replied to their fears, and announced

His settled intention of proceeding to the

capital, 'then said Thomas, which is called

Didymus, unto his fellow-disciples, Let us. also

go, that we may die with Him*.' These were

the words of love, mingled with gloomy fore

boding. The other Apostles will doubtless have

employed their powers of dissuasion
;

or they

will have felt that their LORD was able to meet

St. John xi. 1 to 16.
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and to overcome the threatened danger. Not so

feels St. Thomas. He is the first to recognise

the resolve to encounter the risk of stoning;

and he can anticipate nothing else than the

certain death of his beloved Master; while to

perish with Him, seems the best thing which

could befal his fellow-disciples and himself.

The next occasion on which the Apostle

Thomas comes before us 'is at the Last Supper.

The traitor Judas having withdrawn, the speech

of our REDEEMER flowed freely; and He com

menced the affecting discourse recorded in the

xivth

chapter of St. John. Thomas, Philip, and

Jude interrupt the Divine Speaker, in succes

sion : St. Thomas, with the words,
'

LORD, we
know not whither Thou goest, and how can we
know the way ?' It was the anticipation of our

SAVIOUR'S approaching departure which over

came the melancholy Thomas, and drew from

him this anxious inquiry.

But the last occasion is the most famous, and

by far the most striking of any. It belongs

partly to the evening of the first Easter-Day:

partly to the evening of the Sunday after. Ten

of the Disciples were assembled, with closed

doors, for fear of the Jews. Our SAVIOUR

suddenly stood in the midst of them, saluted

11
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them, and ' shewed unto them His hands and

His side. . . But Thomas/ (it is added)
' was

not with them when JESUS came.' Can we

wonder either at his absence, or at his disbelief

when his fellow-disciples declared that they had
'
seen the LORD ?' Living, as we do, in the full

blaze of Gospel light, it is. easy indeed for us to

believe : but what must have been the feelings

of St. Thomas ? After seeing his worst antici

pations all fulfilled, his LORD, by the hands of

wicked men, put to a cruel and ignominious

death, and that lifeless body for two days con

signed to the tomb, what rational hope can he

have entertained of happiness in store? Well

may one of his peculiar temperament have with

drawn into solitude, there to give vent to his

despondency and his grief! What room again
is there for wonder at his reluctance to credit

so stupendous a miracle as our LORD'S Resur

rection from the grave, when we find the sen

timent a few hours before
fully shared by

the other Ten Apostles, whom our LORD '

up
braided with their unbelief and hardness of

heart, because they believed not them which had

seen Him, after He was risen* ?'

In short, it is to be feared that we reason very
" St. Mark xvi. 14.
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thoughtlessly concerning this matter. The Apo
stle's suspicion that a spectral appearance had

deluded his fellow-disciples, was natural and

obvious
;

while his sad and earnest declaration

that nothing short of the sight and touch of

his Master's wounded hands and pierced side,

would suffice to dispel his own settled despair,

is surely calculated rather to awaken our .sym

pathy, than to call forth our censure. Our

merciful LORD at least withheld not from His

faithful disciple the evidence which he required.

He rebuked St. Thomas indeed in words which

have become for ever famous
;
but on the en

suing LORD'S Day, He again appeared in the

midst of the assembled company, and invited

St. Thomas with eye and hand to convince

himself that it was He indeed. Unbelief, in truth,

in his case, had proceeded less from any moral

defect than from a constitutional cause. It was

the peculiar cast of his mind, the melancholy

temperament of St. Thomas, which had mainly
been the occasion that he was doubtful of the

Resurrection of CHRIST.

We do not purpose to dwell any longer on

the sacred history. The entire and hearty con

fession which at once burst from the lips of the

adoring disciple, we all remember. Our object has

is
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been to exhibit a connected view of the scattered

notices of the Apostle of India, as they are found

in St. John's Gospel ; and to suggest that a de-

sp.onding temper affords a ready clue to them all.

Neither would it be of any avail that we

should proceed, on the strength of anything

that has gone before, to reason with persons

similarly constituted : from the history of St.

Thomas, to shew that it is unwise to adopt the

gloomier, which may also chance to be the less

correct anticipation. What was the consequence

to St. Thomas of being absent from the assembly
of his fellow-disciples, it would be still less fair

to insist upon ; since the cause of his absence

on the evening of the first Easter, can be only

a matter of conjecture.

But an obvious warning seems to result from

the whole history, which may well deserve our

most serious and thoughtful attention. If fiery

zeal, and great forwardness to do and dare all

things for his Divine Master's sake, was the

characteristic of St. Peter : if deepest love was

the well-known attribute of St. John : if guile-

lessness was remarkable in Nathanael, (that is,

Bartholomew;) if traces of a disposition di

verse from any of these are further discoverable

in St. Andrew and St. James, St. Philip and St.
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Matthew
; while in St. Thomas we find signs of

the desponding, melancholy temper ;
are we

not reminded that nothing peculiar in the con

stitution of our minds exempts us from our

Master's service; but that in different degrees,
after different manners, CHRIST will be glorified

in us all? It is surely somewhat striking that

the incidental notices which the Gospels supply
of the characters of these Twelve men should

present so much of variety : while it cannot but

be most instructive to reflect that all alike were

called upon to the largest exercise of faith. No

thing of this kind, therefore, furnishes any ex

cuse in GOD'S sight for a lifeless, lukewarm

service. We may not pretend that we cannot

believe, as if JFaith were the consequence of

one particular disposition ;
and that, (as it seems

to be frequently suspected,) a credulous, un

reasoning one. No ! In GOD'S service, as there

is room for the display of every gift, as scope

is provided for the due exercise of every grace,

so may the most melancholy as well as the most

sanguine temper render Him acceptable obedi

ence. We have each our proper gift of GOD,

some after this pattern, some after that
;
and

He hath prepared a place, and invented an oc

cupation, for us all.

15
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i^

This is a thought which certain persons will

reject with ridicule; but it will prove a great

help, as well as a source of real comfort, to many.

That the constitution, as well of mind as of body,

which GOD has bestowed upon each one of our

selves, is all that we require in order to please

Him, is a truth which we cannot too fully re

alize. To doubt it, is to doubt at once GOD'S

Wisdom and GOD'S Power. Nay, He overrules

our very short-comings to His own Glory. The

Collect for the Day is faithful to remind us of

this by the manner in which the doubtfulness

of the holy Apostle Thomas in the Resurrection

of CHRIST, is there alluded to. It is declared to

have been 'suffered,' 'for the more confirm
ation of the Faith' So may it fare, by GOD'S

great mercy, with every one of ourselves ! If we

may not serve Him by the direct exercise of His

best gifts, may our failings at least become
converted into instruments of His Glory, for

CHRIST'S sake !
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ACTS vii. 51 53.

Ye stiffnecked and uncircumcised in heart and ears, ye

do always resist the HOLY GHOST : as yourfathers did,

so do ye. Which of the prophets have not yourfathers

persecuted? and they have slain them which shewed

before of the coming of the Just One ; of whom ye

have been now the betrayers and murderers : who have

received the Law by the disposition of angels, and have

not kept it.

AFTER the four solemn Sundays which precede

Christmas-day, comes that great festival itself;

followed by three saints' days, of which this is

the first. We have been preparing ourselves in

thought for the Coming of CHRIST
;
and lo, at

last He comes. As far as may be done by such

a mode of celebrating events, the memorial of

His first Coming is meant to be a figure of the

manner of His second. He will come '

in clouds,'

hereafter
;
and behold, He comes now amid ' a

cloud of witnesses.' He will come, according to

the prophecy of Enoch, 'with ten thousand of

H. D. D n
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His saints;' and behold, He comes now with

some of His chiefest saints about Him. 'St.

Stephen first, who suffered both in will and deed :

next, St. John, who suffered martyrdom in will,

but not in deed : lastly,
the Holy Innocents, who

suffered in deed, but not in will
; yet are reckoned

among the martyrs, because they suffered for

CHRIST/

This then was not the very time at which either

the babes of Bethlehem, the disciple whom JESUS

loved, or the first martyr, St. Stephen, suffered :

but they are remembered now, says Bp. Sparrow,

(whose words we have been already quoting,)

'because none are thought fitter attendants on

CHRIST'S Nativity than the blessed Martyrs who

have laid down their lives for Him, from whose

Birth they received spiritual life.' And indeed

it will be observed by any one who will be at

the pains to examine the Calendar with this view,

that the supposed month-day of our LORD'S Na

tivity has attracted to itself by far the larger

number of the saints' days throughout the year.

To St. Stephen then, the first-named of the

seven deacons, is given in the Church's com

memoration the nearest place to Him to whom
that Martyr bore such fearless witness. His his

tory is briefly set forth in the vi
th

chapter of the
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Acts. In consequence of a murmuring against

the Hebrew disciples on the part of the Grecians,

(that is on the part of those disciples, Jews by

descent, who because they were born out of

Juda3a had adopted the Greek, which was then

the universal language,) it was resolved to ap

point
'

seven men of honest report, full of the

HOLY GHOST and wisdom,' to whom the Apostles

might give the charge of remedying the grievance

of which the Grecians complained. St. Stephen,

himself (as his name suggests) a
'

Grecian,'
'

a

man full of faith and of the HOLY GHOST,' is

mentioned the first of these seven men
,-i
whose

sacred order, although certainly of Divine insti

tution, is thus represented as the immediate result

of a necessity which made itself felt in the first

days of the Gospel. Having received ordination

to his holy office by the laying on of Apostolic

Hands, it is related of him that, 'full of faith

and power,' he ' did great wonders and miracles

among the people.' His zeal quickly brought
him into conflict with the most ardent opponents

of the new religion ; Grecians like himself, who

could ill brook his warmth and eagerness on be

half of the religion of CHRIST. Unable '
to re

sist the wisdom and the Spirit by which he spake,'

thev charged him with blasphemy against Moses

19
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and against GOD,
'
stirred up the people, and the

Elders, and the Scribes; and came upon him,

and caught him, and brought him to the Council,

and set up false witnesses against him.' 'We
have heard him say,' (they affirmed,) 'that this

JESUS of Nazareth shall destroy this place and

shall chanore the customs which Moses deliveredo

us.' Then follows that striking record,
' And

all that sat in the Council, looking stedfastly on

him, saw his face as if it had been the face of

an Angel/
The Apology of St. Stephen followed, that

precious summary of GOD'S dealings with His

chosen people, which forms the second lesson for

this day's morning and evening service : wherein
'

Stephen, permitted to answer to the accusation

of blasphemy, sheweth that Abraham worshipped
GOD rightly ;

and how GOD chose the fathers

before Moses was born, and before the Tabernacle

and Temple were built : that Moses himself wit

nessed of CHRIST
j

and that all outward cere

monies were ordained according to the heavenly

pattern, to last but for a time*.' Having thus elo

quently set forth the truth, the inspired speaker
bore his fearless witness to the recent crime

of his countrymen in becoming 'the betrayers

See the heading of the Chapter.
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and murderers' of the Just One, whom he wa

permitted Himself to behold in the self-same

hour, 'standing on the Right Hand of GOD/
' Then they cried out with a loud voice, and stop

ped their ears,' (as the manner of the Jews was

on such occasions,)
' and ran upon him with one

accord, and cast him out of the city/ 'And

they stoned Stephen, calling upon GOD, and

saying, LORD JESUS, receive my spirit. And he

knelt down, and cried with a loud voice, LORD,

lay not this sin to their charge. And when he

had said this, he fell asleep.' Such is the sacred

record of the death of the first of
'
the noble army

of Martyrs.'

On a review of the narrative, nothing seems

better worthy of our attention than the plain

ness and the boldness of St. Stephen's entire

discourse. It is easy, because it is safe, when

Religion is a fashionable thing, to deliver one's

sentiments on the side of the truth. But let any
one picture to himself the dangers and difficulties

under which this man pleaded the cause of a

Crucified SAVIOUR before his infuriated country

men ; and it will be felt that his was an heroic

part indeed. Twice is it recorded of him that

he was '

full of faith ;' and truly there was need

of that great gift in full measure, at such a time
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to bear such a witness. For here was not one

who had 'companied' with the Twelve 'all the

time that the LORD JESUS went in and out' among
them. He seems only newly to have become a

disciple; and his belief brought him at once

into collision with much of the best learning,

as well as of the most violent prejudice, which

was already so largely enlisted on the other side.

When it is stated that certain
'

of them ofCilicia'

disputed with Stephen, who sees not that Saul of

Tarsus must have been among the most formida

ble of St. Stephen's opponents ? His testimony

however is express and fearless throughout ;
and

his concluding words gather up all the indigna

tion of a generous spirit in a few withering

sentences.
' Ye stiffnecked. and uncircumcised

in heart and ears, ye do always resist the HOLY
GHOST : as your fathers did, so do ye. Which

of the prophets have not your fathers persecuted ?

and they have slain them which shewed before

of the coming of the Just One
;
of whom ye have

been now the betrayers and murderers : who

have received the Law by the disposition of an

gels, and have not kept it !'

To attempt to rival so great a Saint, were evi

dently to
'
stretch ourselves beyond our measure :'

and indeed, such occasions and opportunities of
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serving GOD as we have been considering, may
be said not to present themselves now-a-days at

all. Let it not be supposed, however, from this,

that St. Stephen's example is without its use
; or

that we shall be without opportunities of treading

in his footsteps. It is not so. We may tread

in his footsteps, if we will, daily. Under certain

circumstances, it is not too much to assert that

opportunities are of even hourly occurrence. They

present themselves as often as the claims of the

World and of CHRIST are brought into collision,

or even into contrast. On such occasions, w6

may be called upon, nay we may be compelled,

to take our side : we may at least be required to

say something which shall sufficiently shew which

side we should take, were we forced to make our

election. And though silence at such times may
seem to be our wisest, (as it doubtless will be

our safest,) course, yet is it not impossible to

conceive situations in which silence would be not

only the veriest cowardice, but the veriest treason

likewise.

This is one of those matters which do not ad

mit of precision while discussed generally. The

duty of Confessorship is plain : but the occasion

on which any individual person is called upon to

make a public profession of his Faith cannot be

a
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so easily defined. . Circumstances of age, and

time, and place, must be allowed often materially

to affect the question. The duty however, as

alrsady declared, is plain, after every allowance

has been made for occasions when to speak were

out of place or unbecoming; and it is at our

peril that we overlook it. To suffer a false

statement of Divine Truth to pass us by uncon-

tradicted : to admit a Doctrine which we know

to be heretical : to wink at the alienation from

GOD of the honour which we know to be due to

His holy Name, to His holy Word, or to His

holy Day; what is all this but to forsake our

Master ? to deny the LORD who bought us ? It

may be done in many ways ;
and this it is which

should make us at once so suspicious of ourselves,

as well as so watchful. The most ordinary action

may be as complete a denial of CHRIST, as the

most open act of apostacy. Did not Judas be

tray his Master with a yiss ?

/O /
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THE DISCIPLE WHOM JESUS LOVED.

ST. JOHN xxi. 24.

This is the Disciple tchich testificth of these things.

THE danger seems to be always great, on a

Saint's Day, lest we should carry off some very

one-sided view of the Festival which the Church

invites us then to celebrate. And further, from

the extent to which we see the temptation

yielded to, the temptation must be strong to

derive from the solemnity what may be called

a fanciful, rather than a real lesson, one, that

is, which does not seem to grow in any special

.manner out of the Day itself. It is not difficult

to discover the reason of this. So little is re

corded of certain of the Apostles, that there is

a temptation to make fanciful remarks on the

slender notices which we possess of their history ;

while of others, the popular opinion is so strong,

that there is great danger of falling into it

too readily, to the m-gloct of every other consi-
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deration. Thus, to link St. Thomas with an

act of incredulity, and St. Paul with the work of

instantaneous conversion ;
while to approach the

name of the truly Blessed Virgin chiefly with

a sense of dread and abhorrence of the profane

idolatry which is paid her by the Romish Church,

all this has become, (as it were,) a natural

proceeding. In like manner, St. John is thought

of as the Apostle of Love ; and it does not seem

to be always suspected that such a phrase is apt

to convey a very incorrect notion of the blessed

individual to whom it is applied. Let it be our

endeavour, on this occasion, to sketch in outline

the history of
'
the Disciple whom JESUS loved ;'

that so the recollection of his singular graces and

lofty privileges may provoke us to imitation, as

well as fill us with reverence and awe. Let us,

in pursuance of the evident intention of the

SPIRIT, delight in thus setting before ourselves

the subjects of GOD'S favour, as well as the ob

jects of our own most holy Faith.

When St. John is first spoken of, (not men
tioned by name,) he is found to have been a

disciple of that sternest of all preachers, the

Baptist. /The earnest desire to be taught 'the

way of Salvation' which this shews, is very strik

ing : for St. John was (as men speak) very poor.
26
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He followed a humble trade, in order to procure

himself a livelihood; and he forsook his trade

that he might become a disciple of one who pro

fessed to prepare the way for CHRIST.^
Once called to Apostleship, his most striking

sayings were such as might well have earned for

him the title of
'

son of thunder.' This was he

who would have called down fire from Heaven

to consume the men who refused a shelter to his

LOUD. This was he who asked that St. James

and himself might occupy the two places of

highest honour in CHRIST'S future Kingdom.
This was he who seems to have forbidden the

stranger to cast out devils in his Master's Name,
becnuse he companied not with the Twelve.

Let it not be thought that these notices are

put together for the sake of detracting from the

loveliness of St. John's character. They go to

make it up, and are required for the complete

ness of the outline. A little thought will shew

us that they are but signs of that warmth and

zeal which we know that GOD approves, for GOD
Himself hath said it

a
. Our SAVIOUR accordingly

bestowed upon St. John the very highest marks

of His personal Love. A witness with St. Peter

and St. James of the raising of Jai'rus' daughter,

Rev. iii. 15, 16.
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of the Transfiguration, and of our LORD'S Agony
in the Garden, commissioned with St. Peter to

prepare the last Passover, the choicest honours

of all were yet reserved for him alone. 'At

Supper,' he leaned on the bosom of his LORD :

grace was given him to follow that Divine Master

faithfully into the palace of the High Priest, and

there to witness His Passion without yet deny

ing Him : to stand by the Cross of CHRIST, till

it was 'finished;' and from the expiring lips

of the REDEEMER to receive the most precious

legacy which ever Love bequeathed, even the

Mother of his LORD, whom he was thenceforth

to regard as his own Mother! The disciples

seem to have looked upon him with an awful

sense that the love of CHRIST had set him, in

n manner, above them all. Simon Peter once

requested him to obtain an answer to the ques
tion which he was personally unwilling or afraid

to ask : and when commanded to
'
follow' his

risen LORD, the same Apostle turned about, and

seeing St. John, asked,
'

LORD, and what shall

this man do?' as if he felt that there was

another who had a better claim to be so ad

dressed than himself.

St. Peter and St. John are found much to

gether after the Resurrection of CHRIST. They
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both ran to the sepulchre, and St. John reach

ed it first. They had been fishing in the lake,

with five others, when CHRIST Himself was seen

standing on the shore ;
and St. John was the

first to know Him. Afterwards, although we

hear most of Simon Peter, we are not to lose

sight of what is implied by the title 'son of

thunder,' bestowed by our SAVIOUR upon St.

John. He was to shake the World, to shake

to the very foundations the Gentile worship, the

entire frame-work of Gentile society. How much

of burning eloquence, how much of zeal, how

much of boldness is therein implied ! Accord

ingly, next to St. Paul, he is found to be the

largest teacher of the Christian Church. Be

sides his Gospel, and his three Epistles, to him

alone was revealed the future destiny of GOD'S

people. One single Book now comprises the

whole of unfulfilled Prophecy ;
and that Book

is the work of St. John the Divine.

If we look to his Epistles, they do indeed

breathe the very soul of Love : 'My little children,'

(he says,) 'let us not love in word, neither in

tongue ; but in deed and in truth.'
*

Beloved,

let us love one another : for love is of GOD and

every one that loveth is born of GOD, and know-

eth GOD. He that loveth not, knoweth not GOD
;
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for GOD is love.' Love is the very key-note of St.

John's Epistles, the Epistles of him 'whom

JESUS loved/ But then, it must not be supposed

that this is the whole of St. John's message. He

delivers himself sometimes in terms which would

be thought uncharitable in an age when the true

nature of Charity is forgotten.
' He that hath

the SON hath life,' he says : but he straightway

adds,
' and he that hath not the SON of GOD

hath not Life.'
' We know that we are of GOD,

and the whole world lieth in wickedness'
'

If

there come any unto you, and bring not this

doctrine,' (the 'Doctrine of CHRIST,') 'receive

him not into your house, neither bid him GOD

speed: for he that biddeth him GOD speed is

partaker of his evil deeds' These passages

might easily be multiplied.

To conclude, St. John is the great pattern of

the pure in heart, to whom is promised the

special blessing that
'

they shall see GOD.' A
burning zeal for the Truth, a naturally eager

spirit, in him was tempered by every other

Christian grace 5*and he had been brought into

such awful nearness with THE WORD made flesh,

had so often been blessed with tokens of His

personal Love, that he grew loving and lovely,

as well as beloved. IndeedYJthis one fact that

N
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our SAVIOUR loved St. John, loved him more

than He loved the rest of the Apostles, is

what the heart most clings to; the fact from

which it derives most instruction. He was

deemed by the HOLY SPIRIT the fittest of the

four Evangelists to transmit to unborn ages

the discourses of Him who was, and is, Love

itself. We know most of our SAVIOUR from the

writings of that Apostle who, in the Days of

His humiliation, knew that SAVIOUR best.

JESUS CHRIST is still present with us in His

Word. By leaning upon that Word, by gazing

intently into it, and by humbly studying its

perfections, above all?by earnestly seeking to

conform our lives to its Divine precepts, we

shall be most faithfully treading in the footsteps

of the Apostle
' whom JESUS loved.' Love, not

only towards Man, but towards GOD, is the con

stant theme of St. John's writings.
'

By this

we know that we love the children of GOD,' (he

writes,)
' when we love GOD, and keep His com

mandments.' Our love of GOD, you see, is thus

made the very test of our love of our neighbour :

our love of Man is made to depend upon our

love of GOD. Above all, take notice that obedi

ence is to be the proof of Love. No lip-service

will GOD accept. There must be a surrender
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of the "Will, a sacrifice of the whole heart, of

the whole life. Tor this is the love of GOD,

that we keep His Commandments' Then, gather

ing up the blessed experience of a very long and

very holy life, St. John adds,
' and His Com

mandments are not grievous.'



DEATH OP LITTLE CHILDREN.

ST. MATTHEW ii. 18.

Rachel weepingfor her children, and would not be

comforted, because they are not.

THIS Festival is like no other, for it is kept in

honour of little children. We call to mind to

day the fate of those infants of Bethlehem who

fell victims to the cruelty of Herod in the year

that CHRIST was born
;
and who thus, although

they were too young to know it, proved the first

of all His creatures to suffer for His sake. The

Infant SAVIOUR must have infant Martyrs.

The events of this Day are written on the fore

most page of the earliest Gospel, and are there

fore familiar to all. Wise Men from the East,

led by a wondrous Star to Jerusalem, inquire on

their arrival for the newly-born King of the Jews.

Herod refers the question to those most learned

in the Hebrew Scriptures; who make answer

that Bethlehem is pointed out in prophecy as

the future birth-place of MESSIAH. Accordingly,

the innocent babes of that small town and its

H. D. , 83
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immediate neighbourhood are slain by a decree

of the savage tyrant, in order to secure the de

struction of the Holy Child JESUS. How, in the

midst of this slaughter, GOD provided for the

safety of the Holy Family, needs not now to b.

stated. That event belongs rather to the Epi

phany season. Our present business is only to

take notice how it fared with the Holy Innocents

themselves.

The Evangelist St. Matthew having described

this transaction, adds,
' Then was fulfilled that

which was spoken by Jeremy the prophet, saying,

In Rama was there a voice heard, lamentation,

and weeping, and great mourning, Rachel weep

ing for her children, and would not be comforted,

because they were not.' He informs us that the

prophecy of Jeremiah, uttered 600 years before,

besides its fulfilment in the days of the prophet
when the descendants of Rachel were led cap

tive past her tomb, (as related in the xl
th

chapter

of Jeremiah), received a fresh completion now.

The mother, bereaved in respect of her remote

posterity, is described as sending up a cry of

grief from the very chamber of death !

Nothing, it will be observed, is said of the

grief of the actual Mothers of these little chil

dren. In Scripture, things are almost always
si
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set down in the fewest possible words. But

then, if we pay attention, we shall often find

that a great deal more is conveyed than at first

we supposed. And this is remarkably the case

here : for the
'

great mourning' of the Mother of

the Tribe, (who,
'

weeping for her children would

not be comforted,') may well stand for the grief

of the bereaved Mothers themselves
;

as indeed

it seems to describe it very affectingly and

well. But when we turn to the place of pro

phecy from which these words are taken, great

is our surprise and pleasure indeed
;

for the mes

sage of comfort which the prophet Jeremiah was

instructed to convey to as many as mourned the

departure of the Jewish captives for Babylon, is

found to have reserved its full measure of conso

lation for a much later period, even that which

we are now considering.
' Thus saith the LORD ;

Refrain thy voice from weeping, and thine eyes

from tears : for thy work shall be rewarded,

saith the LORD ; and they shall come again from

the land of the enemy. And there is hope in

thine end, saith the LORD, that thy children

shall come again to their own border 3
.' What

more blissful promise could have been imagined,
for sustaining the hopes of those afflicted ones

Jer. xxxi. 16, 17.
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who beheld their cherished offspring murdered

before their eyes ? children
'
from" two years old

and under/ (the age of helpless innocence
!)
who

were carried away captive into a very far land,

by that sternest of all enemies, Death ; but

whom CHRIST would yet overcome in the end,

set his prisoners eternally free, and bring them

back to the land which He had promised to give

to them and to their fathers for ever ?

Whether the Mothers of Bethlehem were made

aware that the slaughter of their babes proved

the fulfilment of a prophecy, may be fairly ques

tioned
;
while it is scarcely to be supposed that

any of them saw in the words of Jeremiah last

quoted, a message of consolation addressed to

themselves. But in the meantime, in Bethlehem

the voice heard was one of lamentation, and

weeping, and great mourning ;
bereaved mothers

wept for their children, and would not be com

forted, because they were not. Nor is it too

much to suppose that many of them even died

in utter ignorance of the honour which had be

fallen them : that to many, to the last hour of

their existence, it seemed an unmeaning massacre,

a cruel act of inhuman butchery which had

deprived them of their infants, and nothing
more. Their babes must have appeared to them
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the most shamefully murdered, themselves, the

most piteously bereaved, of any of GOD'S crea

tures.

Viewed by the light of the Gospel, how differ

ently does the massacre of the Innocents strike

us
;
or rather, in what a different light does the

fate both of the mothers and of the children ap

pear ! If it be a glorious thing to suffer for

CHRIST'S sake and the Gospel's, surely theirs

was a glorious portion, the mothers' and the

children's,' who thus were the first to suffer for

the sake of both ! True indeed that the smart

of these little ones will, in many cases, have been

severe : truer yet that the heart-broken mothers

will have hung over their bleeding bodies with

the anguish which only mothers know. A life

long grief was theirs. They will have carried

with them to the grave the memory of their

anguish. And yet, a few short years must have

been the utmost possible limit of their period of

mourning ; and then the blissful truth will have

burst upon them. They will have discovered

that their babes, lost on earth, were to be found

in Heaven. Amid the host of admiring Angels
who witnessed the entry of Martyrs and Con

fessors, Prophets and Apostles, into the Hea

venly kingdom of MESSIAH, they will have taken
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their stand; and what will have been their

amazement, what their rapture, to behold their

own little children leading the way, their own

murdered Innocents in the very van of all that

' noble army !'

Surely, these things 'were written for our

learning !' We will not seek to draw a broader

inference from the history before us than it

will bear. But we cannot go wrong if we regard

it as conveying a message to those who mourn

for the death of little children. It proclaims as

plainly as possible that beings like ourselves do

not, cannot understand GOD'S judgments : do

not know how much they are blest, sometimes,

cannot know it. It proclaims that GOD'S ways
are inscrutable

;
that His designs surpass any

thing that we can conceive : and it should surely

set us on considering whether some mercy far

beyond our powers of thought, may not lie hid

under every affliction which His providence sees

fit to put upon us.

It is not of course pretended that a lot as

glorious as that of the Holy Innocents is re

served for every little Christian child, cut off

before the taint of actual sin passes upon it :

but we make no doubt ^that GOD is as truly

glorified by the deaths of all infant children as
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He was by their deaths. We pretend not indeed

to explain how this can be. The ways of GOD are

as much above us as Heaven is higher than the

Earth. If we could see GOD'S method and pur

pose in all His dealings with His creatures, Faith

in those dealings would be at an end. But we

may believe without seeing ;
and the histories in

the Bible are given in order that we may do this.

It is obvious, after reading of the murder of the

Holy Innocents, to notice that GOD'S method is

so far beyond us, that He brings about such

wonderful events in such unexpected ways,

that it is impossible at any time to feel sure that

we understand what is befalling ourselves, or any
other person. Shall it be thought impossible to go

yet one step further in the walk of Faith ; and to

view the departure of little children with peculiar

confidence and hope ? It is confessedly a great

mystery that a being which has but recently been

endowed with life, and has but newly come into

the world, before it has had time to do aught
but create the beginnings of passionate love in

at least one breast, should be suddenly called

away. Shall we be thought presumptuous, or

over-credulous, if we suggest that the mourner

on such occasions should look to the babes of

Bethlehem for consolation ; and learn to dry her
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tears by remembering how it has long since fared

with those Hebrew mothers who at first made

lamentation, and weeping, and great mourning;
and would not be comforted, because their chil

dren were not ?



Ctnumrisfon of Cfjrtet*

GOD'S LAW SPIRITUAL.

ST. LUKE ii. 21.

When eight days were accomplished for the circumcising

of the Child, His Name was called JESUS, which was

so named of the Angel before He was conceived in the

womb.

DIVINELY does it happen that the first day of

the year should be a festival in honour of our

Blessed LORD
;

that we should begin the year

with Him ; and that He should be presented to

us as suffering pain for our sakes, even in In

fancy. The record of His Circumcision is pre

served by only one Evangelist; and it is con

tained in a single sentence: 'When eight days

were accomplished for the circumcising of the

Child, His Name was called JESUS, which was so

named of the Angel before He was conceived in

the womb.' So concise is the record, that the

Gospel for the day is made to comprise the

history of the adoration of the Shepherds as

well
;
or it would be as brief as that appointed

H. D. Q 41
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in the Prayer-Book for the Communion of the

Sick.

Now, the teaching of Jewish Circumcision re

sembles the teaching of Christian Baptism. Both

exhibit the putting away of the filth of the flesh
;

the first, by a wounding of the body, (which

aptly recals the severity of the elder dispen

sation ;) the second, by an outward washing.

This, which may be called the practical bearing

of the present Festival, is brought out in the

Collect for the day ;
wherein we beseech GOD

to grant us '

the true Circumcision of the spirit.'

And it is worth observing that this was seen,

from the very first, to be the mystical teaching

of the rite of which we are speaking. Thus

Moses, in the book of Deuteronomy, (which

nbounds in the loftier class of doctrine,) speaks

plainly of circumcising the heart a
; and the pro

phets use the same expression
15

. St. Stephen's

language when he addressed his countrymen for

the last time, ('Ye stiffnecked, and uncircumcised

in heart and ears
6

,') seems to shew that this

continued throughout the whole history of the

Jewish people to be the well-understood meaning
of this sacred rite

;
while St. Paul's witness on

the subject is express :

' He is not a Jew, which

Deut. x. 16. and xxx. 6.
b

Jer. iv. 4.
c Acts vii. 51.
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is one outwardly; neither is that circumcision,

which is outward in the flesh : but he is a Jew,

which is one inwardly ;
and circumcision is that

of the heart, in the spirit, and not in the letter ;

whose praise is not of men, but of GoD d
.'

It is interesting to observe how closely this

observance was connected with Holy Baptism,

besides being typical of the Christian Sacrament,

and indeed a kind of anticipation of it : a rite

performed in infancy, and made the occasion of

bestowing a new name. Circumcision was the

seal of the Gospel covenant made by GOD with

Abraham 6

;
which the Law, 'added/ (as the

Apostle teaches,)
'

four hundred and thirty years

after/ could not disannul
1
. This was a covenant

of Faith, quite distinct from the covenant of

works, made through Moses g
;

an Evangelical,

not a Legal covenant. And it foreshadowed

what was to be in the latter days ; though the

people knew it not, would not know it. They
relied on being naturally descended fromAbraham,
and gave no heed to our SAVIOUR'S declaration

that if they were indeed Abraham's children,

they would do the works of Abraham 11

; in other

words, that GOD'S promise to the Patriarch's

d Rom. ii. 28, 29. Gen. xvii. 2, 4, 9.
' Gal. iii. 1 7.

* Exod. xxiv. 8.
h

St. John viii. 39.
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'seed' was a spiritual promise, fulfilled to as

many as shewed the like faith with himself.

' Know ye therefore/ (says the great Apostle,)
'
that they which are of faith, the same are the

children ofAbraham . . . And ifye be CHRIST'S,
then are ye Abraham's seed, and heirs according

to the promise
1

.'

While therefore our SAVIOUR'S submission to

be circumcised, (whereby, in one respect, He
'
fulfilled all righteousness,') conveys an obvious

lesson of obedience, and conformity to the laws

of the Church to which we belong; and thus

suggests one of the most valuable lessons which

it is possible to bring before the heart and mind

of Man
;
the Gospel fulfilment which our SAVIOUR

gave to that sacred rite, and to the Covenant

with Abraham of which it was the seal and

pledge, brings to mind the high spiritual teach

ing of all His other ancient laws ; the design of

which was to guide man's heart to the future

MESSIAH. And we cannot, as it seems, do better

at the commencement of a new year, than re

mind ourselves that the Law of GOD proves to

have been throughout of this lofty spiritual cha

racter : no dead letter, but a living reality, trying
the very heart and reins.

1 Gal. iii. 7, 29.
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The promise which GOD gave to Abraham was,

that He would give the Land of Canaan to his

descendants
;
and that in his seed all the nations

of the earth should be blessed, that is, that the

SAVIOUR of the World should be descended from

him. He promised him also that his seed should

be as numerous as the stars of heaven : and
'

Abraham,' (it is added,)
'
believed GOD, and it

was counted unto him for righteousnessV Surely

therefore when Solomon reigned over all the

country
' from the river of Egypt unto the river

Euphrates
1

/ and when the Holy Land had be

come densely peopled, it must have seemed as if

it only remained for MESSIAH to appear, and all

GOD'S promises would have been fulfilled. Never

theless, we behold the nation straightway declin

ing from its prosperity, and the extent of the

royal sway from that moment becoming gradually

less and less. In process of time, the Jews go

away into captivity ;
and in the eyes of an ordi

nary observer, the glory has departed from Israel

for ever. In the end, their land becomes tribu

tary to the Romans.

At this, the lowest stage of their degradation,

GOD makes His faithfulness to appear. A hea-

k Gen. xv. 6, as quoted in Rom. iv. 3.

1 Gen. xv. 18. Compare 1 Kings iv. 21.
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venly Canaan is gradually brought to view. The

Gentiles begin to be gathered into the Church of

CHRIST. By Faith, they proclaim themselves

Abraham's children, and are declared to be the

true heirs of GOD'S promises made to that Patri

arch. Behold, therefore, all hath been long since

fulfilled ! MESSIAH hath come in the flesh, (and
*

verily He took not on Him the nature of angels ;

but He took on Him the seed of Abraham :')

while they that are of faith, (Abraham's true de

scendants,) are grown numerous as the stars of

Heaven, or the sand upon the sea-shore for mul

titude.

The whole of GOD'S ancient Law, as far as we

are permitted to understand it, partakes of the

same hidden spiritual character. Those many
sacrifices all pointed to the one Sacrifice of CHRIST:

the Paschal-lamb set forth, in a most remarkable

figure, the actual manner of His Death. We
have no difficulty in understanding that the bit

ter herbs with which it was to be eaten, repre

sented the mortification of the bodily appetites ;

while all are aware that the unleavened bread

prescribed, sets forth the sincerity and truth which

GOD requires in those who keep the greatest

Festival of the Church. Who remembers not

Heb. ii. 16.
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the Divine words of our Easter-anthem ?
' CHRIST

our Passover is sacrificed for us, therefore let us

keep the Feast : not with the old leaven, nor

with the leaven of malice and wickedness
;
but

with the unleavened bread of sincerity and truth .'

Such then was GOD'S ancient Law. It was

spiritual throughout : and the purest among the

people were doubtless guided so to regard it.

They knew that
'
to obey is better than sacrifice,

and to hearken than the fat of rams :' that the

oblations of sinners are vain in GOD'S sight,

and their incense an abomination 1"

;
but that

bread dealt to the hungry, and a shelter provided

for the houseless, is the Fast which GOD hath

chosen q
: that the hands of him who would go

to GOD'S altar, must be ' washed in innocency* :'

and that while the prayer of the just is the most

fragrant of incense,
'
the lifting up of their hands'

is the true
'

evening sacrifice
8
.' All this, and

much beside of a like character, was doubtless

well known, and fully recognised by GOD'S an

cient people. And standing as we do to-day

on the threshold of a new year, shall we not do

well to remind ourselves that the Divine Law

n
1 Cor. v. 7, 8. 1 Sam. xv. 22.

P Is. i. 13. i Is. Iviii. 6, 7.
r Ps. xxvi. 6 : Ixxiii. 13. Ps. cxli. 2.
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retains its ancient character, in this respect, un

altered ? that the Christian Covenant is spiritual,

not carnal ; and that there is ever the greatest

danger of our overlooking the inward reality of

its ordinances, while we reverence the fair ex

terior of its worship, and conform strictly to

all its outward requirements ?



Conbersiton of

GOD'S INSTRUMENTS.

1 COR. xv. 8, 9.

Last of all He was seen of me also, as of one lorn out of
due time. For I am the least of the apostles, that am

not meet to be called an apostle, because I persecuted

the Church of'GOD.

THE remark which so often presents itself on

the Church's Festival-days, namely, that they

are very unlike one another, recurs with un

usual force to-day. The Festival of the Con

version of St. Paul stands alone. We shall speak
of the singular event commemorated, by and by :

let us first take notice of the extraordinary person

to whom the Church this day invites our special

attention.

If any one could have beheld our REDEEMER

walking in Galilee, attended by the twelve men

whom He had chosen out of the world, he might
have been tempted to declare that he had seen

the Twelve Apostles of THE LAMB : that he was

acquainted with their names; and, since their

H. D. I 57
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number was complete, that he knew also that no

one else could ever by possibility be added to

their society. He would have been surprised

indeed, on being shewn Matthias, (a humble

disciple who constantly followed our SAVIOUR,

beheld Him with adoring eyes,) to be told that

he was destined hereafter to become one of the

Twelve.

However : when the Divine gift of Pentecost

had sealed the faithful Eleven, and St. Matthias

with them, surely it might have appeared that

the names of the Twelve greatest Apostles were

finally known !

' These are the Apostles of JESUS

CHRIST/ (it might have been said;) 'the Twelve

Patriarchs of the spiritual Israel. No more 'apo

stles,' in the same sense of the word, can by pos

sibility arise hereafter.' This might have been

urged with every appearance of reason. And

certainly, if any one had suggested that a greater

Apostle than any was destined shortly to arise,

that he was to become GOD'S special instrument

for the conversion of the gentile world, and

that he was to prove the greatest instructor of

the Christian Church to the end of Time any
one who could have hazarded such a conjecture,

would have been set down as hopelessly foolish

and unreasonable.
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All this however actually came to pass ; and

the manner in which it took place made the

strangeness of the event, if possible, yet stranger.

A Pharisee, who belonged to the remote pro

vince of Cilicia; one who seems to have never

beheld 0ur LORD'S person previous to His Cru

cifixion ; a man of extreme zeal indeed, but

whose zeal was wholly enlisted on the side of

that religion which our SAVIOUR came at once to

fulfil and to destroy ; nay more, a man whose

ardent temper made him a persecutor, and one

of the Church's fiercest enemies, so that he was

'consenting unto' the martyrdom of Stephen,

and even 'kept the raiment of them that slew

him a
:' such was Saul of Tarsus,

' who also is

called Paul b
!' Add to all this, that

'
his bodily

presence was weak, and his speech contemptible ,'

and surely, the strangest phenomenon which

the world ever witnessed is now before us. Can

this be the man who is to go forth to shake the

nations ? who ' from Jerusalem, and round about

to Illyricum,' is fully to preach the Gospel
d

:

who from East to West shall publish the Cross of

CHRIST, declaring to mankind salvation by faith

in His Name only? Not only before his own

Acts xxii. 20 : vii. 58. b Acts xiii. 9. e 2 Cor. x. 10.

G Rom. XT. 19.
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indignant countrymen, the Jews 6
, to plead the

cause of the REDEEMER, where the doctrine was

sure to prove a stumbling-block to millions ;
but

also before the Gentiles to advocate a Religion

which they could not but regard as utter foolish

ness : how shall we sufficiently estimate the

difficulty of his task? At refined and sensual

Corinth
;

at polite and learned Athens ;
at Rome,

the centre of the world; among all the most

civilized people of antiquity ; in many a city which

has long since disappeared, and in many a dis

trict which he traversed without so much as re

cording its name : how can we fitly admire

him? say rather, how can we fitly adore the

grace, and power, and goodness of GOD, which,

out of materials so unpromising, could fashion an

instrument so glorious ? His sufferings for the

sake of the Gospel were as conspicuous as his

labours. Frequently in prisons,
' and in deaths

oft, of the Jews,' (he adds,)
'

five times received

I forty stripes save one. Thrice was I beaten

with rods ; once was I stoned
; thrice I suffered

shipwreck ; a night and a day I have been in the

deep : in journeyings often ; in perils of waters ;

in perils of robbers ; in perils by mine own

Acts xxii. 22.
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countrymen ;
in perils by the heathen

;
in perils

in the city ;
in perils in the wilderness

;
in perils

in the sea
;

in perils among false brethren : in

weariness and painfulness ;
in watchings often

;

in hunger and thirst
;

in fastings often ;
in cold

and nakedness. Besides those things that are

without, that which cometh upon me daily, the

care of all the ChurchesV
And now, to speak a little more particularly

about the event of to-day, Saul's Conversion :

an event which some, it is to be feared, utterly

mistake and misunderstand. Can any be so

blind and shameless as to live on in known

habits of Sin, hoping that GOD will some day
'
convert' them, as He converted Saul of Tarsus ?

Nay, but Saul was not living in known habits

of sin, when JESUS '

appeared unto him in the

way
g
.' He was, on the contrary, engaged in

what he thought GOD'S noblest service : he

was strenuous for GOD'S honour, and striving

earnestly for the Truth, as he understood the

Truth. Wherefore GOD had compassion on

him; poured the light of the Gospel into his

benighted soul
; and made him '

a chosen vessel'

to bear His Name 'before the Gentiles, and

kings, and the children of IsraelV .... All this is

1 2 Cor. xi. 23 to 28. * Acts ix. 17.
"
Acts ix. 15.
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much to be noted. It is at our peril that we

overlook a fact so certain, and so important.

Once taught the error of his way, his self-

abasement knows no bounds. He recals with

singular bitterness his share in St. Stephen's

martyrdom ;
and declares himself unworthy even

to be called an Apostle. So strenuous is he in

behalf of the Religion of JESUS of Nazareth, that

the fabric of Judaism crumbles to its base before

the power of his words. The new-birth of Ben

jamin's remote descendant costs his Mother, (the

Jewish Synagogue,) for the second time, her life !

The particulars of St. Paul's Conversion, thrice

given in the Acts 1

,
need not here be related

at length. All remember that great light, sur

passing even the splendours of a Syrian noon,

(the well-known token of the Divine Presence,)

which shone round about the astonished per
secutor as he journeyed to Damascus ' with au

thority and commission from the Chief Priests.'

All remember the Divine Voice, and Saul's reply,

as he lay upon the earth, blinded by
'
the glory

of that Light/ We need not dwell particu

larly on his entering Damascus, led of others

by the hand
;

his interview with Ananias
;
and

his recovery of sight at the end of three days.

Acts ix : xxii ; xxvL
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It may however require to be stated, (for it

seems to be often lost sight of,) that this great

example of GOD'S grace, this wondrous object

of GOD'S favour, was not spared by Divine illu

mination the labour of personal study; neither

were the usual human helps in his case neglected

by himself, or by GOD dispensed with. He had

laid the foundations of all sacred and profane

learning in the schools of Tarsus, and at the

feet of Gamaliel. But this might not suffice.

He was further required to dedicate three years
in Arabiak

to the study of the Gospel, and to

the mysteries of CHRIST'S Kingdom. Then, and

not before, did he go up to Jerusalem, and enter

on that wondrous career which the Book of the

Acts describes
;
and which some passing allu

sion in almost every one of St. Paul's Epistles so

strikingly recals.

Such are some of the thoughts which the pre
sent Festival was meant to bring before us. If

one more than another may be insisted upon,
we would end as we began, by calling atten

tion to GOD'S marvellous method
;
to the strange

ness of the instruments He employs for working
out His mysterious purposes. Judas may prove
faithless ; but it is found that Matthias has been

k
Gal. i. 17, 18.
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all the while training for Apostleship, and is

ready to take the other's place. Nay, GOD has

another, and yet another, resource in store. The

treasures of His Knowledge are inexhaustible;

the ways of His Wisdom, past finding out. Like

clay in the hand of the potter, He can shape the

least promising material, as readily as the most

suitable and approved. The fiercest persecutor

may be converted into the most fearless Apostle :

the man of contemptible speech may become the

Teacher of the Nations . . . And He will mould

us in like manner to His service, however unapt
we may seem by nature for so lofty a calling :

deign to make us also the instruments of His

Glory, however mean and unworthy : unless in

deed we oppose our stubborn wills to His, and

refuse to become what He is alike able and will

ing to make us.
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THE PRESENTATION OF CHRIST IN THE TEMPLE,

COMMONLY CALLED,

CI)e ^uriffratfou of t ,/ftarp tl)e V fnjfm

BLESSEDNESS TO BE FOUND IN THE PATH
OF DUTY.

ST. LUKE ii. 29.

LORD, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in peace,

according to Thy Word.

THESE familiar words are repeated daily in our

Evening Service, but they belong properly to

the present Festival; which, though 'commonly
catted THE PURIFICATION OF ST. MARY THE

VIRGIN,' does in fact commemorate nothing so

much as
' THE PRESENTATION OF CHRIST IN

THE TEMPLE.' The Church has been very care

ful to remind us of this, as well by the title

which she prefixes to the Bay, as by the very

construction of the Collect : and it is clear that

both Reason and Piety are on her side. Rea

son, for we need only glance at the Gospel to

discover which of the two events is brought into

greater promine'nce by the inspired Evangelist :
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Piety, for our hearts will not be slow to inform

us that we are thereby directed to the worthier

object ;
even to the Author of our Salvation, our

SAVIOUR CHRIST Himself.

On this day then, we are reminded how, forty

days after the Birth of CHRIST, His Blessed Mo
ther and Joseph, her wedded protector, brought
the Holy Babe 'to Jerusalem, to present Him
to the LORD ; . . . . and to offer a sacrifice, a pair

of turtle doves or two young pigeons. And be

hold, there was a man in Jerusalem, whose name
was Simeon

;
and the same man was just and

devout, waiting for the Consolation of Israel;

and the HOLY GHOST was upon him .... And
he came by the Spirit into the Temple : and

when the Parents brought in the Child JESUS

to do for Him after the custom of the Law,
then took he Him up in his arms, and said,

LORD, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in

peace !' Such is the history, on which we now

propose to offer a few remarks.

It is well known that at the time when our

SAVIOUR came into the world, a general belief

prevailed that MESSIAH was about to appear.
St. Luke informs us that not only the prophetess
Anna herself, but the persons also whom she

addressed,
'

looked for Redemption/ As for holy
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Simeon, he is distinctly recorded to have ' waited

for the Consolation of Israel.' But this last-

named individual was favoured so much beyond
the other men of his day, that it had been ex

pressly
'
revealed unto him by the HOLY SPIRIT

that he should not see death, before he had

seen the LORD'S Anointed.' .... A glorious anti

cipation truly, for a pious Israelite to entertain !

A stupendous assurance to carry about with

him ! How must it have stirred his inmost soul

at times to think upon it ! At one time, joy, at

another, alarm, must have filled his heart : joy,

at the thought that GOD was about '

to visit

and redeem His people ;' alarm, for
' who might

abide the Day of His Coming, and who should

stand when He appeared ?' Every rumour which

reached him must have made his pulse throb

and his heart beat : for he knew that he was

destined to look upon One to whom all type

and all prophecy for four thousand years had

been steadily pointing; 'the Desire of all na

tions ;' Him whom '

many prophets and righteous

men had desired to see, and yet had not seen ;'

a Light that was '

to lighten the Gentiles, and to

be the Glory of GOD'S people Israel.' .... His

words of recognition, the inspired hymn which

bears his name, must doubtless have flowed from
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his burning lips like words of fire. His em

brace must surely have been an act of unspeak

able gratitude, joy, and wonder !

Let us put ourselves in his position from the

day that he received the promise, and consider,

as far as may be, not merely what we should

have felt, but how we should have acted, had

we been in his place. It may be thought that

we should have adopted one of the most pro

bable opinions as to the manner in which MES
SIAH would appear, and have anxiously expected

His manifestation. We might perhaps have gone
out . of our way in this pursuit ;

and when the

time grew long, we might have fancied that we

were called upon to take some step in order to

meet the Divine Condescension half way.
But what was the course adopted by devout

Simeon? We find him frequenting the Temple

faithfully, as aforetime; until, on a certain day,

which was like every other day except in its re

sult to him, the desire of his soul was gratified.

A humble pair enter, and the Mother bears in

her arms a little Babe. There is nothing to dis

tinguish that group from ordinary worshippers.

Nay, their attire and their offering bespeak great

poverty. Simeon is made aware by a sudden re

velation of the Spirit, that in that helpless Child,
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he beholds the LORD'S CHRIST: whereupon
he takes Him up in his arms, and blesses GOD,

and pours out his soul in solemn thankfulness.
'

LORD, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in

peace, according to Thy word
;

for mine eyes

have seen Thy Salvation :' a Hymn whose

echoes, while the world lasts, the Church will

never suffer to die away.

And surely the lesson to be derived from this

incident is the same which is taught us by many
a page of Holy Scripture besides

; namely, that

Blessedness is to be found in the path of Duty.
If the history of those who enjoyed the great

est personal marks of GOD'S favour is called to

mind, it will be found that Mercy and Goodness

overtook them while they were quietly pursuing
their ordinary duties : Moses, tending the flock

of Jethro : Gideon, threshing wheat : Saul, seek

ing his father's asses : David, feeding his father's

sheep : Elisha, at the plough : Amos, with the

herd. So again, the Shepherds while they were

keeping watch over their flock by night : Simon

and Andrew, and the sons of Zebedee (their part

ners), while engaged in fishing : Matthew, when

sitting at the receipt of custom : Cornelius, at

the hour of prayer : and, to conclude as we be

gan, devout Simeon and Anna, in the course of
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those duties to which their holy spirits most in

clined them, the service namely of ALMIGHTY

GOD in His Temple.
The lesson thus gathered from the example of

many of those who have waited upon GOD most

faithfully, or whom GOD has favoured most, may
not be overlooked

;
neither is it one which any

can afford to neglect. Every one is apt to think

that there is something in his own position, pe

culiarly uncongenial to Holiness. He thinks his

own path of life peculiarly difficult and embar

rassing. Especially are men prone to think that

the common round of daily duties affords but

little time, and presents yet fewer opportunities,

for the service of GOD. The daily task is so

humble, or so uncongenial ; so simply worldly,

or so extremely private ;
that many who desire

a closer walk with GOD are apt to wish that

they were not exactly what and where they are ;

but indeed, almost any thing besides.

Let us remind one another that it is our own

infirmity if we thus think. It is good things, not

great things, which GOD requires at our hand.

He can do without us
; and it is He who does

in us all that we ever seem to do well. More

over, if He does but find in us a perfect willing

ness to serve Him, let us be well assured that
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He will minister to us occasions of Holiness
;
or

rather, that we shall find ample room for the exe

cution of our best designs and desires, in those

same daily duties, that same lowly round of per

haps distasteful task, which we half dislike and

half despise. It was common raiment, doubt

less, which our Blessed SAVIOUR wore in the

hour of His Transfiguration ; common, yea pro

bably coarse raiment it was which in that mys
terious hour covered His Divine person : yet con

sider how dazzlingly white it became, how un

speakably glorious, because it was wrapped about

Him ! And the commonest actions, in like man

ner, become glorious when they are done to

His honour. He invests them with such a ra

diance as nothing upon earth can impart. Yea,

they are made to shine like the Light because

they belong to Him.

It is not however so much the opportunities

of serving and pleasing GOD which our daily

life presents, as the special Blessedness which

may reasonably be expected to overtake us while

we are walking in the path of Duty, to which we

now desire to call attention. Let us humbly try

to believe this, and to act upon it likewise. It

may not be amiss to connect such a lesson hence

forth with the Song of Simeon, as often as it is
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repeated in Church ; and indeed it may perhaps

be thought a useful practice secretly to connect

some one thought of special edification with

each part of the daily Service, as it comes round.

There can at least be no doubt that we shall be

acting wisely, if, as often as we bear our part in

the
' Nunc Dimittis,' we rejoice to think that we

are where holy Simeon was when he spoke those

words
;

are engaged precisely as he was then

himself engaged; yea, are awakening the echo

of his very Song. Those words of humble,

adoring love will be sure to remind us further

that CHRIST is present in every place : that He
is to be sought for in the path of duty ;

and

that we enjoy His own gracious promise that He
will never be sought, without being found.



t. JMattfofnsP Sap*

THE OUTER AND THE INNER LIFE.

ACTS i. 20, (quoting Ps. cix. 8.)

His Bishoprick let another take,

WHEN the traitor Judas Iscariot fell by his

accursed crime, it was necessary that some other

disciple should be numbered with the Apostles,

and take his Bishopric, and fill his throne, and

wear his crown. The eleven Apostles, when they

met to arrange this matter,
'

appointed two,

Joseph called Barsabas, who was surnamed

Justus, and Matthias. And they prayed, and

said,
'

Thou, LORD, which knowest the hearts of

all men, shew whether of these two Thou hast

chosen
;
that he may take part of this ministry

and apostleship, from which Judas by transgres

sion fell, that he might go to his own place/ And

they gave forth their lots
;
and the lot fell upon

Matthias, and he was numbered with the eleven

Apostles/ Thus St. Matthias took the place of

Judas ;
fills the space in the Prayer-Book which

the other would else have occupied ; and claims

to himself all his honours.
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Very solemn then, are the recollections of this

Day. It is dedicated to the Saint whose name

it bears, but it directs our thoughts inevitably

to the history and terrible fate of him whose name

it might have borne. We turn, in thought, un

avoidably, from St. Matthias to the traitor Judas.
' Who and what was he,' (we ask,)

' who filled

the twelfth place in the Apostolic body during the

lifetime of the LORD ?' And this is a question

which we shall do well often to ask ourselves.

We should perhaps think far more about the

history of Judas than we are accustomed to do
;

and seek to draw from his terrible example larger

stores of wisdom.

True indeed it is that we cannot pity, we

simply hate and abhor what was so black, so

hopelessly wicked. Our greatest kindness is

to gaze and wonder. There is no redeeming
feature in his character. There is nothing noble

in his crime. There is no trace of hesitation in

his conduct. There is no shadow of excuse for

his wickedness. All this however does not at

all diminish the importance of attending to his

history. His character still deserves attentive

study. On the present occasion it shall be our

business to notice the marvellous contrast in

which his outer stood to his inner life
;
and from
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this circumstance to derive an obvious, yet a

most important, warning to ourselves.

Judas Iscariot then, was one who for three

years lived familiarly with the Holy JESUS. He
heard His blessed discourses, shared His con

verse, witnessed His miracles. The Apostles,

in general, were partakers of those unspeakable

privileges, and he was one of their number. All

that they enjoyed, he enjoyed. All that they

were, he seemed to be. Outwardly, there was

no difference between them. When the Twelve

were sent out by two and two, he had his com

panion (Simon Zelotes) assigned him, like the

rest. Like the other Apostles, Judas doubtless

preached, wrought miracles, was beheld with

awe, or with love, or with wonder, according to

the occasion. And this lasted for three years. . .

... So it is, however, that all men lead two lives,

the inner and the outer; and what we have

been hitherto noticing was the outward life of

Judas.

As for the inner life of the man who betrayed
the SAVIOUR of the World, his Benefactor, his

own familiar Friend, one scarcely dares attempt
to describe it. His bosom must have been un

speakably black. His heart must have been a

very Hell of unholy thoughts and foul desires.
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The depth of his villainy it seems impossible to

fathom. Hard as adamant, his heart yielded no

sign of compunction, though a word, mightier far

than the rod of Moses, smote it many times.

One sordid lust, the love of money, had slowly

got possession of his heart
;
had frozen up every

avenue of feeling ; had deadened his pulse ;
had

hardened his conscience; had poisoned his in

most being. This does not come out till the

very end of the Gospel ;
but there it comes out

umnistakeably. There is no room for doubt, or

question. Judas seems to have been * twice dead,

withered away/ at the time our SAVIOUR pleaded
with him so tenderly on the last evening of His

earthly life, that is, throughout the Last Supper ;

when almost everything which the Holy One said

had a reference to the Traitor
; when His whole

soul seemed filled with the endeavour to arouse

and awaken him.

The great point however which we have to

notice is, how completely the inner life of Judas

was a secret to the other Apostles. What he

appeared to be outwardly, that they believed him

to be inwardly. He appeared to be a Saint like

themselves, and they all believed him to be so.

It is very remarkable. One can scarcely under

stand how so dreadful a character can have been
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so completely hidden as the character of Judas

undoubtedly was, from the eyes of such men as

St. John and St. Peter; but we know that it was

hidden, and that is enough.
' To the pure all

things are pure
a

;' and these great Saints will

have regarded another of their own body, only as

a copy of themselves. When Judas spoke words

of good, they believed that he meant them like

wise. When Judas did something which would

bear two interpretations, they hoped the better

thing of the two. When Judas was shewing

outwardly some inward feeling, they will have

thought no evil, but explained that outward act

in some favourable way. Thus, when Judas rose

from the table after the Last Supper, our LORD

whispered to him to do quickly the thing he was

going to do : whereupon, Judas left the room in

order to go to the chief priests and betray our

SAVIOUR. The other Disciples saw Judas rise,

and they heard our LORD whisper something to

him. They put these two things together, and, in

the fulness of their sweet charity, thought that

surely Judas, their brother Apostle, had been

directed to go and buy some things which

they would have need of for the Feast; or else

that our Blessed LORD had told him to go out

Titus i. 15.
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and give something to the poor. Both things

had to do with money, you observe. The Traitor's

hand was doubtless upon his bag. He went,

with the money-bag in his hand which was to

receive his accursed bribe. He was off on the

blackest errand which ever mortal man had con

ceived since the Creation of the "World : but

Charity, which ' thinketh no evil
b
,' said to her

self
'

surely he has gone to give something to

the poor !'

This is one of the many proofs which the his

tory of the Last Supper supplies, that the inner

life of Judas was a perfect secret to the other

Apostles : but it is only one of many proofs.

When our LORD, with deep sorrow, told the

Twelve,
'

Verily, verily, I say unto you that one

of you shall betray Me,' they all shared His

heaviness, and began to ask Him, one by one,
'

Is

it I?' and another said 'Is it I?' .... It might
have been expected that a deep silence would

have followed, instead; and that every one at

table would have begun to look towards Judas.

Surely, (it will be thought,) they must all have

suspected him! It might at least be supposed
that something said or done, some gesture on the

part of our Blessed LORD, would have pointed all

b
1 Cor. xiii. 5.
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hearts and guided all eyes towards the Traitor.

But nothing of the kind took place. There was

not even a hint given by the Holy One, as to

which of the company should betray Him. For

even when Judas was seen whispering with Him,

(and surely our LORD'S deep earnestness must

have struck them ! surely the Traitor's hardened

face must have exhibited some sign of guilt, if it

were but a pale cheek or a quivering lip !) even

then they suspected nothing. The two dipped

together into the same dish, but still the rest

suspected nothing. At last, Judas rose; took

his bag, and rose, and left the room; and they

all saw that there had been a word of some kind

breathed by the lips of Him who was about to

be betrayed into the ears of the Traitor, at the

very instant he so rose and departed : and still

they suspected nothing. Nay, they did suspect

something. They suspected that Judas was going
to give something to the poor !

From all this, we propose to derive one single

lesson in the way of warning ; and it is this,

that the inner life of man may be flagrantly

wicked, while the outward life seems to be en

tirely conformed to holiness. And this is so

solemn, yet so very plain a truth, that instead

of employing many words about it, we are con-
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tent to leave the remark for the private thoughts

of each. The best of men will be sensible that

their inner and their outer life do not correspond

exactly ; others will be reminded that, in their

case, they correspond scarcely at all. How can

we better celebrate the Festival of St. Matthias

than by seeking to live more as if we were con

scious of the continual presence of Him to whom
the Eleven Apostles made their solemn appeal,

when, with Barsabas and Matthias before them,
'

they prayed and said, Thou, LORD, which Jcnotvest

the hearts of all men, shew whether of these

two Thou hast chosen ?' We further read that
'

they gave forth their lots
;
and the lot fell upon

Matthias.' Here then was one who, besides

having
'

companied with' the Twelve '
all the

time that the LORD JESUS went in and out

among them, beginning from the Baptism of

John unto that same day that He was taken up,'

had laboured to cleanse his heart
;
and live in

wardly, in a manner suitable to his outward pro
fession. And thus, the character of Matthias

stands in strong contrast to that of Judas ; and

proves our bright example, as remarkably as the

other becomes our tremendous warning.
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UNSUSPECTED SAINTS.

ST. LUKE xi. 27.

Blessed is the womb that bare Thee !

THESE words were but lately ringing in our

ears, for they belong to the Gospel for the Third

Sunday in Lent, which has been made the

subject of a separate sermon. Our LORD therein

describes the method of the evil Spirit when

forcibly expelled from the heart of a man. There

must have been wondrous grace and beauty,

marvellous persuasiveness and power, the very

embodying of all holy thought, in the manner of

the Divine Speaker : for we read that a woman
of the company, (she was a Mother, doubtless !)

broke out in a kind of ecstacy; and all her

thought was, how very blessed the woman must

be who had given birth to such a Son. ' Blessed

is the womb that bare Thee!'

It may be observed in passing that our LORD
did by no means say in reply, that those persons
are more blessed

' who hear the Word of GOD,
H. D. M 81
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and keep it.' He did not affirm
'

rather, blessed

are they/ The words in the original have really

no such meaning. That the Mother of CHRIST

was more blessed than all womankind, is quite

certain, simply because she was the Mother

of CHRIST. The true sense of our LORD'S actual

words can hardly be shewn, except in the way
of paraphrase. It is as if He had said,

' Look

away from her blessedness to the blessedness of

those who hear and keep GOD'S Word. Ye say

that she was '

blessed,' and ye say truly : but

/will rather say that he who heareth My Word
and keepeth it, is blessed.' ... It is but a setting

of two true statements one against another :

the one, the lowly homage of the creature ; the

other, the encouraging assurance of the CREATOR.

But, on a day like this, it will well become us

to adopt the creature's lowly language. We
bow down among the crowd ; and with our

hearts still fixed on Him, arid Him only, we can

but cry with the poor woman in the Gospel,
'

Blessed is the womb that bare Thee !'

Let none do us the injustice, the heavy wrong,
to suppose that we desire to speak undue things
in praise of the Blessed Virgin Mary. Scarcely
has the corrupt system of the Romish Church

lorne more bitter fruit than the suspicion and
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the dread with which it has caused any allusion

to GOD'S chiefest Saints, to be regarded. All

men know that it is the sin and shame of

that erring Communion that they bestow the

honour due to GOD only, on her who was the

very humblest of His handmaids. They worship

her who may no more be worshipped than any
other member of the great human family who

has gone the way of all flesh, and awaits the

judgment of the Last Day. But the corruptions

of Popery shall not cheat us out of our birth

right, as members of the Church Catholic. When
the Festival of the Annunciation comes round,

we will speak of the blessedness of the Holy
Maiden whose history that Festival specially

brings to our recollection : and we will believe

of one another, when we so speak, that we mean

exactly what we say, and no more. Her high

praise shall be recounted, and yet it shall be

believed that we love that branch of the Church

Catholic to which, by GOD'S infinite mercy, we

belong, as we love her to whom we owe our

natural being, with the homage of our undi

vided heart : with all our soul, and with all

our strength.

Now, that our Blessed LORD did not mean to

say that the Virgin was otherwise than '

Blessed'
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m having given birth to Him, not only Nature

shews, but Revelation also. For the Angel

Gabriel, who was '
sent from GOD' to find out

this Holy Maiden in her purity and her privacy,

saluted her with the famous words,
' Blessed art

thou a
!' .... Nay, Elizabeth her cousin, being

filled with the HOLY GHOST, straightway ex

claimed, 'Blessed art thoub
!' . . . Mary spake

under the same Divine impulse; and 'Behold,'

(she said,)
' from henceforth, all generations shall

call me blessed !' . . . Very blessed, therefore,

let us be well persuaded that the Blessed Virgin

was : very blessed, in that ALMIGHTY GOD, sur

veying all His creatures, when the fulness of time

had come, made choice of her to supply the

fleshly shrine in which Himself might dwell.

She was deemed worthy to furnish the bodily

substance with which the Eternal SON should

connect Himself for evermore.
' GOD* was He,

'
of the Substance of the FATHER, begotten be

fore the worlds ;' but '

Man, of the Substance of
His Mother, born in the World/ From her, He
derived His human flesh

; though she was sin

ful, and He was altogether sinless. Hers, in

its germ, was the bodily substance which is

now His, in Heaven : yea, the substance which
'

St. Luke i. 28.
k

St. Luke i. 42, 45. St. Luke i. 48.
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was hers will continue to be His to the end of

Time
;

for the Goohead and the Manhood shall

never more be disunited. Unequalled, surely,

was the blessedness of one who was judged fit

to be brought so very near to the Eternal GOD !

Blessed indeed must the creature have been

whose individual substance could have been

worn by the Creator of the Universe, even by
CHRIST Himself!

You are invited, in the meantime, to consider

that this Blessed Maiden was of a lowly estate,

and possessed of scarcely any worldly advantage.

Extreme poverty, we know, was her portion.

That Nazareth, her abode, was the most evil

city in a despised region, is almost a matter of

history. So evil was it, that a guileless man could

ask if any thing good could come therefrom d
.

By descent, there is no doubt that the Virgin

was of David's Royal House 6

; yet was she living

in a lowly condition, for Joseph was a carpenter.

In short, however supreme the blessedness of

the Mother of CHRIST may have been, she was

neither more nor less, to all human appearance,

than a humble village Maiden ; a poor Woman,

belonging to the lower ranks of life.

And the lesson we propose to draw from this

"
St. John i. 46. *

St. Luke i. 32, 69; ii. 5.
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is neither new nor striking ;
but one which lies on

the very surface of the narrative. Yet is it cer

tainly missed by many readers ;
or one could not

hear such disparaging things said of the poor, as

one is sometimes forced to listen to .... The les

son is surely taught us in the Gospel, and not

least clearly of all, in this, the earliest page of it,

that among those humbler ranks of which we

are apt to speak in the tone of condescending

pity, or of conscious superiority, of qualified

praise, or of implied distrust, even there is

to be found, in an especial degree, the stuff of

which Saints and Martyrs, Prophets and Apo
stles, are made. The fishermen of Galilee did

not become Saints because they were made Apo
stles. On the contrary, they were made Apostles,

because they were Saints. The hearts and the

minds of Evangelists were found in four plain

men, who, but for their Divine Theme, would

have left no name, and occupied no place in let

ters : one, a tax-gatherer ; one, it is thought, a

physician ; one, a fisherman ; and of the fourth,

nothing is known. The Old Testament supplies

yet more examples; but we will not wander

away in search of more. The name of her whose

Blessedness we this day celebrate, shall suffice,

and serve as the type of all the rest. One fit to
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become the Mother of our LORD, was found in a

very humble rank ;
found in a very low estate ;

found in the most sinful city of a most despised

country.

We do not, of course, suppose that such good
ness as we speak of is common. It were surely

to shew ourselves little aware of what we say,

could we say so : very slightly acquainted with

the ranks we speak of ; very feebly impressed with

the height of Holiness which Church Festivals

are meant to celebrate. But I suppose, if Twelve

persons worthy to be Apostles ;
if Seventy Dis

ciples worthy to go out, and prepare the way of

CHRIST ;
if persons worthy to write as Evan

gelists, and to die as Martyrs, were found among
the lower ranks of Judaea, in the time of our

LORD ; the same ranks, at the present day, in a

Christian country like this, might supply the like

examples of self-denial and of zeal, of faith and

of love, of purity and of devotion. Yea, even,

(Goo forgive us, if we judge wrongly ! but I see

not how we can resist the suspicion,) one like

her whose Blessedness we this day celebrate,

might possibly be found also. Of course such cha

racters are discernible by GOD'S eye alone. Of

course, if found, they might well prove to be the lit

tle suspected ones of the Earth. That however is
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but what we are saying. Their age, and station,

and opportunities ;
their birth, and breeding ;

all

might seem, to the natural eye, unfavourable con

ditions of surpassing Goodness. Persons, they

might well prove, of wholly unknown sanctity of

life : persons whose lips breathed the deep secret

of their souls to GOD only : persons who shone

like stars, indeed ; but in so remote a quarter of

the Heavens, that He only who dwelleth in the

midst, could discern their shining. . . . Yet there

they would be : there, doubtless, even now, they

are
;
and we know them not.

What has been said wih
1

not miss its purpose

if it awakens, in any respect, a more reverential

feeling towards CHRIST'S '

little ones :' influences

somewhat our intercourse with the brother and

sister of low degree : makes us less apt to think

harshly, makes us more inclined to think highly,

of them. St. Paul addressed his converts as

his 'joy and crown f

;' and who shall say what

jewels, in GOD'S sight, shine around us unsus

pected every day of our lives? then only to be

revealed, to Angels and to men, when the secrets

of all hearts are revealed, and the LORD of Hosts
' makes up His jewels

8
!'

f PhU. iv. 1. i Mai. iii. 17.
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1 ST. PETER v. 13.

Marcus my son.

WE know surprisingly little about the Saint

whose Festival we this day celebrate. Less is

known about St. Mark, by far, than is known

about St. Matthew, St. Luke, or St. John. We
are indeed informed that he became the Bishop
of a famous Church, the- Church of Alexandria

;

and there are several other things related con

cerning him in books of History : bt-the Bible

i&-all but silent about him. His name is men

tioned- in one place only ; namely, at the close of

St^Peier'a first Epistle, where/St. Peter calls him

his son :

' Marcus my son/ He is nowhere else

mentioned by name in Scripture : neither are we

aware that any thing whatever is related concern

ing him. It seems a very likely supposition in

deed that he was the young man who followed

our LORD, when the soldiers were dragging Him
H.D. N
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from the Garden of Gethsemane to the house of

the High Priest, that young man whom St.

Mark himself describes as
'

having a linen cloth

girt about his naked body :' on whom they laid

hands. Whereupon, he left the linen cloth, and

fled away naked. St. Mark, then, may have been

this very young man
;
and we humbly believe

that He was. But this, after all, is mere conjec

ture. So tha^
all we know about St. Mark from

Holy Scripture is, that St. Peter calls him his

son :
'

Marcup, my son! <

It may be said,
'

True, but we have his Gos

pel. This is surely a great fact. He speaks to

us through sixteen chapters of the New Testa

ment
;
and we thereby surely know a great deal

about St. Mark.'

The answer is, St. Mark's Gospel is indeed

a great fact concerning St. Mark : but we do not

learn any thing about him from his Gospel. We
know more from Scripture about St. Philip, St.

Andrew, St. Thomas, St. James, though they

wrote nothing, than we do about St. Mark. His

very Gospel is not so much his as St. Peter's.

He travelled with St. Peter : attended him while

he was at Rome; and it is thought that during
his residence in that City, he committed to writ

ing, (under the influence of the HOLY GHOST,)
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his History of our SAVIOUR'S Life. Let us not

be so rash as to say much where we know but

little ; yet are two things pretty certain with

reference to this matter, namely, that St. Mark

was divinely guided to write his Gospel with St.

Matthew's Gospel lying open before him, and to

follow St. Matthew almost throughout : divinely

guided, however, to omit several things which St.

Matthew sets down, and to set down some things

which St. Matthew omits. But even when re

lating the things which St. Matthew had already

related, it is easy to convince oneself that he

possessed private information of his own : and

the best account which can be given of the mat

ter seems to be that the HOLY SPIRIT directed

him to apply to St. Peter for information. Let

us not venture to say more, lest we should speak

unwisely. Delightful however is it to think of

the Evangelist writing \the lovely work which

bears his name, now treading reverently in the

footsteps of his predecessor : now, appealing to

"his venerable Father in the Faith. Now, follow

ing humbly St. Matthew's\ guidance ; now, turn

ing to St. Peter for information and help. But

(may we not add?) all the while filled with a

deep and awful sense that! the mighty Hand of

the Everlasting GOD was upon him : conscious
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even that what he wrote was another's rather

than his own.

This is the sum of what presents itself on the

subject of St. Mark. We will not seek to drag

forward another subject which does not belong

to the day. One plain remark of a practical

kind growing out of the present Festival is all

that shall be added.

The Collect invites us to bend our thoughts in

a direction which, without such guidance, we

might have perhaps overlooked entirely. We are

crossing the waves of this troublesome World,

like ships at sea, impatient for the shore ; fearful

only lest we should lose our way, or founder, or

suffer loss. In this day's Collect, we are accord

ingly directed to pray, that,
'

being not like chil

dren, carried away with every blast of vain doc

trine, we may be established in the Truth of

CHRIST'S Holy Gospel.' Now, there is a fitness

in the use of this prayer on the Festival of St.

Mark : for so far was lie from incurring the sin,

and sharing the fate, of the many weak and un

stable spirits of his time ; men, who began to

grope in darkness almost before the Sun had set ;

men, who were hurried away into error while yet

Apostles who had been baptized with fire were

alive to set them right : so far was he from
M
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treading in the footsteps of these, that he is

found to have attached himself to the Apostle

who had a priority of rank, even among Apostles.

(We say not that St. Peter had any one single

power or privilege which the other Eleven Apo
stles had not : we declare that he had none what

ever : but we do say that he stands foremost in

the glorious company of the Apostles : and that

to him, St. Mark attached himself.) CHRIST had

singularly honoured Simon Peter ; and on Simon

Peter, St. Mark attended. To Simon Peter St.

Mark looked, as to a father ; and the venerable

Apostle regarded him, in return, with paternal

love.
' Marcus my son,' he says.

Doubtless, the warnings against forsaking the

Faith, in which Holy Scripture abounds
;

the

exhortations to stedfastness, which it so frequently

repeats, these, doubtless, had a peculiar force

at the time they were first delivered. There was

fiery persecution abroad ; and the Truth was

confined to a few. Old opinions had not yet

been quite exploded : active and subtle minds

were inventing errors : and there were strange

influences at work. Satan was very active,
' be

cause he knew that he had but a short time 8
.'

There was a special force then in every exhorta-

Rev. xii. 12.
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tion to
'
hold fast the confidence and the rejoic

ing of the Hope firm unto the endb
:' to resist

the Adversary,
'
stedfast in the Faith .' Yet, let

us be well assured that the danger exists still,

although it has changed its form. It is the very

nature of Sin to assume different aspects at dif

ferent times : to be different things to different

men. Thus, not to mention the open and pal

pable fall of which they are guilty who forsake

the Church and disregard her ordinances : the

conduct of those who secede, (by a strange in

fatuation of the father of Lies !) into the ranks

of Romish dissent; or (which seems to be a kin

dred sin,) into the ranks of Infidelity ; or, (which

is a far more cpmmon form of wickedness,) into

the ranks of Protestant Schism : all of them

things at which the finger may be pointed, and

the voice raised : there are more secret trials,

from which we may all well pray to be de

livered. Such are, unstable views of holy things ;

shifting opinions, like the sand, on which nothing

may be safely built
; and whereon whatever has

ever been built in times past, seems to have be

come insecure.

Such also are those darkenings of the Faith

which are said sometimes to come over the soul :

b Heb. iii. 6. 1 St. Peter v. 9.
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those wrong notions about GOD which grow up
like weeds in the heart, or in the mind

;
or ra

ther, in both together. Then, the Faith having

become impaired, and the Judgment perverted,

there comes an assault of the Evil One, a fiery

assault ;
and the soul well nigh falls away from

GOD. This, if it comes not in Life, is said to come

sometimes in the hour of Death ;
a very fearful

hour, when the strings are being loosened, and

the soul, (like a bird that has grown used to its

cage,) is half unwillingly set free. And this, per

haps, is the reason of that strong and passionate

prayer in the Burial Service,
'

Spare us, LORD

most holy, O GOD most mighty, holy and

merciful SAVIOUR, Thou most worthy Judge

Eternal, suffer us not, at our last hour, for any

pains of death, to fall from Thee !' words which

seem to take up the thought with which the

mourners left the Church : for the last words

there spoken are,
'

My beloved Brethren, be ye

stedfast, unmoveable, always abounding in the

work of the LORD ; forasmuch as ye know that

your labour is not in vain in the LORD !'

GOD Almighty preserve us from the danger
there spoken of: keep us in the stedfastness here

described. Yea, may He who hath '

instructed

His Holy Church with the heavenly Doctrine of
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His Evangelist St. Mark, give us grace, that,

being not like children carried away with every

blast of vain doctrine, we may be established in

the Truth of His Holy Gospel,' in Life and in

Death, through JESUS CHRIST our LORD.
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ST. JOHN xiv. 5, 6.

Thomas saith unto ##, LORD, we know not whither Thou

goest ; and how can we know the way ? JESUS saith

unto Aim, I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life : no

man cometli unto Hie FATHER, but by Me.

THIS is the former of the two Saints' Days
which are beautified with the names of two holy

men ; the other being the Festival of St. Simon

and St. Jude. Concerning St. James, we do in

deed know wondrous little; or rather, it is not

certain that we know any thing at all. For it is

not certain whether this 'James' is the same

with him who stood in the relation of first-cousin

to our LORD, and was the first Bishop of Jeru

salem, and wrote an Epistle. The James thus

indicated, was the brother of Jude, and son of

Ctopas*. But the Apostle whose Festival we

*

Compare St. Mark xv. 40 with St. John six. 25, taking

notice that '

Cleophas' ought to be printed
'

Clopas.'

H. D. 97
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celebrate to-day, was ' the son of Alpkaus*.*

Learned men, indeed, assure us that
'

Clopas,'

and '

Alphaeus' are one and the same name. It

may be so
;
but it is not certain. Hence we say

that it is not certain whether any thing whatever

is known concerning the Apostle James the Less.

.... How remarkably do some of GOD'S chiefest

Saints thus hide themselves from human obser

vation ! How indifferent do they seem to Fame !

How completely are the lives of many of them
' hid with CHRIST in GOD !'

About St. Philip, however, our information is

rather more particular. We know the place of

his birth
; namely, that he was a fellow towns

man of Andrew and Peter . We also learn

something about his call to Apostleship ; and,

from the same chapter of St. John's Gospel, we

discover that it was his high privilege to bring
another Apostle to CHRIST. The Greeks who

desired to 'see JESUS' are found to have ad

dressed themselves in the first instance to Philip
d

.

Our SAVIOUR also, on a certain occasion, asked

him a remarkable question, namely,
' whence

they should buy bread' to feed the five thou

sand in the wilderness
6

. Now this, (we read,)

b
St. Mark iii. 18. c

St. John i. 44 : xii. 21.
d

St. John xii. 21. St. John vi. 5.
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CHRIST '
said to prove him

;
for He Himself

knew what He would do.' At the end of a

year, St. Philip's name again occurs in the Gos

pels ;
and the connexion in which it is found

has been deemed so important, that this place

of Scripture is appointed by the Church to be

the gospel for the day. We proceed now to

offer a few remarks upon it.

The part of Scripture alluded to belongs to

that solemn discourse which our SAVIOUR de

livered in the presence of His afflicted Disciples

after the traitor Judas had left the table, to go
forth on his sinful errand.

' Let not your heart

be troubled : ye believe in GOD, believe also in

Me.' That is, Suffer not your heart to be cast

down by the announcement that I must shortly

leave you. As ye believe in GOD the FATHER

Almighty, so believe in Me, who am One with

Him in respect of substance, power, and eternity.

'In My FATHER'S House are many mansions:'

abodes provided for all who love Me, and keep My
commandments ; abodes, differing indeed in de

grees of blessedness
;
even as

' one star differeth

from another star in glory
f

;' yet each the scene

of perfect bliss. Homes are provided for you
all.

'

If it were not so, I would have told you ;'

1 1 Cor. xv. 41.
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and not have suffered you thus to anchor your

hopes on Me. '
I go to prepare a place for you.

And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will

come again, and receive you unto Myself ; that

where I am, there ye may be also. And whither

I go ye know, and the way ye know g
.'

Thereupon, St. Thomas '
saith unto Him, LORD,

we know not whither Thou goest ;
and how can

we know the way? JESUS saith unto him, I am
the Way, the Truth, and the Life : no man cometh

unto the FATHER, but by Me. If ye had known

Me, ye should have known My FATHER also :

and from henceforth ye know Him, and have

seen Him. Philip saith unto Him, LORD, shew

us the FATHER, and it sufficeth us. JESUS saith

unto him, Have I been so long time with you,
and yet hast thou not known Me, Philip? he

that hath seen Me hath seen the FATHER; and

how sayest thou then, Shew us the FATHER ? Be-

lievest thou not that I am in the FATHER, and

the FATHER in Me ? the words that I speak unto

you I speak not of Myself : but the FATHER that

dwelleth in Me, He doeth the works. Believe Me
that I am in the FATHER and the FATHER in Me :

or else believe Me for the very works' sakeV
We believe that this discourse with St. Philip

*
St. John xiv. 2 4. h St. John xv. 5 11.
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may be usefully connected with our SAVIOUR'S

question, previous to the miraculous feeding of the

Five Thousand. A certain slowness of heart to re

cognise the Eternal SON in the person of CHRIST

was what his Divine Master was seeking to cor

rect and supply on that earlier occasion ;
and for

which He lovingly reproves St. Philip now. In

asmuch however as the Collect for the Day is

formed upon an earlier part of the Discourse ;

upon that portion of it, namely, which arose out

of the inquiry of the Apostle St. Thomas ;
it seems

that we shall be acting most dutifully if we ac

cept the guidance thus supplied, and make a few

remarks on our SAVIOUR'S striking declaration

that He is Himself 'the Way, the Truth, and

the Life.' It would lead us too far, however, if

we spoke of the two latter appellations. St.

Thomas complained only that he knew not ' the

Way ;' and to our SAVIOUR'S assurance that He
was Himself '

the Way,' we will now confine our

remarks.

First, then, the form which our SAVIOUR'S

language assumes, is well worthy of our notice.

'

LORD, we know not whither Thou goest,' (St.

Thomas had said,)
' and how can we know the

way?' But instead of allowing this plea, our

SAVIOUR informs His Apostle that the reason
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why lie knew not whither his LORD was going,

was because he knew not the way.
'

Tell us

whither Thou goest, and we shall know the

way/ seems to be implied by the words of St.

Thomas. 'Thou shouldest rather have made

thyself acquainted with the way, and thou would-

est have known whither I am going,' seems to

be implied by our SAVIOUR'S answer, '/am
He Way!'

In what sense, then, were these words of our

SAVIOUR spoken ?

Take notice, that the remark which was hazard

ed on a former occasion 1 holds true here
; namely,

that close beside some of the deeper and darker

revelations of the SPIRIT is found a clue to the

Divine meaning.
' No man cometh to the FATHER

but by Me,' saith our SAVIOUR in this very place.

He is
'
the Way/ therefore, because by Him we

have access to the FATHER.

And this may be explained after more methods

than one
; though indeed all explanations resolve

themselves into one, at last. Thus, by the living

Doctrines of the Gospel, whereby He hath made
'

straight paths for our feet/ CHRIST may be de

clared to have become '
the way' of Christian

men
;
as indeed Christianity itself is repeatedly

1 In the sermon for the Second Sunday after Easter.
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called by this name (' the way,') in the book of

the Acts. He was '
sent by the FATHER to di

rect all men to that way wherein He expects and

requires to be served
;
and there is no other way

to come to the knowledge of His Will, or the

enjoyment of life with Him, but by our SAVIOUR

CHRIST/

Next, as One in whose footsteps of pain we

must humbly walk, if we would enter into Life ;

taking up the Cross daily, (as He Himself declared,)

and following Him ; in this sense, also, our SA

VIOUR may be truly said to be ' the Way.' He
is the Way in which all walk who desire to attain

to Everlasting Life
;
and such Christian service

has been fitly called
'
the Imitation of CHRIST.'

But doubtless, it is because there is
' none other

Name under Heaven given to Man, in whom,
and through whom, we may receive Health and

Salvation, but only the name of our LORD JESUS

CHRIST ;' and because our Faith in His Name is

the foundation of all our Christian Hope; for

this reason it is, above all, that CHRIST is called

'
the Way !' . . . Hence it is that all our prayers

are offered up to the throne of Grace in His pre

vailing Name. Hence are His merits urged as

often as we address our petitions to Almighty and

Everlasting GOD. On this very day, when we
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beseech Him to grant us perfectly to know His

SON JESUS CHRIST to be the Way, the Truth, and

the Life, is not our supplication offered
'

through
the same His SON JESUS CHRIST our LORD ?'
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Barnabas

BEARING WITH INFIRMITY.

ACTS xv. 39.

So Barnabas took Mark.

THE character of the Apostle whom the Church

commemorates to-day, is drawn out in singular

detail. Not that the inspired writers ever de

scribe men's characters as we do, giving a sum

mary of their lives, and stating the result of all

their actions. That is never done. One or two

words, is the utmost amount of express por
traiture we ever meet with. Thus Esau is called

'

a profane person ;' and Jacob,
'
a plain man/

Moses was '

meek,' and Job '

patient :' Abraham

'faithful,' and Lot 'just.' So again, Nathanael

had ' no guile :' Stephen was '

full of faith and

of the HOLY GHOST :' James and John were '

sons

of thunder ;' while Barnabas is declared to have

been '

a good man.' But even these intimations

of character are unfrequent. The usual method

is to set the person before the reader in action,
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and straightway, by his fruit lie becomes known.

Nor is it hard to perceive a Divine Hand in the

picture thus exhibited. Every touch helps, in

some unexpected way, to bring out the indi

vidual. Every thing said or done conspires to

produce one definite effect. There are no in

different matters recorded. Yet, with all this,

it is stran sje how little is stated. A carelessO
reader of Scripture would often think that there

were no materials for forming any notion at all

of men's characters; whereas a definite notion

may be obtained of almost every person ; and

in a large number of cases, there is no lack even

of details. We are in this way presented with

every intermediate grade, between a slight sketch

and a highly finished picture, of all the persons

who are conspicuous in the Book of Life.

Barnabas is one of the fully drawn characters.

He comes before us first as a Levite, who sold a

possession, in order that he might lay the money
at the Apostles' feet

a
. Thus, his first recorded

action was an endeavour to minister to the needs

of the infant Church. He is next found con

ducting St. Paul to St. Peter and St. James, and

reconciling the mighty souls of those Apostles to

him whom they had only known as a persecutor
1

*.

a Acts iv. 36. b Acts ix. 27.
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Next, he is the one to go in quest of Saul, whom
he brings to Antioch : and when money is to be

carried to the suffering Church at Jerusalem, it

is by the hands of these twro Saints that the

Church sends relief. .... It was them, again,

('Barnabas and Saul,') whom the HOLY GHOST

chose to carry among the heathen the refreshing

tidings of the Gospel of CHRIST: after which,

they brought 'consolation,' (for so the decree

of the first Council is called,)
d

to the Brethren

at Antioch. . . When the name of Barnabas is

first mentioned, we are told that his real name

was Joses : but that the Apostles, (in order per

haps to distinguish him from our LORD'S cousin

Joses,) used to call him Barnabas ;
that is, being

interpreted,
'
the son of consolation

6
:' and cer

tainly, every particular in his history confirms

the propriety of the name he bore. To ad

minister comfort and consolation to others, seems

to have been his especial office. One is prone to

suspect that it was owing to him, that when St.

Paul and he left Antioch, Cyprus was the first

place they visited ; for he himself was '

of the

country of Cyprus,' and may well have burned

to communicate the consolations of the Gospel to

his own people.

c Acts xi. 25. < Acts xv. 31. e Acts iv. 36.
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The words of the text remind us of another

part of the history of Barnabas. When St. Paul

and he went on their first journey, they took

with them 'John, whose surname was Mark,'

to be 'their minister.' He must have been a

very young man
; being the son of that Mary,

whose dwelling was at Jerusalem, the sister of

Barnabas. This youth, for whatever reason, at

the end of a little while, shrank from the toils

of the Apostolic journey; and leaving the two

Saints to proceed alone through Pamphylia, re

turned to Jerusalem, as one may fancy, to his

Mother's house. The sacred narrative is so

concise, that the fact of his desertion is all we

learn
;

and it seems fairest to ascribe it to

cowardice, to disgust at the perils and hard

ships of such a journey performed at such a

time. Certain it is that he speedily repented :

for when Paul and Barnabas were about to

commence their second journey, he was desirous

to attend them. St. Paul however now rejected

his services. Not so Barnabas. To what ex

tent he was influenced therein by partiality for

his sister's child, it is impossible to say. But

after all the other indications of character, already

particularized, it seems only reasonable to behold

the
'

son of consolation' in the staunch partizan
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of Mark, on this occasion, also. He even sepa

rated himself from St. Paul, leaving him to travel

alone, rather than be a participator in that un

compromising severity which could reject the

services of a repenting brother.
' The conten

tion/ (we read,) 'was so sharp between them,

that they departed asunder one from the other :

and so Barnabas took Mark, and sailed to Cy

prus ;' (to Cyprus, observe, a second time ;)

' and

Paul chose Silas.'

That Mark deserved the kindness and con

fidence of Barnabas, we cannot doubt. A pas

sage in one of St. Paul's Epistles (the second

to Timothy) proves it. We learn therefrom that

the great Apostle was reconciled at last to the

youthful disciple ; in whom he found a faithful

and active adherent. Mark, (he says,) 'is pro
fitable to me for the ministry'.' Elsewhere, he

calls him his 'fellow-worker unto the Kingdom
of GOD ;' and declares that he had been '

a com

fort unto him g
.' This shews that Barnabas, who

had adopted the gentler course towards Mark,
had adopted the wiser course also. He formed

the kinder, and (as it proved) the truer, opinion

concerning his sister's son. What might pos

sibly have resulted from his severity, added to

1 2 Tim. iv. 11. * Col. iv. 11.
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that of St. Paul, can only be conjectured. This

at least is certain, that the son of consolation,

when he chose to take Mark with him, was

leaning to the side of Love, and found no cause,

in the end, to repent of his choice. He bore

with human Infirmity, and he found therein his

reward. A present reward, for his tenderness

was immediately a consolation to one afflicted,

penitent heart
; (and shall we doubt to himself

also ?) a future reward, for he lived to see the

great Apostle of the Gentiles reconciled to his

nephew; who was in turn a help and a conso

lation to him.

And surely, the lesson we gather from all this,

wants neither point nor clearness. Consideration

and forbearance, a longing desire to minister

peace and joy wherever he went, these seem to

have been the qualities which shone out most

brightly in St. Barnabas. "We shall remember

to stir up these gifts in ourselves, if we possess

them in any degree already ; to labour for their

attainment, if we are as yet strangers to them
;

would we be followers of that Apostle whom
the Spirit has designated as

' a good man / that

Apostle who by the special direction of the same

Spirit was selected to attend St. Paul on his first

Ministerial Journey ;

' the son of consolation.'
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But chiefly it may be suggested, (in order to

narrow the ground somewhat, and to give greater

definiteness to the teaching of this bright exam

ple,) that the bearing with human Infirmity is

a grace particularly becoming in beings like our

selves. It does but little suit our own imbe

cility of purpose, our irregular strivings after

goodness, our inconstancy, our long fits of cold

ness, our occasional falls, to judge harshly of

others : to visit the full measure of retribution

upon them : to anticipate the sentence of a higher

tribunal. Of course, we do not advocate that

lax morality, so popular in the present day,

which refuses to recognise the immutable bar

riers of right and wrong ;
which seeks to merge

all differences
;
and would persuade itself, and

others, that the great questions which are now

convulsing the very framework of society, are,

after all, mere questions about words. No. They
are questions about things; things worth dy

ing for. It is a very shallow, very paltry phi

losophy, a very spurious, very worthless form of

Charity, which would persuade men that we all

( mean the same thing ;' that we disagree only in

terms : when, in truth, we mean things wholly

different, and are at variance about the funda

mental verities of the Faith. But quite a distinct
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matter is now before us. Allusion is made to

human failings ;
to acts encountered in our pri

vate experience ;
to individual misconduct

;
to

signs of personal infirmity .... A man has been

guilty of what we regard as an act of moral

cowardice : or he has been betrayed into warm,

or even injurious, expressions : or we have de

tected him in some flagrant inconsistency : or,

(what is more probable,) his conduct seems to

admit only of an unfavourable construction. In

all these cases, and in the like of these, the

teaching of this day's Festival may well reprove,

check, warn, guide us. To lean to the side of

Mercy : to be always hopeful, always trustful,

always indulgent, is the plain duty of weak, in

constant, inconsistent, erring men. It is the duty
of such as we are, evermore to bear with infir

mity : yea, to believe all things, hope all things,

endure all things, until the cause of Truth itself

is endangered; until Faith and Hope can dis

charge their Divine office no longer; until Pa

tience would be worse than weakness, and In

dulgence almost a crime.
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THE TRAINING OF SAINTS.

ST. LUKE i. 80.

And the child grew, and waxed strong in- spirit, and was

in the deserts till the day of his shewing unto Israel.

WHEN we look closely into the history of the

Saints of either Testament, and examine \vith

critical attention the short records of their lives,

many circumstances flowing certainly out of the

sacred narrative, though not recorded there
; or, if

recorded, occupying a very subordinate place in the

story ;
strike us with great astonishment. Few

things perhaps surprise us more than the dis

covery that a considerable history was all trans

acted in a short space of time
;
and that a far

larger period is passed over without a single word

of comment. Thus, how little are we told of the

long space of one hundred and twenty years

during which Noah,
' a preacher of righteousness/

was engaged in the construction of the Ark:

while riot a syllable is recorded of his five-hun

dred years of life which went before ! Jacob's
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twenty years spent in Laban's service, are all de

scribed in a few verses. The forty years of pre

paration, at the end of which Moses was judged

fit to conduct GOD'S people out of Egypt, are

all dismissed in a yet briefer space. St. Paul's

sojourn in Arabia is a mystery, once hinted at
;

never described at all. During these periods,

each of the Saints already named was under

going that process of training which fitted him,

eventually, to serve GOD in his generation ; to

fulfil the works which GOD had provided for

each to do.

In like manner, St. John Baptist, whose Festival

we this day celebrate, and concerning whom we

seem to know so much, comes actively before us

for a surprisingly short space of time. Who
would suppose that out of his thirty-three years

of life, thirty were spent in the wilderness
; and

two in prison ? Yet such was certainly the case !

Let us briefly review his history; and then

gather up the obvious lesson which it supplies.

The circumstances of his birth are related in

the Gospel, greatly in detail : his miraculous

conception ;
his name bestowed by direct com

mand of GOD
;
the unbelief of Zacharias, and his

consequent dumbness
;
the inspired hymn, which

was the first use to which his returning power of
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speech was applied, and which forms part of our

daily Service ;
the mysterious directions which

were given respecting the wondrous child
;

to

gether with the summary of his infancy, youth,

and manhood, contained in the text, are fami

liar to us all. We read besides that his meat

was locusts, (an insect recognised in the Law as

an article of food 3
,) and wild honey: and it is

recorded of him that
'

the same John had his

raiment of camel's hair, and a leathern girdle

about his loins ;' by which brief intimation, the

Evangelist St. Matthew clearly informs us of a

truth which our SAVIOUR declared in express

words
; namely, that this was '

Elias, which was

for to corneV the dress of the Tishbite being

described in the very same words in the Old

Testament .

The representations of painters have so effec

tually familiarized our minds with the notion of

the Infant SAVIOUR associated with His Fore

runner, that it is with difficulty that we admit

the probable truth that St. John never beheld

our LORD until he saw Him coming to him for

Baptism. How brief was that interview, and

how full of heavenly joy ! Too familiar surely

are we grown with the mysterious description
' Lev. xi. 22. b St. Matth. xi. 14. e 2 Kings i. 8.
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of what occurred, if we can recall the incident

without a thrill of wonder and admiration :

the opened Heavens, the descent of the SPIRIT,

the Divine Voice ! Forthwith they separated ;

and there is no reason for supposing that they

ever met again. For about six months, as it

may be thought, the Baptist had been prepar

ing the way of CHRIST. At the end of about

six months more, he was cast by Herod into the

prison of Machaerus, a dungeon on the confines

of Herod's territory ;
and there he lay for two

years. The fearless witness which led to his

imprisonment, we may but allude to in passing ;

duly observing, however, that the Church brings

the circumstance into prominent notice by its

marked allusion in the Collect for the present

Festival. And here we are touching upon a

story wherein the whole mystery of iniquity is

enfolded. Consider only the steps by which

Herod was led to command the Baptist's murder !

At first, he loved to hear him preach. Unprin

cipled as he was, he loved to listen while the

stern Baptist denounced wickedness, and pre

pared the way of CHRIST : nay, he even did

many things in compliance with his lofty teach

ing. Rebuked at last for his guilty union with

his brother's wife, he is suddenly transformed into
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a persecutor. Yet, even so, he retained his re

gard for John, and was careful to ensure his

safety. He 'kept him safe
d
,' when Herodias

would have destroyed him. At last, surprised at

a banquet with a request which he had wickedly

pledged himself beforehand to grant, he is found

to give orders that the Baptist shall be beheaded !

.... But we turn from this terrible history to

the subject more immediately before us : from

Herod the Tetrarch, to John the Baptist.

We have stated every circumstance but one in

his recorded history. Nothing has been said about

his mission of two Disciples to CHRIST, with the

inquiry,
' Art Thou He that should come, or do

\ve look for another?' This may be thought to

have been done for the confirmation of the Bap
tist's faith

;
not for the removal of his doubt. He

perhaps wished for comfort in his confinement.

Light had come into the World; and he was

debarred from walking in that light ; even from

beholding it. He longed therefore for a ray to

gild the darkness of his prison-house ;
and where

should he seek it but at the fountain of Light ?

The entire incident, (with which we may well

conclude our review of the Baptist's History,)

reminds us piteously of the gloom in which the
*

St. Mark vi. 20,
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last two years of his life were passed ;
and brings

us back, in the most striking manner, to the self

same class of thoughts as were suggested at the

outset
; namely, the marvellous training of GOD'S

Saints
;

the unexpected tenor of their lives ;
the

strange process of preparation to which Divine

Love has ever seen fit to subject them, before

sending them out on their mighty errands, and

receiving them up to Glory.

John Baptist, then, prepared the way of CHRIST

for a single year ;
it may be, even for less. The

work which he was called upon to perform in the

World was soon ended
; (as doubtless it could

have been entirely dispensed with, had GOD so

willed ;) but the preparation for it was long and

laborious. In the deserts, that is, the unfre

quented parts of Judaea; apart from what is

called society, and remote from all the haunts

of men ;
the youthful Nazarite grew up to man

hood. Here was formed that stern character

which could afterwards defy alike the seductions

and the terrors of the Tetrarch's court. Here it

was that
'

the child grew, and waxed strong in

spirit, and was .... till the day of his shewing
unto Israel.'

And the lesson which seems to flow out of all

this, if read aright, is one of the loftiest kind ;
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and addresses itself to every age. It reminds us,

first, that every part of our earthly career is prepa

ratory to something higher and better
;

it reminds

us also that on no great work may we presume to

enter without a season of lengthened and labo

rious training. The analogies which meet us on

every side, in illustration of this, would be deemed

striking, were they less familiar. How prolonged,

for instance, is the period of preparation for the

active business of life ! how much of drudgery
must be gone through before men are fit to en

ter on any lofty calling ! And is not a hint here

given us that there must be something loftier

yet, for which all the complicated machinery of

this life is intended; and to which its adapta
tions are doubtless exquisite? Who sees not

that besides the training of thirty long years

which fitted the Baptist to prepare MESSIAH'S

way, the two years in the prison of Machaerus

were required in addition, to fit and prepare him

yet further for the destiny which awaited him in

Heaven ? . . . Then let us believe that so it ever

is, in the case of those whom GOD calls to be

Saints. It will furnish the only clue to many
a perplexing problem, that we keep this truth

constantly before our hearts. What else, indeed,

is taught us by the example of CHRIST Himself;
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who,
'

though He were a Son, yet learned obedi

ence by the things which He suffered ?'
' For

it became Him, for whom are all things, and by
whom are all things, in bringing many sons

unto Glory, to make the Captain of their Salva

tion perfect through sufferings
6/

e
Heb. v. 8 : i. 10.
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ST. MATTHEW xvi. 15, 16.

lie saith unto them, But whom say ye that I am ? And
Simon Peter answered and said, Thou art the CHRIST,

Ike SON of the living GOD.

IN various degrees of detail do we find the

Apostles of tlie LAMB pourtrayed to us in the

rospel. Of some, (as St. Simon and St. Jude,)

we read almost nothing; so that, when their

Festivals come round, we scarcely know what

to say about them. Of others, (as St. Peter and

St. John,) we read much
;

so much, that the

difficulty lies altogether in the selection of ma
terials. The recorded incidents in which Simon

Peter was concerned, are surprisingly numerous.

Let us, in the briefest manner, pass them in re

view, before we proceed to offer any remarks

upon the character of the great Apostle himself.

Simon, the son of Jonas and brother of An

drew, was of Bethsaida in Galilee. Fishermen

by calling, his brother and he had associated

H. D. K 12-
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themselves in partnership, (mysterious to relate,)

with James and John, the sons of Zebedee. All

four had left their nets at the preaching of John

the Baptist, and become his disciples : a mar

vellous proof of their earnestness in the matter

of religion, truly ! To this circumstance they owed

their early knowledge of the REDEEMER'S person,

and their call to the discipleship of CHRIST.

Though not the first called, a certain pre

cedence in rank in the Apostolic body Simon

seems to have enjoyed from the very beginning :

a precedence, however, which involved no kind

of authority over the rest, as the whole course

of the sacred narrative abundantly proves. He
was singled out on more than one occasion for

special honour : twice receiving from the lips of

his Divine Master the name of
' RockV With

St. John, St. James, and St. Andrew, he sat on

the Mount of Olives and heard our SAVIOUR

predict the fall of Jerusalem, and the signs of

His final Coming
b

. With St. John and St. James,

he was the chosen witness of the raising of Ja'irus'

daughter ,
of the Transfiguration

d
,

and of our

LORD'S Agony in the Garden 6
. With St. John,

St. John i. 42. St. Matth. xvi. 18. b St. Mark xiii. 3.

St. Mark v. 37. d
St. Matth. xvii. 1.

St. Matth. xxiv. 37 and 40.
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lie prepared the Paschal Supper
f

;
and ran to

the Sepulchre after the Resurrection of CHRIST g
.

On him, our SAVIOUR promised to build His

Church h
: with him, was content to pay tri

bute 1

: to him, vouchsafed an appearance on the

first Easter-day
k

. He was permitted to walk

on the water to come to CHRIST 1

; he seems to

have furnished His Divine Master with a horne
m

;

at the first miraculous draught of fishes, he was

called to Apostleship
n

;
at the second, he drew

the net himself to land . Him it was whom
CHRIST commanded earnestly to feed His flock;

arid to whom He predicted the manner of Death

which awaited him, and whereby he should

glorify GOD
P

.

Then, besides all these glorious incidents, we

cannot forget the many occasions on which

Simon Peter comes prominently forward. He
is indeed ever the most conspicuous, ever the

most ready one. When hearts are failing, he

is foremost with protestations of fidelity and

love q
: in the near prospect of danger, he

' St.Luke xxii. 8. * St. John xx. 2.
h St.Matth. xvi. 18.

! StMatth. xvii. 24 to 26. k
St. Luke xxiv. 34. 1 Cor. xv. 5.

1 St. Matth. xiv. 28 to 31. m St. Mark i. 29. St. Luke iv. 38.

" St. Luke v. 10. St.Johnxxi.il. p St.John xxi. 15 to 19.

i St. John vi. 66 to 68.
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alone employs the language of forward zeal
r

:

during the Last Supper, he alone arrests at

tention when the SAVIOUR washes the Disciples'

feet
3

. Amid the crowd who come to lay hands

upon the Holy One, who but Peter draws the

sword, and would have cleft the servant of the

High Priest in twain, if he could'? The first to

enter the Grave of his risen Master ,
he was also

the first to rush towards Him when he beheld

Him standing on the shore of the Lake x
. Of

two recorded cases of raising the dead, after our

LORD'S Ascension, one was the act of St. Peter y
;

and it seems to be intimated in a certain place,

that his very shadow, as he passed by, was not

without benefit to the sick who lay in the

streets
2
. Lastly, the account of his miraculous

release from prison by the instrumentality of

an Angel, forms the subject of the Epistle for

to-day.

It becomes almost superfluous to observe, even

after so cursory a review of the Apostle's his

tory, that an earnest temper was his especial cha

racteristic. That such a disposition is acceptable

r
St. Matth. xvi. 22 : xxvi. 33 and 35. St. John xviii. 10.

St. John xiii. 6 to 9, and 24, 36, 37. '
St. John xviii. 10.

St. John xx. 2 to 19.
x

St. John xxi. 3. ' Acts ix. 36.
1 Acts V. 15.
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in GOD'S sight, we know full well.
'

I know thy

works/ (said CHRIST concerning the Angel or

Bishop of the Church of the Laodiceans,)
'
that

thou art neither cold nor hot : I would thou

wert cold or hot. So then because thou art

lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will spue

thee out of My mouth*.' Accordingly, in all

GOD'S chiefest Saints traces of this disposition

are to be found. Jacob was characterized by

nothing so much as his burning anxiety to in

herit the promised Birthright and Blessing,

which profane Esau '

despised.' We are never

suffered to forget that Moses was by nature of

a fiery spirit. Joshua, the captain of the armies

of Israel, was the strenuous executor of GOD'S

commands to the very last. David's zeal and

earnestness are perhaps the most striking feature

in his character, from youth to old age. The

Disciple of Love, it may be thought, was a very

different kind of person from what is commonly

imagined. Was it not he who would have called

down fire from Heaven on the Samaritans who

refused to receive CHRIST*? and forbade a

stranger to cast out devils in CHRIST'S Name ?

and on whom CHRIST Himself bestowed the title

Rev. iii. 15, 16.
b
St. Luke ix.*54.

St. Luke ix. 49.
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of a
'

son of Thuncler
d

?' But St. Paul, more

than any other person, recommends himself to

attention on the ground of forward zeal. Those

who speak of his
'

Conversion,' as if it were a

change wrought in the character of a great sinner,

whereby he became a great Saint, know not

what they say. He was converted, indeed
;
but

it was the conversion of a zealous persecutor of

the Church into a zealous preacher of the Gospel.

His zeal was no new quality : it did but receive

a new direction. His earnestness in GOD'S ser

vice was no new gift, following upon his Con

version : but an old and misapplied gift which

was now, for the first time, guided to its lawful

purpose. He was a chosen vessel in GOD'S

sight, because he was so earnest in his endea

vours to please GOD.

Let this then be the abiding thought sug

gested by the character of Simon Peter : namely,

that he is a great example of strenuous, earnest,

hearty zeal. Grace knows nothing of weak en

deavours
;
a divided heart ; a lukewarm service.

Many have been the shortcomings of GOD'S

servants in every age ;
but indifference, insin

cerity, coldness, self-seeking, reluctance, these

have never been their characteristics in any de-

d
St. Mark iii. 17.
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gree. These qualities, and the like of these,

have been the attributes of the Esaus, the Ba

laams, the Achans, the Sauls : of men like Pilate,

and Judas Iscariot, and Simon Magus, and the

rest.

The picture would be incomplete were we to

omit to notice its sadder aspect. Simon Peter, as

he is our bright example, so is he our tremendous

warning also. Even amid his proudest successes,

we are reminded that he was a weak and sinful

man ; prone to err like ourselves : upheld only

by the Divine Arm, and sure to fall the instant

that Divine Arm failed to sustain him. What is

much to be noted, and wherein his example
becomes particularly instructive, his falls were

the very consequence of his zeal : so that we are

reminded that characters like his are exposed to

very peculiar dangers also; that, from pleasing

GOD, to becoming an offence unto Him, the pas

sage is short and easy. Thus Simon asked leave to

come to CHRIST on the water, but he straightway
'

began to sink 6
:' and he confessed the Divinity

of CHRIST, so as to win a blessing, but the very
next instant he was rebuked as

' Satan f
:' and his

zeal on CHRIST'S behalf made him almost a

man-slayer
g

: and after repeated protestations that

St. Matth. xiv. 30. f
St. Matth. xvi. 23. * St. John xviii. 10

ta
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he was ready to die for CHRIST, lie was the one

thrice to deny,
'

cursing and swearing/ that he

had knowledge even of CHRIST'S person ! . . .

Shall not such a history teach the proud, Hu

mility ;
and make the most confident, afraid ?

GOD, of His mercy, make us bold without rash

ness ; zealous without self-confidence
; earnest

without intemperance ;
faithful in His service,

without falls which endanger Salvation !

12*
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THE RACE SOON RUN.

ACTS xii. 1, 2.

Herod the King stretched forth his hands to vex certain

&f the Church. And he killed James the brother of
John with the sword.

CONCERNING the great Saint whose Festival

we keep to-day, we know surprisingly little. A
very few, but those very striking, particulars are

recorded : and in one respect his history differs

from that of every other Apostle ; namely, that it

does not travel out of the sacred record, and ex

tend onwards indefinitely; but the account of

his death is contained in the Book of the Acts.

Thus, the outline of his history, however imper

fect, is clearly, and even sharply, marked.

James, the elder brother of St. John, and son

of Zebedee, was a partner of Simon and Andrew.

These four Saints are found to have forsaken their

trade on the Sea of Galilee in order to attend

upon the preaching of the Baptist. So memo
rable an indication of earnestness deserves to be
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dwelt upon ;
for it may help to put in its true

light a matter concerning which so many rash

things have been written and spoken. The call

of these men to Apostleship did not find them

careless in the matter of their salvation
;
much

less, hardened and impenitent. But the higher

privilege of being Disciples of CHRIST, was grant

ed to men who had already made proof of their

zeal by becoming disciples of His Forerunner.

The call of St. James belongs to the earliest

page of the Gospel. St. Andrew and St. John,

being directed by the Baptist to recognise in

JESUS of Nazareth,
' the LAMB of GOD,' of An

drew it is related that
* he first findeth his own

brother Simon, and saith unto him, We have

found the MESSIAS*.' Both St. John and he

had passed a long summer's day
b
with the SA

VIOUR, and they were captivated by what they
had heard and seen. But the very record that

Andrew 'first' found his brother, besides the

fact which it expressly states, seems clearly to

reveal two others
; namely, that St. John had

gone with equal zeal, (though with unequal suc

cess,) to find his brother James
; and that shortly

St. John i. 41.
b From ten in the morning : not ' two hours before night,' as

in the margin of St. John i. 39.
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after Simon had been brought to CHRIST by St.

Andrew, James was led into the same Divine

presence by St. John. These inferences seem

unavoidable. We conclude therefore that he

was the fourth who was called to Apostleship ;

and we believe that we may thus reckon on his

presence with our LORD from the very beginning
of His Ministry.

The occasions on which he comes prominently

forward, (as already stated,) are few in number,

but they are very striking. In company with

St. John and St. Peter, he witnessed the raising

from death of Jairus' daughter ,
our LORD'S

Transfiguration*
1

,
and His Agony in the Gar

den 6
. In conjunction with his brother John,

St. James is found to have proposed that the in

hospitable Samaritans should be destroyed by fire

from Heaven f

;
a proposal which brought upon

its authors the well-known rebuke of the Prince

of Peace. But the most memorable occasion on

which these two great Saints come before us is

that which furnishes the Gospel for the Day ;

namely, the occasion when their Mother, Salome,

requested for them8
, and they for themselves re-

c St. Mark v. 37. d
St. Matth. xvii. 1.

e
St. Matth. xxvi. 37 and 40. '

St. Luke ix. 54.

8 St. Matthew xx. 20.
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quested, that they might sit, one on the Right

Hand of CHRIST, and the other on His Left, in

His Glory. 'But JESUS said unto them, Ye

know not what ye ask : can ye drink of the cup

that I drink of? and be baptized with the bap

tism that I am baptized with? And they said

unto Him, We can. And JESUS said unto them,

Ye shall indeed drink of the cup that I drink of;

and with the baptism that I am baptized withal

shall ye be baptized : but to sit on My right

hand and on My left hand is not Mine to give ;

save to them for whom it is prepared
11
.' ....

When to all this we have added that St. James,

like his brother, was present at the concluding
scene of St. John's Gospel

1

, it is presumed that we

have stated all that is recorded concerning an Apo-
tles who was second in distinction to none but

St. Peter and St. John.

It is related by the Evangelist St. Mark, con

cerning James and John, that CHRIST ' surnamed

them Boanerges ; which is, the sons of Thun

der 1

'.' The circumstance is remarkable; and

seems to have filled the minds of this pair of

brothers with the conviction that a mighty des

tiny awaited them
; of which indeed their two

h St. Mark x. 38 to 40. l
St. John xxi. 2.

k
St. Mark iii. 17.
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requests, already noticed, may be accepted as a

proof. We are grateful to the Evangelist for his

interpretation of a name which, without his aid,

we should have been unable to understand : for

Soan-erges means literally sons of shaking ; and

it is to the SPIRIT that we owe the assurance

that the violent trembling, commotion, or shak

ing specially implied is that to which we give the

name of Thunder. This discovery, in fact, suggests

that we must look to something beyond the fiery

temper of the sons of Zebedee for the reason of

this remarkable appellation. It seems to contain

an allusion to those words of the prophet Haggai,
' Yet once, it is a little while, and I will shake

the Heavens, and the Earth, and the Sea, and

the dry Land; and I will shake all nations
1

/

St. Paul is found to apply these words of the

prophet to the preaching of the Gospel; and it

seems to be implied by our LORD, when He
called James arid John Boanerges, that those

Brothers were destined to prove chief instru

ments in the mighty work of the Gospel : that,

like Thunder, their inspired preaching was to

bear down all opposition ;
to shake the nations,

and to change the very aspect of Society.

Very remarkable is it to connect with such a

1

Haggai ii. 6, 7.
m Hebr. xii. 26.
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prophetic intimation of the destiny which was in

store for James and John, the actual subsequent

history of those two great Saints. More remark

able yet is the manner in which the express

prediction was fulfilled of CHRIST'S Cup to be

tasted, and CHRIST'S bloody Baptism to be ex

perienced, by them in their own persons. In

the one case, (that of the Evangelist,) the period

of service was prolonged far beyond the term of

life usually allotted to Man. In purpose and

will, indeed, St. John was a Martyr ; but he

went to the grave, eventually, in peace. In the

other case, (that of St. James,) an abrupt ter

mination of his hopes and fears, his labours in

the cause of the Gospel and of CHRIST, was occa

sioned by the civil sword. His conspicuous zeal

provoked the rage of the first royal persecutor oi

the Church; so that he drank literally of his

Divine Master's Cup, and by the sword of Herod

Agrippa was baptized with His baptism of blood.

He was the first of the Apostles to reach the

Heavenly goal, as St. John was the last. And
the fate of this pair of Brethren seems to shew

that
*
there are various modes of drinking the

Cup of CHRIST, and being baptized even with

that baptism with which He was finally baptized.'

But the history of St. James, like that of the
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Forerunner, chiefly forces upon us the reflexion

that the race of GOD'S Saints is not to be esti

mated by an ordinary human standard. CHRIST

has a work for each to do
; and, (if we may reve

rently say it,) as He Himself finished the Great

Work of the New Creation in three short years,

it may very well happen that at the end of a far

shorter period it may please Him to dispense

with the services of any of His faithful soldiers,

and to take them to Himself.

And this thought may perhaps be transferred,

without violence, to the annals of our private

experience ;
and furnish us with a clue, (may we

not add, with a topic of consolation?) under

many a mysterious bereavement. It seems to us

strange, and it surely is a marvel, that men and

women in their prime, or persons approaching
the period of maturity, or young children, or

little creatures in their tender infancy, that

these should be often abruptly snatched away ;

taken, when they leave behind them desolate

hearts, and streaming eyes ; perhaps empty house

holds, and the ruined hopes of a whole family.

That these dispensations are often intended as

chastisements to the survivors, messages of

Love, sent to those who, it may be, would heed

no other message, this we are at all times ready
135
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enough to admit. Shall we not sometimes fur

ther open our hearts to the comfortable thought
that the race, however brief, may yet have been

fully run ? that the spirit may have been per

fected, although in an incredibly short space of

time ? that the allotted work may have been ac

complished, although the bud of life has scarcely

yet expanded into a blossom ? and that wonder

ing Angels may have already carried away the

subject of so many tears to the enjoyment of an

imperishable crown ?
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ST. JOHN i. 47.

Jjssi's saw Nathanael coming to Him, and saith of him,

Behold an Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile !

THERE can be little or no doubt that the Apo
stle whom the three first Evangelists call Bartho

lomew, is the same person whom St. John men

tions by the name of Nathanael. That St. John,

in the last seven verses of his opening chapter, is

describing the call of an Apostle, cannot well be

questioned ; and the manner in which he intro

duces the same Nathanael at the close of his

Gospel, is enough to prove that he was one of

the Twelve. It will be found that he must per

force have been either St. Simon or St. Bartho

lomew
; and, (as already observed,) there can be

little doubt that he was the latter of these two.

It would have been agreeable to find this con

jecture supported by the appointed service for

the day, by the Collect, the Epistle, or the

Gospel for the present Festival : but the Church

H. D. T m
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is silent, and we are left to interpret her silence

in whatever way we please.

Bartholomew, then, seems to have been the

sixth person who was added to the Apostolic

Body, having been brought into our SAVIOUR'S

presence by Philip. He was of Cana of Galilee
a

;

and, from the manner of his introduction, he

was evidently known to Philip already, though

Philip 'was of Bethsaida, the city of Andrew

and Peter/
'

Philip findeth Nathaniel, and

saith unto him, We have found Him, of whom
Moses in the Law, and the Prophets, did write,

JESUS of Nazareth, the son of Joseph. And
Nathan ael said unto him, Can there any good

thing come out of Nazareth ? Philip saith unto

him, Come and see. JESUS saw Nathanael

coming to Him, and saith of him, Behold an

Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile ! Na
thanael saith unto Him, Whence knowest Thou

me ? JESUS answered and said unto Him, Be

fore that Philip called thee, when thou wast

under the fig-tree, I saw thee. Nathanael an

swered and saith unto Him, Rabbi, Thou art

the SON of GOD
; Thou art the King of Israel.

JESUS answered and said unto him, Because

I said unto thee, I saw thee under the fig-tree,

St. John xxi. 2.
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believest thou? thou slialt see greater tilings

than these. And He saith unto him, Verily,

verily, I say unto you, Hereafter ye shall see

Heaven open, and the Angels of GOD ascending

and descending upon the Son of ManY . . . Thus

Philip brought his friend Nathanael to CHRIST
;

a circumstance which seems to explain why St.

Matthew, St. Mark, and St. Luke, all agree in

mentioning the names of
'

Philip and Bartho

lomew' together.

We have inserted this interesting passage, at

length, because it may be said to exhibit all that

is known concerning Nathanael or Bartholomew.

The one attribute which it seems to fasten on

the Apostle is certainly that of Guilelessness :

and, in what follows, it shall be our business to

dwell briefly on the privileges of such a character

as is here set before us.

Before every other blessing, there seems to

attach to the guileless man the blessedness of

being able and willing to believe. We do not

speak of credulity ; or even of a proneness to

believe on insufficient evidence. We speak of

a readiness and willingness to accept Divine

Truth on sufficient evidence ; sufficient, we

mean, in the sight of GOD, and the true nature

b
St. John i. 44 to 51.
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of the case; which may yet seem very insuf

ficient evidence, however, in the eyes of the

generality of mankind. Guilelessness, we say,

seems to brighten the intellectual eye, and to

improve the judgment. Men of guile may ridi

cule this notion, if they will, view the guileless

character with contempt or with pity, and sup

pose themselves wondrous cunning and clear

sighted : but those who have been better taught,

know that the boasted wisdom of these men is

foolishness, their fancied superiority, a deceit.

It is their curse to doubt when they ought to

believe; to yield willing belief where they

ought to be incredulous. They scorn, when

they ought to adore : they prostrate their in

tellects before evidence at which they might well

be scornful.

The evidence which is found to have drawn

from Nathanael that prompt and hearty confes

sion which shewed that he accepted Philip's

statement, and believed that he stood in MES
SIAH'S presence, was, to all appearance, of the

most slender and inconclusive kind. A very

secret incident, (and, it may be, a very beautiful

one,) seems alluded to. How Nathanael had

been employed as he sat under the fig-tree,

'before that Philip called him/ must for ever
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remain a mystery. Doubtless, his had been

some very holy occupation, and his fancied

secrecy at the time, had doubtless been exces

sive. It may be, that no eye except the eye of

Him to whom 'the darkness and the light are

both alike,' could, by possibility, have descried

him. To find the occupation of that hour, so

recent, so secret, so sacred, appealed to by the

Stranger ;
and to be greeted with the solemn as

surance that His eye had been upon Nathanael

all the while
; this it was which seems to have

brought conviction at once to his heart. The

evidence was doubtless complete, even as we find

that it was conclusive': but it was of a very

peculiar and personal kind, and such as some

would presume to call unsatisfactory.

And this reminds us of the doubt which even

an ingenuous mind might raise, on a review of

the subject before' us. It might be asked,
' What security has the guileless man against de

ception ? Does he not run a very imminent risk

of being misled and deluded ?' . . . In what re

mains of the present discourse, some reply shall

be attempted to the supposed question.

It is not impossible that the guileless may
sometimes be imposed upon ;

but guilelessness

is not the same thing as folly, or silly weakness ;
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nor is it to be confused therewith. A man

may have the wisdom of the serpent; and yet

be a very guileless person.

Let it be freely granted, however, that men

without guile are liable to be sometimes deceived

and misled. There are perhaps worse things in

the World than being occasionally so duped.

They may think a certain hypocrite sincere ;
a

certain impostor a genuine character; and be

abundantly pitied accordingly. "Whether they

want this pity, is another question.

But we venture to assert that persons of the

character we have been supposing, pass through
life with a degree of security, to which persons

of an opposite class are wholly strangers. How
it happens, we presume not to say ;

but all must

have certainly observed, many a time, how the

blow which seems equally aimed at two persons,

strikes only one, and for some unexplained rea

son glances harmlessly past the other. It is as

if an unseen arm were extended to protect the

weaker nature, the nature which is least care

ful to protect itself. The proposals of dishonest

persons often entrap the boasted man of the

World, in spite of his supposed knowledge of

business, and shrewdness in the concerns of Life :

the guileless man escapes. He makes use of a
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dm pier logic, and applies a less artificial test ;

but the end of the matter is that he remains

secure. In society, the poisoned arrow which

some one had maliciously let
fly,

and the descent

of which all dreaded, alights at last on the most

forward, the most conspicuous ; or, it may be,

on him who made the most marked endeavours

to escape it. How some guileless one, who to

all appearance stood directly in its way, re

mained uninjured, it is hard to explain. The

prompt and scheming, the bold and confident,

the artful and (in his own conceit) wise, goes

forth to make security more sure ;
but he fails,

or he mistakes, or he finds not ; and he returns

at last disappointed. He who remains behind,

intent on the guileless performance of some

lowly duty, or prevented by some humble ob

stacle from taking a more active course, this

man is often even found out by the thing he

wished for. His guilelessness is, in fact, his

guile ;
his openness is his security ; his weak

ness is his strength. His nature is childlike,

and he partakes largely in the privilege which

Childhood enjoys of being secure.

This shah
1

suffice concerning the character of

Nathanael, that
'

Israelite indeed,' in whom
our SAVIOUR, (who 'knew what was in man,')
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declared that there was ' no guile !' . . . How

lovely a character is thus drawn in outline, as it

were, by a single touch : how large a history is

summed up in a single word ! And is it not a

very striking circumstance that the reward of -a

spirit thus guileless and believing is discovered

to be the promise of a larger revelation, and yet

more 'infallible proofs?' 'Because I said unto

thee, I saw thee under the fig-tree, believest

thou ? thou shalt see greater things than these/

Accordingly, the native place of Nathanael be

comes the scene of the Water made Wine, in

the very next chapter; while he enjoys the

further promise that
'

hereafter he shall see Hea

ven open, and the Angels of GOD ascending and

descending upon the Son of Man.'
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THE LIFE ABOVE THE CALLING.

ST. MATTHEW ix. 9.

He saw a man, named Matthew, sitting at the receipt <f
custom : and He saith unto him, Follow Me. And he

arose, andfollowed Him.

IN such simple terms does the Apostle and

Evangelist St. Matthew, (whose other name was

Levi,) describe his call to Apostleship.
' A man

named Matthew.' A man whose praise hath

spread throughout all the world
; yea, doubtless,

throughout all the worlds ! A man more famous

in Heaven even than on earth ! For this was he

who was chosen to commit to writing the first of

those four Gospels in which the Church was to

read the history of her SAVIOUR'S Life and Death

and Passion. He was to lead the way for the

others ; and to publish, first of ah
1

, a narrative of

the manner of Man's Redemption ; to describe

those acts and record those sayings which the

very Angels desire to look into with adoring

eyes.

We are apt to think that we know something
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SAINT MATTHEW THE APOSTLE.

of a person, when we possess his writings; but

St. Matthew may almost be said to disappear in

his own work. His name occurs very seldom

indeed
;
and when mention of it is made, no one

would suspect that the blessed writer is speaking

of himself. Once informed of the circumstance,

however, it is obvious to remark with interest on

the spirit in which that reference to himself is

made by the Evangelist. In his enumeration of

the Twelve, he not only mentions his own name

after that of St. Thomas, 'Thomas andMatthew ;'

unlike St. Mark and St. Luke in their respec

tive catalogues, who make the name of
' Matthew'

precede the name of
' Thomas a '

but he alone

mentions the opprobrious trade which himself

pursued until he was called to be an Apostle of

THE LAMB. '

Matthew,' (he says,) 'the Publican*
'

There was humility in all this, certainly.

The only other place where his name is men

tioned is the present ; where his call to Apostle-

ship is recorded rather than described. It would

appear that he presided over the toll-house of

Capernaum : where it was probably his office to

levy some kind of tax or tribute on persons

crossing from the Eastern to the Western side

of the Sea of Galilee. He was actually
'

sitting

St. Mark iii. 18. St. Luke vi. 15. b St. Matth. x. 3.
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at the receipt of custom' when the Voice of

CHRIST sounded in his ears. 'And he arose

and followed Him.
5

Concerning the manner of

an event of which so little is said, we have the

less to offer : but we observe that, with his call,

St. Matthew seems desirous that we should con

nect the Feast which he made in honour of his

LORD and ours, and which he proceeds accord

ingly to relate in the verses which follow.

He begins, 'And it came to pass, as JESUS

sat at meat in the house.* From reading this,

no one could know, for certain, whose house is

meant. St. Mark makes the matter plainer ;
for

he writes,
* And it came to pass, that, as JESUS

sat at meat in his house .' But it is St. Luke

who puts the meaning of the first Evangelist out

of all question; by saying, 'And Levi made

Him a great feast in his own house V St.

Matthew, in fact, wrote as a man writes when

he is speaking of his own home. To him, that

home was '
the house :' the familiar scene of his

toils and pleasures, the house which was his!

But though we can see this, when it is pointed

out to us, it does not strike the mind at first

sight. Nothing, in short, is said to direct our

attention specially to St. Matthew. The very

St. Mark ii. 15.
d

St. Luke v. 29.
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mention of his Feast he only intends, evidently,

in order to introduce our SA.VIOUR, not himself,

to the reader's notice.

On a review of what has thus been offered, it

will perhaps be readily admitted that we scarcely

know enough about St. Matthew from his Gospel,

to venture to form any opinion as to his cha

racter. To dwell on his humility, would perhaps

be unreasonable. The readiness with which, on

receiving our LORD'S summons, 'he arose, and

followed Him,' remarkable as it is, is a trait in

the character of St. Matthew which is common to

others of the Apostles. The Church has noticed

this grace of ready obedience in connexion rather

with the name of St. Andrew.

But there is one reflection growing directly

out of the history which we have been thus

considering, which may well claim a few words
;

namely, the indication, or rather proof, which

St. Matthew's history affords that there is in

the world more of goodness, more of holiness

and the heavenly mind, than we are altogether

inclined to allow. The same lesson is taught us

indeed in countless places of Scripture; espe

cially by such an amazing history as that of the

Blessed Virgin. But we are less prepared for

such a lesson in the case of St. Matthew, than in
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the case of our LORD'S Mother. It is the nature

of a woman's life to cultivate in the shade of

domestic privacy those graces which never court

notice indeed, but which, in their maturity, are

worthy of a heavenly clime. We are prone to

expect, and are prepared to find, saintliness of

character in lowly female life
;
but we are unwill

ing to believe that anything of the kind is to be

found among those of the other sex who frequent

the haunts of trade, and devote themselves to the

pursuit of gain ; especially if they are seen pur

suing a sordid calling. It seems, therefore, to

have xbeen put on record for the purpose of

silencing for ever all those injurious suspicions

which men are so prompt in forming, so reckless

in expressing, that such a character as that of

the Apostle and Evangelist St. Matthew should

have been formed in the uncongenial atmosphere
of a tax-gatherer's office. Accustomed to associate

with men who pursued the same hateful business

as himself; regarded therefore almost as an out

cast from the Commonwealth of Israel ; his very

profession a byword of reproach, (for 'publicans'

are ever named in conjunction with '
sinners ;')

here was one who lived so entirely above his

calling, that he was prepared at a moment's

notice to forsake all, and follow CHRIST !
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SAINT MATTHEW THE APOSTLE.

A few words may not be out of place on the

subject of the Publicans, or rather, a few words

are indispensable, if we would rightly estimate the

value of the example before us. When Judaea

became a Roman province, the conquered people

were of course subjected to the payment of tri

bute. This tribute was not collected by the

Romans directly, but was farmed out to such of

the Jews as chose to undertake the task of levy

ing the hateful impost on their countrymen.

These '
chief Publicans,' (as they were called,) in

turn, had their own inferior officers, who were

perhaps employed by the wealthier class on simi

lar conditions. It is not hard to divine how much

of tyranny, how much of extortion, how much of

unfair dealing, must have prevailed under such

a system; and it is obvious that the faithful

among the nation must have regarded with ab

horrence those apostates from the character and

profession of true Israelites, who consented to

become its instruments. It requires the exercise

of only a little candour, however, to admit that

into the ranks of this hateful class any given

person may have been drawn against his will;

or may have grown up in the exercise of what had

been his father's calling; or the business of a

Publican may have been thrust upon him by
ISO
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some strong domestic claim ;
or again, he may

have adopted the trade by his own free choice,

but have speedily learned to hate it ; and lastly,

(for the supposition is not an unreasonable one,)

there must have been, here and there, honest

Publicans, men, who in spite of strong tempta

tion, and evil example, and corrupt influence, were

still inflexibly honest; scrupulously faithful in

every transaction in which they were engaged.

But we are not at all required to suggest how

it may have happened that the calling of a

Publican was exercised by such an one as St.

Matthew : how the ranks of a hateful body of

men, for the most part dishonest, could supply

one fit to become an Apostle and an Evangelist.

Thefact is all we have to notice, and a truly elo

quent fact it is. It proclaims so important a les

son, and establishes so lofty an inference, that the

preacher's office, after what has gone before, is

rendered well-nigh superfluous.

Learn hence, (it says,) a lesson of charity.

Learn to withhold the censure which would con

demn whole classes of mankind. Be prepared to

find goodness where you least expect it
; and be

not incredulous when you behold some token of a

heavenly mind engaged in a very lowly calling.

There is no more unlovely form of unbelief than
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that which denies those traces of the Maker's

image which are nevertheless clearly discernible

in all but the very worst of His creatures : no

more hopeless breach of charity than his, who

condemns the individual only because of the class

to which he belongs.

Yet more particularly, Learn hence, that even

among those who pursue gainful trades; not

only in the market, but even in the money-mar
ket ; there exist souls above their calling. The

preacher is not so simple as to wish to imply
that such cases are common : in truth, he knows

them to be most seldom met with. But we are

much concerned to prove that they may, and do

occasionally exist, even there
;
and he proves it

by the instance of St. Matthew. Be taught by
that man's bright example to view the dusky
haunts of merchants and traders, the indica

tions of commercial activity and wealth, with

something better than pride; something better

than indulgence. Learn henceforth to regard

them with Christian Ifope also. Who can tell,

(say so to yourself as you thread the mazy tho

roughfare,) Who can tell but what Jthere may
be men like St. Matthew, even here I
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THE MINISTRATION OF THE HOLY ANGELS.

HEBREWS i. 14.

Are they not all ministering Spirits, sentforth to minister

for them who shall be heirs of Salvation ?

IT is scarcely an exaggeration to say that we

walk through life like blind men. We see

something of this lower World ;
but we do not

see the most glorious part of it. A thick cur

tain has been drawn over one part of the Crea

tion of GOD ;
and we have little knowledge, or

rather, we have none, of what there is behind

that veil. Now and then, voices, aye, and

shapes too, have been thought to cross the

barrier which severs the visible from the in

visible. Still oftener have impressions of a spiri

tual kind been felt, and hailed as intimations of

a spiritual presence ;
not the less real because

it happened to be impalpable to the touch, and

invisible to the eye. But into such things we pro

pose not now to enter. What we djaim for our

H.D. X 1W
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province are the express intimations scattered

through the Book of Life, (and that with no

sparing hand,) of an invisible World within this

visible frame. To be yet more precise, we pro

pose to discourse only of that part of GOD'S in

visible Creation which concerns the Holy Angels.

And the reason why we shall confine ourselves

to a few remarks concerning those glorious crea

tures may be gathered from the text. 'Are

they not all ministering Spirits, sent forth to

minister for them who shall be heirs of Salva

tion ?' asks St. Paul. And, of course, the ques

tion is asked triumphantly ;
asked in certainty,

not in doubt. It is as if he had said, Did any
one ever suppose the contrary? Who can deny
that the Angels flre

'
all ministering Spirits ?'

The reason, therefore, why we should dis

course of the Holy Angels, (besides the reason

which this Day's Festival supplies,) is clear

enough. It is because we have so much to do

with them, and they with us : because the Bible

informs us that they and we are connected, in a

very mysterious manner : make up, together, one

great society ;
and are wondrous intimate. This

is the case, indeed, to an extent which, but

for the sure word of Revelation, would have

been deemed altogether incredible. Who, for

m
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instance, would have supposed that a whole peo

ple have been committed to the especial care of

one, Angel of exceeding power acd might? Yet
?P6** , ., i , c',

, ,, TT .
, e

\ve learn this very plainly tyom the History or

Daniel ! ... In the second Book of Samuel,

another wonderful case of Angelic ministration

is brought before us. Seventy thousand men

were slain in Israel
;
and they deemed them

selves, (and truly,) the victims of a Plague ; yet

had an Angel done the deed. It was an Angel
who had been commissioned to go forth and

slay ! .. ..
.A Saint of GOD lies down to sleep

beneath the cold sky, with a stone for his pil

low
;
and behold, above him, friendless as he

seems, a ladder reaching from Earth to Heaven ;

on whose bright stair the Angels of GOD are

ascending and descending all night long ! . . .

Again, a Prophet's life is in peril; (so at least

it seems to mortal view ;) but rend aside the

veil
;
and behold, the mountain is discovered to

be full of horses and chariots of fire round about

Elisha ! . . . Such is the close connexion between

the visible and the invisible Creation of GOD.

In such a way has the Most High required the

strong to minister to the weak ; Angels, ex

celling in strength, to be the messengers of His

wrath, or of His mercy, to mankind.
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Nor let any one imagine that this order of

things has passed away ;-f-that armies of fiery

spirits have ceased to protect the Saints of GOD
;

or that over the slumbers of the just, the heavenly

Host keep watch no longer. The Gospel reveals

new wonders : it dispels none. Fresh light from

Heaven discloses more of the Invisible World,

and acquaints us that we stand towards it in

new and unsuspected relations. Henceforth,

Man's Redemption, which is Man's chief con

cern, is found to be the great theme of Angelic
wonder and rejoicing also. The Church, (we

are informed,) is the appointed means of making
known to the principalities and powers in hea

venly places, the manifold "Wisdom of GOD
therein displayed* : and St. Peter declares that

these are the things which the very Angels de

sire to stoop down and look into : and St.

Paul in a certain place enforces a duty, by ap

pealing to the presence of Angels amid the con

gregation, whereby he seems to intimate that

they take part in our worship : and again,
' We are made a spectacle unto the World and

unto Angels/ he says ; profoundly conscious of

the Cloud of Witnesses which at all times en

compass the path of the Christian soldier, and

Ephes. iii. 10.
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note his sufferings in the cause of CHRIST. How
do all these intimations conspire to shew, thai,

under the Gospel, not only are the ancient ties

of men and Angels preserved, but the visible

and invisible order of creatures are actually

associated in a new and more mysterious union

and fellowship : linked together, like one vast

family, by the mighty bond of a common faith
,

overcome by the same joy, lost in the same

wonder, animated by the same love !

Nor are we left to these indirect and general

statements concerning the holy Angels. Their per

sonal regard for us, and their intimate acquaint

ance with our individual welfare, is again and

#gain set before us. One sinner that repenteth is

declared, and that by the sure word of CHRIST

Himself, to be the subject of rejoicing throughout

the courts of Heaven :

'
there is joy, then, in

the presence of the Angels of GOD/

Two more texts of prime interest and im

portance remain to be specially noticed. One,

regarding children : the other, grown-up persons.

Not to multiply quotations, we will confine our

selves to these two. That which concerns grown

up persons, or rather, that which includes

within its scope persons of mature age, has

been chosen for the text. It sets forth the great
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truth that the office of the Holy Angels is to

minister for the Saints. Not to minister for men,

generally : but for those only of mankind who

shall be heirs of Salvation. Moreover, we are

told that these Angels are sent forth ; that is,

are despatched from the throne of GOD, on

errands of Love and Mercy. This is the occu

pation of them all ; for
' Are they not all minis

tering spirits?' Observe also, that these glo

rious beings minister not only to, but 'for'

those who shall be heirs of Salvation : so that we

are at liberty to refer to their blessed agency

many of those happy coincidences, which we

ascribe in our folly to
'

chance,'
'

luck,' or
'
for

tune :' things which have no real existence, and

are but names, a mere screen, whereby to

hide our ignorance. To them we may owe,

(under GOD, whose servants they are, and at

whose bidding they act !), to their prompt care,

watchfulness, and love, we may owe deliverance

from accident, protection under danger, comfort

able suggestions in time of affliction. Nay,
we gather as much from Scripture.

' The angel

of the LORD encampeth round about them that

fear Him, and delivereth them' And again :

' He
shall give His angels charge over thee to keep
thee in all thy ways : they shall bear thee up in
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their hands, lest thou dash thy foot against a

stone'

The other text alluded to, regards little Chris

tian children. We all know it
;
and a most mys

terious text it is, truly.
' Take heed that ye de

spise not one of these little ones,' (said our LORD

on a certain occasion ;)
'

for I say unto you that

in Heaven their Angels do always behold the

face of My FATHER which is in HeavenV Surely

these are words which yield in preciousness to

no declaration in the Gospel ! In Heaven, (so the

King of Heaven Himself assures us;) in Heaven,

the Angels of little children do always behold

the face of GOD. This text is somewhat trite

perhaps, and but little regarded, yet does it

contain one of the most wonderful disclosures

which is anywhere to be met with, relative to

our connexion with the higher part of GOD'S

Creation. For the terms of it, we need only re

mind you that as, constantly to behold the face of

an earthly King, admission, that is, to the Royal

presence, denotes very exalted earthly rank, and

especial favour, so
'

always to behold the face

of GOD,' implies the highest order, or, if you

please, the most favoured, of the Angels who in

habit the courts of Heaven. Of such, therefore,

b
St. Matthew xviii. 10.
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are little children said to be the peculiar care.

It has been often pointed out that the expression

'little ones' includes all who are little in their

own eyes, all who are possessed of childlike

hearts
;
and so certainly it may, or rather, so,

doubtless, it does : but that it means little chil

dren especially, whatever it may mean besides,

is beyond all possibility of question, for the

Saviour was embracing a little child in His arms

while He spoke. So that, had we no text but

this to build upon, what a glorious fabric might
Faith and Hope between them raise, when they

discovered that little Christian children have

Angels of their own, admitted to constant and

especial nearness to GOD !

We may not pursue the Doctrine thus laid

down, into its practical application. The under

taking would lead us too far. It shall suffice to

have dwelt thus briefly on it, in the spirit of the

Collect for
'

St. Michael and all Angels ;' and to

have taken leave of the subject by pointing at

tention to that special text which evidently sug

gested the choice of the Gospel for the day.
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THE MEDICINES OF THE GOSPEL.

COLOSSIANS iv. 14.

Luke, the beloved Physician.

As the Saints' Days, one by one, come round,

it is impossible to avoid being most forcibly

struck by the very little which we know about

all except two or three of the persons, so eminent

for their holiness, in whose honour we observe

those days. Of St. Luke, except that he was a

Physician, an Evangelist, and the author of the

Acts of the Apostles, as well as St. Paul's com

panion in travel, what know we ? We do not

deny that this is very much to know concerning

a great Saint, immensely more than we know

of St. Simon and St. Jude, for instance ;
and

indeed of the larger number of the Apostles

themselves. We do but mean that these par
ticulars are unavailing to set before us any living

notion of the man. He is thought, besides, to

have been of the number of the Seventy Dis

ciples, whose sending forth is recorded in the

xth

chapter of his Gospel ; whose sending forth,
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also, he alone describes. So fully indeed has the

Church embraced this opinion, that, as we see,

the Gospel for St. Luke's Day consists of that

very portion of Scripture : but the fact must re

main for ever doubtful.

It is however well deserving of notice con

cerning this blessed writer, that he had been a

Disciple of our SAVIOUR from the very beginning.

To quote his own language, he had enjoyed
'

per

fect understanding of all things from the very

first
9-'

Accordingly, he traces the History of

our Divine LORD from a much earlier period

than either of his two predecessors. Five chap

ters of his Gospel
b
contain information which is

found in none of the other three Gospels. And,

owards the close of his heavenly narrative, he is

thought to be relating the history of a walk

which he himself enjoyed with his risen SAVIOUR;

though, while he gives his companion's name, he

modestly withholds his own.

Were it our present business to compile the

completest memoir of St. Luke which the ma
terials supplied by the New Testament permit,

we should not fail to point out in this place the

indications afforded by the narrative in the Acts

of the extent of St. Luke's travels. It is interest-

,
*

St. Luke i. 3.
b

St. Luke xiii to xvii.
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ing to discover that by changing the pFonoun,
when he joins St. Paul's company, or departs

from it, by the occasional exchange of
' we' for

'

they,' or the contrary, he enables us to discover

exactly what was his own share in the fatigues

of the great Apostle. But such remarks, how

ever interesting and valuable they may be, tend

only indirectly to edification
; and we shall pro

bably employ ourselves far more profitably if we

follow out the train of thought which the lan

guage of the text suggests. Concerning St.

Luke's connexion with St. Paul, let it suffice us

to remember that on a certain occasion it is said

by the latter,
'

Only Luke is with me c
:' a brief

but expressive record of Apostolic loneliness, re

lieved by loving intercourse with an Evangelist,

whom, in his Epistle to Philemon, he calls

his
'

fellow-labourerV And again, on another

occasion, St. Paul, (speaking, as it seems, of

St. Luke,) describes him as
'
the brother, whose

praise is in the Gospel, throughout all the

Churches 6
.' This suspicion, rendered probable

by other considerations, is favoured by the word

ing of the Collect for St. Luke's Day.
We turn from these details therefore to say a

few words concerning St. Luke, as
'

the beloved

e 2 Tim. iv. 11. d
Philemon, ver. 24.

'
2 Cor. viii. 18.
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Physician' And here, we must not fail to men

tion our conviction that the Evangelist has not

been so described in vain. If our thoughts are

guided by that very expression, to think of Sick

ness as an emblem of Sin ;
and to connect

'

the

wholesome medicines of the doctrine delivered

by' St. Luke, with *
all the diseases of our souls,'

shall we doubt that such a connexion of

thought was intended likewise ?

Now, we shall not go about to prove the fact

that Sin and Sickness are thus connected ;
for it

is indeed a fundamental truth, which, if the old

Dispensation left it at all doubtful, the New
Covenant at least, very speedily as well as very

effectually, put beyond all reach of uncertainty.

Not Leprosy alone, but all those various disorders

with which Satan, and his evil agents, under

the permission of the Most High GOD, vex our

bodies, are found to be typical of corresponding
forms of spiritual derangement : Death itself,

(the destruction of the body,) being the terrible

symbol of that state to which every form of

spiritual disease tends, a state, to which the

name of 'Death' is accordingly constantly ap

plied, by CHRIST and His Apostle.
' For the end

of these things,' (as it is written,)
'

is Death V
1 Eom. vi. 21.
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We have a clue thus supplied us to the great

variety of ailments which became the object of

our SAVIOUR'S mercy ; and, in truth, it is a most

instructive occupation to view each one of His

miracles of healing, from this, their symbolic

side. Of Leprosy, there is no need to speak

particularly ;
a disease which at once disfigures

and defiles, and by human aid was pronounced
incurable. But is the teaching of Palsy less im

pressive, where a law of infirmity in the mem
bers, warring against the law of the mind, brings

the afflicted man into captivity to the law which

is in his members 8 ? The language which we

apply to Fever, is transferred without violence or

effort to the heat of passion, and the excitement

of sinful indulgence. What is Lameness but an

emblem of the state of those who can neither run

nor walk in the way of GOD'S commandments?

What is Blindness again but the type of their

state who cannot see the Light; who walk in

jarkness; who stumble, and wander out of the

way ? But we have now mentioned an infirmity

from which our SAVIOUR repeatedly borrowed

His language when He wished to describe the

misfortune of heathen nations, and the wicked

ness of the Jews ;
so that

'
blindness' and '

sight'

* Rom. vii. 23.
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are scarcely metaphorical terms on His lips. He
chose the Light for His own emblem : nay, He
called Himself by its name. 'I am the Light of the

World,' He said, on more than one occasion : and,

after restoring to sight the man who had been

born blind,
' JESUS said, For judgment I am come

into this world, that they which see not might see
;

and that they which see might be made blindV

There is nothing new in what has thus been

offered. All thoughtful readers of the Gospel are

sufficiently familiar with it already. But we

know such things to little purpose, if we turn

them to no practical advantage : if such con

siderations never set us upon any virtuous course;

nor even inspire us with one virtuous resolution.

The Collect for the present festival is of a very
marked and peculiar character ; and he must be

blind who cannot gather from it, especially after

the remarks which have gone before, some prac

tical reflexions, which, by GOD'S grace, may be

applied to his own spiritual advancement.

For, when we have recourse to the Gospel of

our Salvation, do we cherish the constant belief,

and cultivate the abiding thought, that it is like

a Tree,
' whose leaves are for the healing of the

nations ?' Do we consider that we are not all smit-

* St. John ix. 39, 40, 41.
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ten with the same form of disease ? that, though

Sin, in some one or more of its manifold shapes,

doubtless, is that which maketh the whole head

sick, and the whole heart faint *, yet that it is not

the same sin which is bringing us severally down

to the very dust of death? that, according to

the disorder, so must be the cure ;
and that for

every disorder, the Gospel of CHRIST provides a

sufficient remedy ? We very much doubt whe

ther the Bible is generally had recourse to in any
such spirit as this, even by those who are yet so

well aware of their own state as to
' know every

man the plague of his own heartV
And thus it is, that the lesson is of an emi

nently practical kind, which we would draw from

the festival of
' Luke the Physician, whose praise

is in the Gospel,' and whom GOD called
'
to be

an Evangelist, and Physician of the soul.' We
would suggest that men who have recourse to the

Great Physician, should consider that they come

to be healed of some specific disorder; it may
be, of more than one. But especially are we

concerned to point out that in their use of Holy

Scripture, the same consideration of their own

special wants, should be paramount; and kept

steadily in view, as often as they have recourse

1
Is. i. 5.

k 1 Kings viii. 38.
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to this great means of grace. Such a practice

will give interest to all they read, as well as

habitually turn their reading to greatest profit.

For the Word, which our SAVIOUR calls Seed 1

,

' hath in it a productive virtue,' (says Archbishop

Leighton,)
'
to bring forth fruit according to its

kind
; that is, the fruit of a new life. And so,

it is a seed of noble thoughts, and of a suitable

behaviour in a Christian ; an immortal seed, as

St. Peter calls it, springing up to no less than

Eternal Life/

Those were the words of one who had become

singularly conformed to the teaching of the Gos

pel of CHRIST. Without any parable, we may

easily discern the advantage which it will be to

our souls to examine the Tree of Life attentively;

until, out of the many leaves which are for the

healing of the nations, we discover that parti

cular leaf which contains a healing message to

ourselves. And may GOD, of His mercy, give

us grace, so to use the wholesome medicines

provided for us by Him, in His Gospel, that
'

all

the diseases of our souls' may be thereby healed ;

through the merits of His SON, JESUS CHRIST

our LORD !

1 St. Luke viii. 11, &c.
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St. MATTHEW x. 4.

Simon the Canaanite, and Judas Iscariot, who also

betrayed Him.

ST. LUKE vi. 16.

And Judas the brother of James, and Judas Iscariot,

which also was the traitor.

THIS is the last Saint's day in the sacred year

which bears the name of any particular Saint ;

and, like that other festival which the Church

observes in honour of St. Philip and St. James,

it is dedicated to two of the Apostles, at once.

Of the pair thus commemorated, St. Simon and

St. Jude, we know perhaps as little as of any
of

' the glorious company of the Apostles.' Si

mon the Cananite, (unhappily spelt
' Canaanite

in the ancient Latin translation of the Gos

pels, as well as in our own authorized version,)

is the same person whom St. Luke calls
' Simon

Zelotes* ;' one, who, as his name implies, had

St. Luke vi. 15, and Acts i. 13.
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a zeal for the Law. St. Jude, that is, Judas,

'not Iscariot,' as the Evangelist St. John is

careful to remind the reader of his Gospel, (in

asmuch as the traitor is the only person named
' Judas' whom he has hitherto spoken of,) is the

same whom St. Matthew calls
'
Lebbseus' and

' Thaddaeus b
;' whom St. Mark calls

'

Thaddseus'

only
c

; and St. Luke, in two places, calls 'Judas

the brother of James,' that is, of James, bishop

of Jerusalem. Indeed, he so styles himself in

the first verse of his short but very remarkable

Epistle. He was one of our LORD'S cousins, or
'
brethren' as they are styled in the Gospels.

Nothing whatever is related of St. Simon ; but of

St. Jude it is recorded, that, during that weighty

discourse of our SAVIOUR which is set down in

the xiv"
1

chapter of St. John's Gospel, he inter

rupted his Divine kinsman with the inquiry,
'

LORD, how is it that Thou wilt manifest Thy
self unto us, and not unto the world ? Jesus

answered and said unto him, If a man love Me,
he will keep My words : and My FATHER will

love him, and We will come unto him, and make
Our abode with him d

.'

These are but slender materials, it must be

b
St. Matthew x. 3. e St. Mark iii. IS.

d
St. John xiv. 22, 23.
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confessed, out of which to construct any practical

lesson; and accordingly the compilers of our

Book of Common Prayer, in their Collect for the

day, speak only in general terms of the Church

built
'

upon the foundation of the Apostles and

Prophets, JESUS CHRIST Himself being the chief

corner-stone ;' language which would be just as

applicable, every whit, to the festival of any
other member of the Apostolic body : or indeed,

to no Saint's day, at all. But the appellation

indicative of zeal and earnestness bestowed upon

Simon,
*

Cananite,
5

from a Hebrew word which

is equivalent in signification to his Greek appel

lation, the
'

zealot,' supplies too precious a hint

to be lost sight of; and were this festival kept

in memory of St. Simon only, we should not have

hesitated to derive a lesson of ministerial ardour

from his example, on the strength of this slen

der hint. Two names however here come before

us, either of which names was borne by an

other of the Twelve, besides
'
St. Simon and St.

Jude ;' and it seems that we shall not do amiss

if we regard their union on this occasion as sym
bolical of Christian Companionship ; and offer a

few remarks on that subject, which the names

of these two Apostles in a very special manner

suggest, as we proceed at once to shew.
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If reference is made to the xth

chapter of St.

Matthew's Gospel, where the names of the Twelve

are first enumerated, and their sending forth by
our LORD, described, it will be perceived that St.

Matthew enumerates them inpairs ; ending with
' Simon the Canaanite, and Judas Iscariot, who

also betrayed Him
6/ The corresponding narra

tive in St. Luke's Gospel is set down in his vi
th

chapter, where the same twelve names occur, also

recounted in pairs. Moreover, St. Luke's every

pair, except the last, is found to be identical with

St. Matthew's. His last pair, however, consists

not of Simon and Judas Iscariot, but of 'Judas the

brother of James, and Judas Iscariot, which also

was the traitor
f
.' Even this is remarkable. Some

thing peculiar and exceptional is found to attach

to those very two Saints in honour of whom the

present festival is celebrated : St. Matthew men
tions one of them, St. Luke the other, in con

junction with the traitor. We could have made
no use of this circumstance, however, but for the

very striking piece of information which St. Mark,

with his usual minuteness, elsewhere supplies ;

namely, that when our SAVIOUR 'called unto

Him the Twelve, and began to send them forth,'

it was '

by two and two*' that He did it. This

St. Matth. x. 4. '
St. Luke vi. 16. St. Mark vi. 7.
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incidental, and apparently unimportant statement

of St. Mark, seems to explain the reason why
St. Matthew and St. Luke have enumerated the

Apostles in pairs; and moreover it creates an

obvious suspicion that we are informed, in the

first and third Gospel, which of the Apostles

were companions when they went forth pn this

their first ministerial Journey. It will follow

that the brothers, Simon and Andrew, James

and John, (as might have been expected,) walked

in company : that Philip took with him his friend

Bartholomew 11

; and that St. Mark and St. Tho

mas formed a fourth pair of Apostles. A doubt

hangs over the fifth and sixth couples. If St.

Jude,
*

the LORD'S brother,' was not the partner

of Judas Iscariot, that wicked man will have

been blessed with Simon the 'zealot,' for his

companion in travel. Now, either of these alter

natives will furnish us with nearly the same les

son ; and a few remarks upon so unexpected a

circumstance cannot fail to be of interest and

of value to us all.

We are hereby reminded, above all things, of

His mercy and love, by whose providence it

happened that Judas, who shewed himself in

the end so cold and sordid a wretch, should, on

k
See the sermon for St. Bartholomew's Day.
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his first going forth to make proof of his minis

try, have had such a companion as Simon, the

'zealot;' or as Jude,
'

the LORD'S brother.'

Will not his comrade's fiery zeal, (if St. Simon was

his comrade,) have sometimes kindled his own ?

When he waxed lukewarm, should it not have

excited him to something more of earnestness
;

should he not have learned to glow at last, by
the very reflexion of the other's warmth ?

Or, if St. Jude was the traitor's appointed

companion, must not the affectionate converse of

that kinsman of CHRIST have tended not a little

to quicken the other's love? If anything like

indifference towards his great Benefactor ever

began to spring up in the breast of Judas Is-

cariot, must not his namesake's loving mention

of their common Master have helped, not a little,

to make him think differently ? If he ever spoke

undutifully of his LORD., will not St. Jude have

kindly shewn him his mistake? Supposing that

I desired to preserve the life of my friend against

the machinations of a murderer, should I not

suppose that I had half achieved my purpose
when I had secured my friend's brother, to be

that murderer's sole companion ?

We know what lust it was which paved the

way to the traitor's downfal. It was '

the error
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of Balaam.' And does not St. Jude in his short

Epistle denounce an emphatic
* Woe !' against

those who have ' ran greedily after the error of

Balaam for reward'1 ? Surely, in so short an

Epistle as that of St. Jude, a denunciation of the

sin of covetousness must be regarded as a highly

significant circumstance ! Shall we be thought
unreasonable if we infer from it that the writer's

temper was the very opposite of the traitor's
;

and conclude that an antidote was thus provided,

even in the daily walk of Judas, to the develop
ment of that inclination which in the end proved
his very ruin ?

Such are the thoughts which arise out of an

examination of the names in honour of which

the Church observes the present festival : the

two last names, be it observed, (that of Judas

Iscariot always excepted,) in all the four ca

talogues of the Apostles
k

. The fact that they

should be thus associated together, leads us to

think of Companionship : the further association

of either name with the name of that man for

whom it would have been good
'
if he had never

been born 1

,' gives a yet more solemn tone to our

1 St. Jude, ver. 11.
k
St. Matth. x. 3, 4. St. Mark iii. 18,

St. Luke vi. 15, 16. Acts i. 13.
l
St. Matth. xxvi. 24.
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thoughts, and imparts to them something of

living interest, and practical value.

For who shall say how often it may be thus,

or somewhat thus, with every one of ourselves ?

that the companion who is given us may possess

qualities of mind or temper, habits constitutional

or acquired, the very daily coming into contact

with which, in itself, was intended to be a sin

gular help and blessing to us? Such reflexions

may well be left to the personal experience and

private conscience of each
;
and so they be not

overlooked altogether, we care not. But it is

certain that our friendships exercise a mighty
influence over us, for good or for evil. It is cer

tain that Companionship was a thing of GOD'S

own institution : nay, the SAVIOUR of the World

Himself, made choice of one man to be His

Friend. At our peril, therefore, we overlook this

instrument of our probation ;
this means by GOD

Himself devised for our spiritual advancement,

or by ourselves perverted to our own permanent

loss; and walk through life like blind men,

unconscious of the blessings which follow us,

and keep pace with us, whithersoever we go.
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REVELATION vii. 9.

Lo, a great multitude, which no man could number !

WE have reached the last of those twenty
V

Saints' Days, which are observed by the Church

of England. The names of upwards of sixty

other persons are wisely retained in the Calendar,

persons memorable for their learning, or suf

ferings, or piety ; and often, for all three together;

but we appoint special services for only twenty-
four fixed days in the year, of which, four are

observed in honour of our SAVIOUR CHRIST;
and the other twenty are almost exclusively dedi

cated to the memory of Apostles or Apostolic

men. Very wisely has the Church gathered up
the memory of all other Saints on this day, under

one general commemoration : neither taxing her

children unduly, (as, until she reformed herself,

she had done,) by multiplied solemnities; nor

yet suffering them to forget how greatly, from

time to time, GOD has been glorified in the

chiefest of His Saints.

It seems impossible to review the nineteen

H.D. A a i"
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Festival Days through which we have already

passed, without being struck by their immense

variety. Thus, five of the Festivals we speak

of, are observed in honour of single Apostles

who were not Evangelists
8

; two, in honour of

Apostles who were Evangelists ; two, in honour

of Evangelists who were not Apostles ; and two,

in honour of pairs of Apostles. One, belongs to

an Apostle who was not originally one of the

Twelve, but who was afterwards added to that

number : one, to an Apostle, (St. Barnabas,) who

was never one of the Twelve. The Festival of

St. Paul, unlike all the rest, celebrates his Con

version. Each of the five which remain clearly

forms a class apart : for a Deacon and Martyr is

remembered on St. Stephen's Day ; Babes, on

the Feast of the Holy Innocents ;
the greatest of

female Saints on the Feast of the Annunciation ;

the precursor of all, yea, of CHRIST Himself, on

St. John Baptist's Day; while the Feast of St.

Michael and all Angels is perforce to be reckoned

with no other. And must not the same thing be

said of to-day, the Feast of All Saints ?

For, on this day, we gather up the memory
of ah

1

the other Saints mentioned in Holy Scrip

ture, who are not included under any one of the

St.Andrew, St.Thomas, St. Peter, St. James, St. Bartholomew.
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nineteen commemorations which precede. What

shall we say of Saints of the elder Covenant?

Abel, and Enoch, and Noah; Abraham, and

Isaac, and Jacob ;
and the twelve patriarchs,

the heads of those spiritual tribes which mysti

cally represent, under '

the number of them that

were sealed/ (' an hundred and forty and four

thousand,') the whole number of the redeemed ?

Job also, and Moses, and Joshua, and Gideon
;

Samuel, and David, and Ezra: Elijah and

Elisha : the greater and the lesser Prophets :

what a long and illustrious line of Worthies !

And of all who might be mentioned of either

sex, we have mentioned how few ! This reminds

us, perforce, of the striking portion of Scripture

appointed for this day's Epistle, with its recur

ring cadence, its unearthly allusions, and its

mysterious omission of the Tribe of Dan. Or

rather, it is impossible to hear that portion of

Scripture read, without being reminded of the

largeness of the present Festival, which enfolds

the Saints of either Covenant in its most loving

embrace, as well as most mighty span. It is a

day on which 'St. Paul's solemn words seem

to be addressed to us, not in a figure, but with

strict historical truth ;

' Ye are come unto Mount

Sion, and unto the city of the living GOD, the
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heavenly Jerusalem
;
and to an innumerable com

pany of Angels; to the general assembly and

Church of the firstborn, which are written in

heaven ; and to GOD the Judge of all ; and to

the spirits of just men made perfect.'

But how much more obvious is it to call to

mind those many illustrious names which obtain

notice in the Gospels, and in the early records of

the Christian Church ! Joseph of Nazareth, and

his namesake of Arimathaea ; Simeon and Anna
;

Nicodemus ; Lazarus and his sisters ; Zacchaeus,

and Simon of Cyrene : Cornelius also, and Silas,

and Apollos, and Timothy, and Titus. Mary Mag
dalene, and Joanna, and Salome, and the other

Mary. Then again, how many persons there are

concerning whom we seem to know everything of

importance, except the name ! the Centurion of

Capernaum ; and he that had an infirmity thirty

and eight years ; and the man born blind : the

woman with the issue of blood ; and the Syro-

phcenician ;
and the munificent widow. Shall we

not add those other mysterious nameless ones,

(so unspeakably blest!) one of whom supplied the

guest-chamber in which our SAVIOUR partook of

the Last Passover, and instituted His Divine

Supper ? while another yielded the ass whereon

He rode in triumph into His Capital ?
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And then, if we turn from the inspired narra

tive to the human records of the Church of

CHRIST, how mighty an array of illustrious

names at once meets us ! "What a
'

glorious com

pany' of Apostolic men, as Augustine, who

lighted afresh the extinct lamp of the Gospel

in these realms
;

what a
'

goodly fellowship' of

Doctors, as Athanasius and the rest, who spent

their lives in one long conflict for the Truth, and

now wear crowns in Paradise ;
what a

* noble

army' of Martyrs, as Polycarp, and Ignatius, and

those who suffered at Vienne
;
ah

1

of whom sealed

their pure faith with their blood, and the death

of each of whom brought life to thousands :

what a prodigious host are we glancing at ! We
know the names of many tens of thousands;

yea, of many myriads, who deserve the title

of Saints. But on 'All Saints' Day/ we com

memorate those nameless ones as well, who led

saintly lives, and have since gone to their reward.

Think only of the many holy men and women
and children, who had a name once on Earth,

but now, in Heaven only, to whom we allude

without allusion, when we speak of
' All Saints !'

. . . Where are all those believers whom St. Paul

accosted as his
'

dearly beloved,' and whom he

acknowledged for his 'crown and joy
b
?' whom

b
Phil. ir. 1.
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he never prayed to GOD, without making men

tion of, with gratitude ;
and who he foresaw

would be his
*

hope, and joy, and crown of re

joicing' 'in the presence of the LORD JESUS

CHRIST, at His coming
d
?' Where are all those

holy men and women now, Phcebe, and Am-

plias, and Urban
; Andronicus and Junia

; Persis,

and Priscilla, and Aquila, and the rest? Surely

they are clad in white robes, and bear palms in

their hands! Now, this was the flock of only

one of CHRIST'S Apostles ; and in truth, though
second to none of the Twelve, yet not belong

ing to their number. What, then, of all those

persons who were gathered into the fold by the

Twelve Apostles of the LAMB ? The very scene

of their ministerial labours has long since been

forgotten ;
or a tradition lingers with Scythia,

and India, and '
the islands of the sea.' Yet must

there be a wondrous history writ in Heaven of

their all but superhuman labour, of converts of

almost every race, of the fruits of holiness which

abounded once in many an unsuspected quarter !

Survey a single country, as Asia Minor, or

northern Africa
; either of them with their many

hundred sees. What shall we conjecture con

cerning the piety and earnestness, the Faith,

and Hope, and Love, which once flourished

Phil. i. 4 : 1 Thess. i. 2. * 1 Thess. ii. 19.
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in those lands ;
till strange causes worked the

downfall of those many Churches, and their very

memorial perished with them ?

Or, look nearer home ;
and (blessed be GOD !)

even here in England, what a prodigious array

of names meet us, from the days of Venerable

Bede, downwards ! How many learned Doctors,

and stedfast champions of the Truth : how many

pious Bishops : how many laborious parish Priests !

Or, pass in review the many myriads of unre-

membered men and women who, in many in

stances, must doubtless have led most holy lives :

we mean those who, in ancient times, devoted

themselves to GOD'S service in religious houses,

ere the corruptions of Doctrine and Discipline

grew flagrant, and those institutions passed away
with the state of society which had called them

into being ! But why speak as if it were for an

instant supposed that the ranks of the 'Saints'

have been swelled chiefly by the religious order ?

The very supposition were monstrous. Who
then were the munificent laymen who built our

Cathedrals and our parish Churches ? Their very

names have perished ! Or, if it ofiend any to

hear such splendid evidences of zeal for GOD'S

honour appealed to, as if they were signs, (and

we confess that they are doubtful ones,) of a
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saving Faith, let us at least be suffered to

appeal to our hamlets, and villages, and crowded

towns
;
and reflect, how many nameless thousands

who sleep in those many thousand Churchyards,
will shine out hereafter like stars ! Confessors,

unconscious of their praise : and Martyrs, unac

quainted with flame or steel : and Saints, the

fragrance of whose sweet lives extended not

beyond the limits of their own lowly homes !

We will but add one word to what has gone
before. The present Festival has yet another

peculiar feature which may well make it un

speakably precious to us all. On this day we

commemorate as many as we have ourselves ever

loved and lost. So wide is the scope of 'All

Saints' Day,' that it must perforce embrace the

memory of our own saintly departed ones : and

in our secret hearts we may well, on such a day,

set their precious memories specially before us;

bless GOD for their lovely examples; and pray
for grace so to follow them in all virtuous and

godly living, that we may come at last to those

unspeakable joys which GOD hath prepared for

them that unfeignedly love Him, and, with

them, be partakers of His Heavenly Kingdom ;

through JESUS CHRIST our LORD. Amen.
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By E. B. PUSEY, D.D. 8vo., cloth, 10s. 6d.

The Ecclesiastical History of the First Three Centuries,
from the Crucifixion of Jesus Christ to the year 313. By the

late Rev. DR. BURTON. Fourth Edition. Svo., cloth, 12s.

A History of the Church of England, to the Revolution
of 1688. By the late Rev. J. B. S. CARWITHEN, B.D. A new

Edit, ed. by Rev. W. R.BROWELL, M.A. 2 vols., Fcap. cloth,12s.

A BriefHistory of the Christian Church, from the First

Century to the Reformation. By the Rev. J. S. BARTLETT. Fcap.
Svo., cloth, 2s. 6d.

St. Paul in Britain; or, The Origin of British as Opposed
to Papal Christianity. By Rev. R. W. MORGAN. Cr. Svo., clothes.

A History of the so-called Jansenist Church of Holland ;
with a Sketch of its Earlier Annals, and some Account of the
Brothers of the Common Life. By the Rev. J. M. NEALE, M.A.,
Warden of Sackville College. Svo., cloth, 5s.

The Sufferings of the Clergy during the Great Rebellion.

By the Rev. JOHN WALKER, M.A., sometime of Exeter College,
Oxford, and Rector of St. Mary Major, Exeter. Epitomised by the
Author of "The Annals of England." Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 5s.

German Theology during the Thirty- Years' War. TJie

Life and Correspondence of George Calixtus, Lutheran Abbot of

Konigslutter, and Professor Primarius in the University of Helm-
stadt. By the Rev. W. C. DOWDING, M.A. Post Svo., cl., 8s. 6d.

Scotland and the Scottish Church. By the Rev. IT.

CASWALL, M.A., Vicar of Figheldean, Wilts. ; Author of
"America and the American Church," &c. Fcap. Svo., cloth, 2s. 6d.
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THEOLOGICAL AND DEVOTIONAL WORKS,

The Life of the Right Reverend Father in God, Thomas
Wilson, D.D., Lord Bishop of Sodor and Man. Compiled, chiefly
from Original Documents, by the late Kev. JOHN KEBLE, M.A.,
Vicar of Hursley. In Two Parts, Bvo., 21s.

Memoir ofJoshua Watson, Edited by EDWAED CHUBTON,
Archdeacon of Cleveland. New Edition, Crown 8vo., cloth, 7s. 6d.

Life of John Armstrong, D.D., late Lord Bishop of Gra-
hamstown. By the Rev. T. T. CARTER, M.A., Rector of Clewer.

With an Introduction by SAMUEL, LORD BISHOP OF OXFORD.
Third Edition. Fcap. Svo., ivith Portrait, cloth, 7s. 6d.

Footprints on the Sands of Time. BIOGRAPHIES FOE
YOUNG PEOPLE. Dedicated to her Nephews and Nieces by L. E. B.

Fcap. Svo., limp cloth, 2s. 6d.

The Life and Contemporaneous Church History ofAntonio
de Dominis, Archbishop of Spalatro, which included the Kingdoms
of Dahnatia and Croatia; afterwards Dean of Windsor, Master of

the Savoy, and Rector of West Ilsley in the Church of England,
^in the reign of James I. By the late HENRY NEWLAND, D.D.,
Dean of Ferns. 8vo., cloth, lettered, 7s.

The Principles of Divine Service ; or, An Inquiry con
cerning the True Manner of Understanding and Using the Order
for Morning and Evening Prayer, and for the Administration of

the Holy Communion in the English Church. By the Rev.
PHILIP FREEMAN, M.A., Vicar of Tliorverton, Prebendary of

Exeter, and Examining Chaplain to the Lord Bishop of Exeter.
2 vols., 8vo., cloth, 11. 4s.

For those who'.have Vol. 1. the price of Vol. II., with Introduction, will be 14s. ;
without the Introduction, 8s.

A History of the Book of Common Prayer, and other
Authorized Books, from the Reformation ; and an Attempt to

ascertain how the Rubrics, Canons, and Customs of the Church
have been understood and observed from the same time: with an
Account of the State of Religion in England from 1640 to 1660.

By the Rev. THOMAS LATHBURY, M.A. Second Edition, with an
Index. Svo., 10s. 6d.
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PUBLISHED BY JAMES PARKER AND CO.

33ottrmat theology.

Inspiration and Interpretation. Seven Sermons preached
before the University of Oxford ; with an Introduction, being an
answer to a Volume entitled "Essays and Reviews." By the
Eev. JOHN W. BUBGON, M.A., Fellow of Oriel College, and Selecb

Preacher. 8vo., cloth, 14s.

Discourses on Prophecy, In which are considered its

Structure, Use, and Inspiration. By JOHN DAVISON, B.D. Sixth

and Clieaper Edition. 8vo., cloth, 9s.

Our Deus Homo, or Why God was made Man; by
ST. ANSELM, sometime Archbishop of Canterbury. Translated,
with an Introduction containing some Account of ihe Author, and
an Analysis of the Work, by A CLERGYMAN. Second Edition.

Fcap. 8vo., 2s. 6d.

The History of Popish Transubstantiation. By JOHN
COSIN, D.D., Lord Bishop of Durham. A new Edition, revised,
with the Authorities printed in full length. Fcap. Svo., 5s.

The Power of the Keys ; or, Considerations on the Absolv
ing Power of the Church, and upon some of the Privileges of the

Christian Covenant. By the late Rev. DR. BURTON. 8vo., 3s.

The Doctrine of the Heal Presence, as contained in the
Fathers from the death of S. John the Evangelist to the Fourth
General Council, vindicated, in Notes on a Sermon, "The Presence
of Christ in the Holy Eucharist." &vo., cloth, 12s.

The Real Presence of the Body and Blood of our Lord
Jesus Christ the Doctrine of the English Church ; with a Vindica

tion of the Reception by the Wicked, and of the Adoration of our
Lord Jesus Christ. By E. B. PUSEY, D.D. 8vo., cloth, 9s.

On Eucharistical Adoration. By the Rev. JOHN KEBLE,
M.A., Vicar of Hursley. Second Edition. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

practical

Addresses to the Candidatesfor Ordination on the Ques
tions in the Ordination Service. By SAMUEL, LORD BISHOP OF
OXFORD, Chancellor of the Most Noble Order of the Garter, and
Lord High Almoner to Her Majesty the Queen. Fifth Thousand,
Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s.

Letters from a Tutor to his Pupils. By the Rev.
W. JONES, of Nayland. Edited by the Rev. EDWARD COLERIDGE,
Under Master of Eton College, l&mo., cloth, 2s. 6d.
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THEOLOGICAL AKD DEVOTIONAL WORKS,

Stebotional

Devotions before and after Holy Communion : with Pre
fatory Notice by I. K. Second Edition, large 32mo., cloth, printed
in red and black, on toned paper, 2s.

An edition is also printed with the Service, price 2s. 6d.

Daily Steps Towards Heaven. A. small pocket volume
containing a few PRACTICAL THOUGHTS on the GOSPEL HISTORY,
with Texts for every Day in the Year, commencing with Advent.
Eleventh Edition. Sound in roan, 2s. 6d. ; morocco, 4s. 6d.

Large Type Edition, cloth, 5s.

The ^very-day Companion. PAET I. Prom ADVEXT to

WHITSUNTIDE. By the Rev. W. H. RIDLEY, M.A., Rector of

Hambleden, Bucks. Fcap. 8vo., limp cloth, 2s._ PAET II. "WHITSUKTIDE
to ADVENT, Is. 6d.

The Two Parts in One Volume, cloth, 3s.

Evening Words. Brief Meditations on the Introductory
Portion of Our Lord's last Discourse with His Disciples. 16mo.,
on toned paper, limp cloth, lettered, price 2s.

Meditations to be used in the Church before Divine Ser
vice commences ; with a Preface on Private Devotion in Church.

By WILLIAM B. CAPARN, M.A., Perpetual Curate of St. Peter's,

Draycot, Somerset. Second Edition, \6rno., limp cloth, 9d.

sewed, 6d.

Helps to Prayer and Devotion : Intended chiefly for the
Use of Young Persons who have heen recently Confirmed. Just

ready. Crown 8vo., in wrapper, price 4d. ; or 25s. per 100.

lAturgia Domestica : Services for every Morning and
Evening in the Week; for THE USE OP FAMILIES. Third Edition,
revised and enlarged. ]8mo., 2s.

Thoughts During Sickness. By the Author of " The
Doctrine of the Cross," and "Devotions for the Sick Room."
Second Edition. Price 2s. 6d.

The Pastor in his Closet; or, A Help to the Devotions
of the Clergy. By JOHN ARMSTRONG, D.D., late Lord Bishop of

Grahamstown. Thir.d Edition. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 2s.

ArdeiUs Breviates from Soly Scripture. Arranged for

use hy the Bed of Sickness. By the Rev. G. ARDEN, M.A.
Second Edition. Fcap., cloth, 2s.

The Cure of Souls. By the Rev. GL AEDEN, M.A., Rector
of Winterborne-Came, and Author of " Breviates from Holy Scrip
ture," &c. Fcap., cloth, 2s. 6d.

Preces Private in studiosorum gratiarn collectse et regia
auctoritate approbatse: anno MDLXVIII. Londini editae: ad vetera

exemplaria denuorecognita?. Ed.C.MARRIOTT. 16mo.,cloth,3s.6d.
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Devotional Works edited by E. B. PUSEY, D.D.

Scupoli's Spiritual Combat, with the Path of Paradise,
c. Sixth Thousand, revised. Fcap., cloth, 3s. Gd.

Avrillons Year ofAffections ; or, Sentiments on the Love
of God, &c. Second Thousand. Fcap., cloth, 6s. 6d.

Sunn's Foundations of the Spiritual Life. (A Com
mentary on Thomas k Kempis. ) Second Thousand. Fcap., cl., 4s. 6d.

Nouefs Life of Jesus Christ in Glory. Second Thou
sand. Fcap., cloth, 8s.

Sorsfs Paradise for the Christian Soul. Tioo Vbls.,
18mo. Fourth Thousand. 6s. 6d. Or, in Six Parts, at Is. each.

Anselm's Meditations and Prayers. Fcap., 5s.

Advent Readingsfrom the Fathers. 2nd Thousand, 3s. 6d.

Lent Readingsfrom the Fathers. [In the Press.

xforfc (ZKu'ttons of Itebottonal (IKHorfcs.

Fcap. Svo., chiefly printed in Bed and Slack, on Toned Paper.
IMITATION OF CHRIST.

FOUR BOOKS. By THOMAS A KEM
PIS. A new Edition, revised. Cloth,
5s. ; antique calf, red edges, 10s. 6d.

ANDREWES' DEVOTIONS.

DEVOTIONS. By the Right Rev.
LAUNCELOT ANDBEWES. Translated

from the Greek and Latin, and ar

ranged anew. Cloth, 5s.; bound,
10s. 6d.

SPINCKES' DEVOTIONS.

TRUE CHURCH OF ENGLAND
MAN'S COMPANION IN THE
CLOSET. By NATHANIEL SPINCKES.

Cloth, 4s.

LAUD'S DEVOTIONS.

THE PRIVATE DEVOTIONS of Dr.
WILLIAM LAUD, Archbishop of Can
terbury, and Martyr. A new and re

vised Edition,with Translations to the
Latin Prayers. Cloth, 5s.; bound,
10s. 6d.

WILSON'S SACRA PRIVATA.

THE PRIVATE MEDITATIONS,
DEVOTIONS, andPRAYERS of the

Right Rev. T. WILSON, D.D., Lord
Bishop of Sodor and Man. Now first

printed entire. From the Original
MSS. Cloth, Is.

TAYLOR'S HOLY LIVING.

THE RULE AND EXERCISES OP
HOLY LIVING. By BISHOP JK-
EEMY TAYLoa. In which are de
scribed the means and instruments
of obtaining every virtue, and the re
medies against every vice. Cloth, 4s.

TAYLOR'S HOLY DYING.
THE RULE AND EXERCISES OF
HOLY DYING. By BISHOP JB-
KBMY TAYLOK. In which are de
scribed the means and instruments
of preparing ourselves and others re

spectively for a blessed death, &c.
Cloth, 4s.

TAYLOR'S GOLDEN GP.OVE.

THE GOLDEN GROVE: A Choice

Manual, containing what is to be
Believed, Practised, and Desired or
Prayed for. By BISHOPJEREMY TAY
LOR. (Uniform with. "

Holy Living
and Holy Dying.") Cloth, 3s. 6d.

SUTTON'S MEDITATIONS.
GODLY MEDITATIONS UPON THE
MOST HOLY SACRAMENT OF
THE LORD'S SUPPER. By CIIBIS-
TOPHER BUTTON, D.D. Cloth, 5s.

ANCIENT COLLECTS.
ANCIENT COLLECTS AND OTHER
PRAYERS, Selected for Devotional
Use from various Rituals, with an
Appendix on the Collects in the
Prayer-book. By WILLIAM BRIGHT,
M.A. Third Edition. 5s.



THEOLOGICAL AND DEVOTIONAL WORKS

THE CHRISTIAN YEAR. Thoughts in Verse for the Sundays
and Holydays throughout the Year.

Octavo Edition, Large type, cloth, 10s. 6d. ; morocco, by Hayday,
21s. ; antique calf, 18s.

Foolscap Octavo Edition, Cloth, 7s. 6d.; morocco, 10s. 6d. ; morocco

by Hayday, 15s. ; antique calf, 12s.

18?no. Edition, Cloth, 6s. ; morocco, 8s. Cd.

32w?o. Edition, Cloth, 3s. 6d. ; morocco, plain, 5s.; morocco, by
Hayday, 7s.

Cheap Edition, Cloth, Is. 6d. ; bound, 2s.

LYRA INNOCENTIUM. Thoughts in Verse for Christian Children.

Fcap. Svo., cloth, 7s. 6d. ; morocco, 10s. 6d. 32mo. Edition, cloth,

3s. 6d. ; morocco, plain, 5s. ; morocco, by Hayday, 7s.

Cheap Edition, Cloth, Is. 6d.; bound, 2s.

THE CHILD'S CHRISTIAN YEAR. Hymns for every Sunday
and Holyday throughout the Year. Cheap Edition, 18wzo., cloth, Is.

By the late Rev. ISAAC WILLIAMS.
THE CATHEDRAL. 32wo., with Engravings, 4s. 6d.

Fcap. 8vo., Eighth Edition, 7s. 6d.

THOUGHTS IN PAST YEARS. The Sixth Edition, with several

new Poems, 32mo., cloth, 4s. 6d.

THE BAPTISTERY; or, The Way of Eternal Life. By the Au
thor of" The Cathedral." With Thirty-four Plates from BOETIUS
A BOLSWERT. A new Edition, revised by the Author. 2 vols. ,

Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 14s. Cheaper Edition, 3'2mo., cloth, 3s. 6d.

THE CHRISTIAN SCHOLAR. Foolscap 8vo., 10s. 6d.

32mo., cloth, 4s. fid.

THE SEVEN DAYS ; or, The Old and New Creation. Fcap. 8vo.,

new Edition, cloth, 7s. 6d.

MORNING THOUGHTS. By a CLERGYMAN. Suggested by the
Second Lessons for the Daily Morning Service throughout the

Year. 2 vols. Foolscap 8vo., cloth, 5s. each,

FLORUM SACRA. By the Rev. G. HUNT SMYTTAN. Second
Edition, \6rno., Is.

HYMNS ON THE LITANY. By A. C. Fcap. 8vo., on toned

paper, cloth, 3s.

CHRISTIAN BALLADS AND POEMS. By the Rev. A. C.
COXE. ISwjo. A New Edition, price 3s.

THE CLEVELAND PSALTER. The Book of Psalms in Eng
lish Verse, and in Measures suited for Sacred Music. By E.
CIIURTON, M.A., Archdeacon of Cleveland. Fcp. 8vo., cl., 7s. 6d.
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Sermons.
ARMSTRONG. Parochial Sermons. By the late Lord Bishop

of Grahamstown. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 5s.

Sermons on the Fasts and Festivals. Second

Edition. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 5s.

BERNARD. The Witness of God : Five Sermons preached before

the University of Oxford. By THOMAS DEHANY BERNARD, M.A.,
Exeter College ; Rector of VValcot; one of the Select Preachers for

1855-6, and 1862-3 ; and Bampton Lecturer for 1864. Crown 8vo.,

cloth, 3s.

BEVERIDGE. Sermons on the Ministry and Ordinances of the

Church of England. By Bishop BEVERIDGE. Ylrno., cloth, 3s.

BURBIDGE. Leamington College Sermons. School Life. Ser

mons preached in the Chape] of Leamington College. By THOMAS
BURBIDGE, LL.D., Master of the College. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 5s.

BURROWS. Parochial Sermons, by the Rev. HENRY W. BUR
ROWS, B.D., Perpetual Curate of Christ Church, St. Pancras.

Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 6s.

Second Series. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 5s.

CHRISTIAN SEASONS. Short and Plain Sermons for every
Sunday and Holyday throughout the Year. Edited by the late

BISHOP OF GRAHAMSTOWN. 4 vols., Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 16s.

A Second Series of Sermons for the Christian Seasons.

Uniform with the above. 4 vols., Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 16s.

TRENCH. The Salt of the Earth. God sitting as a Refiner. Two
Sermons preached at Ordinations of the Lord Bishop of Oxford.

By RICHARD CHENEVIX TRENCH, D.D., Archbishop of Dublin
and Bishop of Kildare, and late Examining Chaplain to the Bishop
of Oxford. Fcap. 8vo., limp cloth, Is. 6d.

By a Writer in the Tractsfor the Christian Seasons.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF FAITH. EIGHT PLAIN SERMONS,
by a Writer in the "Tracts for the Christian Seasons:" Abel;
Enoch; Noah; Abraham; Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph ; Moses; The
Walls of Jericho ; Conclusions. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 2s. 6d.

Uniform, and by the same Author,
PLAIN SERMONS ON THE BOOK

OF COMMON PRAYER. Fcap.
8vo., cloth, 5s.

HISTORICAL AND PRACTICAL
SERMONS ON THE SUFFER

INGS AND RESURRECTION OF
OUR LORD. 2 vols., Fcap. 8vo.,

cloth, 10s.

SERMONS ON NEW TESTAMENT
CHARACTERS. Fcap. 8vo., 4s.

FAMILY READING. Ninety Short Sermons for Family Reading,
following the Order of the Christian Seasons. 2 vols., Fcap. 8vo., 8s.
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Sermons continued.

FRASER. Parish Sermons. Second Series. By WILLIAM FRASER,
B.C.L., Vicar of Alton, Staffordshire, and Domestic Chaplain to

the Earl of Shrewshury and Talbot. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, red edges, 3s.

FURSE. Sermons preached for the most part in the Ciiurehus of

St. Mary and St. Matthias, Richmond, Surrey, By CHARLES
WELLINGTON FURSE, M.A., of Balliol College ; Curate of Christ

Church, St. Pancras; and formerly Lecturer of St. George's Chapel,
Windsor. Post 800., cloth, 6s.

HEATHCOTE. Sermons. By GILBEET VYVYAH- HEATHCOTE,
Literate Priest ; Perpetual Curate of Hopton Cangeford, Diocese

of Hereford; Author of "Seven Sermons," &c. Crown 8vo.,

cloth, 5s.

HEURTLEY. The Form of Sound Words : Helps towards holding
it fast : Seven Sermons preached hefore the University of Oxford
on some important points of Faith and Practice. By CHARLES A.

HEURTLEY, D.D., Margaret Professor of Divinity, and Canon of

Christ Church. 8vo., cloth, 7s. 6d.

HUNTINGTON'S Sermons for the Holy Seasons of the Church,
with others on various subjects. 8vo., cloth, 6s.

Second Series, 8vo., cloth, 6s.

HUNTLEY. The Year of the Church. A Course of Sermons

by the late Rev. RICHARD WEBSTER, HUNTLEY, M.A., some
time Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford, &c. ; with a short

Memoir by th"e Editor, the Rev. SIR G. PREVOST, Bart., M.A.

Fcap. 8vo., cloth lettered, 7s. 6d.

HUSSEY. Sermons, mostly Academical. With a Preface, contain

ing a Refutation of a Theory founded upon the Syriac Fragments
of the Epistles of St. Ignatius. By the late Rev. ROBERT HUSSEY,
B.D. 8vo., cloth, 10s. 6d.

LENTEN SERMONS AT OXFORD. The Series for 18S9

Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 5s.

The Series for 1863. 8vo., cloth, 7s. fid.

The Series for 1865. 8vo., cloth, 7s. 6d.

The Series for 1866. 8vo., cloth, 7s. 6d.

MARRIOTT. Sermons preached before the University of Oxford,
and In other places. By the late Rev. C. MARRIOTT, Fellow of

Oriel College, Oxford. I2mo., cloth, 6s.

' Volume the Second. I2mo., cloth, 7s. 6d.

Lectures on the Epistle of St. Paul to the Romans.

By the late Rev. C. MARRIOTT, B.D., Fellow of Oriel College,
Oxford. Edited by his Brother, the Rev. JOHN MARRIOTT.
12mo. t cloth, 6s.
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Sermons continued.

MATURIN. Six Lectures on the Events of Holy Week. By
WILLIAM MATURIN, M.A., Perpetual Cura^ of Grangegorman,
Dublin. Second Edition, Crown &vo., limp cloth, 2s. 6d.

MEYRICK The Wisdom of Piety, and other Sermons, addressed

chiefly to Undergraduates. By the Rev. F. MEYRICK, M.A.,
Her Majesty's Inspector of Schools ; Fellow of Trinity College ;

late Select Preacher before the University of Oxford ; and Her

Majesty's Preacher at Whitehall. Crown 8vo., 4s.

MOBERLY. Sermons on the Beatitudes, with others mostly
preached before the University of Oxford; to which is added a
Preface relating to the recent volume of "

Essays and Reviews."

By the Rev. GEOBGKE MOBEBLT, D.C.L., Head Master of Win
chester College. Second Edition. Svo., 10s. 6d.

MONRO. Sermons, chiefly on the Responsibilities of the Ministerial

Office. By the Rev. EDWARD MONRO, Incumbent of Harrow Weald.
8vo., cloth, 7s.

NORMAN. Sermons preached in the Chapel of St. Peter's College,

Radley. By the Rev. R. W. NORMAN, M.A., Warden. Post 8vo.,

doth, 7s. 6d.

PUSEY. Parochial Sermons. From Advent to Whitsuntide. Vol. I.

Fifth Edition. 8vo., cloth, 7s. 6d. Vol. II. Fourth Edition. 8vo.,

cloth, 7s. 6d.

RICE. Sermons preached in the Chapel of St. Columba's College.

By CHARLES H. RICE, M.A., Fellow of St. John's College, Oxford;
and Vicar- Choral of Armagh Cathedral. Crown 8vo., limp cloth,

3s. 6d.

SMITH. The Authenticity and Messianic Interpretation of the

Prophecies of Isaiah Vindicated, in a Course of Sermons preached
before the University of Oxford. By the Rev. R. PATNE SMITH,
D.D., Regius Professor of Divinity. 8vo., cloth, 10s. 6d.

SWINNY. Sermons on Several Occasions. By the late Rev. HENRY
HUTCHINSON SWINNY, M.A., Vicar of Cuddesdon, and Principal
of the Theological College; sometime Fellow of Magdalene Col

lege, Cambridge. With a Preface by the LORD BISHOP OF OXFORD.
Crown Svo., cloth, 5s.

TURNOCK. Sermons. Addressed to the Congregation of St.

^ Mary-le-Tower, Ipswich. By the Rev. J. R. TUENOCK, M.A.,
Incumbent. Fcap. 8vo., cloth, 5s.

WILLIAMS. Sermons preached before the University of Oxford,
and in Winchester Cathedral, by the late DAVID WILLIAMS, D.C.L.,
Warden of New College, Oxford, and Canon of Winchester;

formerly Head Master of Winchester College. WITH A BRIEF
MEMOIR OF THE AUTHOR. 8t>c., cloth, 10s. 6d.
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Uibrarg of t&e Jpat^ers. subtler
Price.

s.

S. AUGUSTINE'S Confessions. Fourth Edition - 07
^ - Sermons on the New Test. 2 vols. - 1 1

- Homilies on the Psalms. 6 vols. - - 216
" on the Gospel and First Epistle

of S.John. 2 vols. - -11
Practical Treatises - - -

.- 12

S.CHRYSOSTOM on S.Matthew. 3 vols. - 1 7

Homilies on S. John. 2 vols. - - 18

on the Acts. 2 vols. - - 16

on S. Paul's Epistles. 7 vols. in 6 30
on the Statues - - 9

S.CYRIL'S Lectures on the Creed. .3rd Ed. - - 08
S.CYPRIAN'S Works. 2 vols. 3rd Edition - 017
S. GREGORY THE GREAT on Book of Job. 4 vols. 2 2

S. EPHREM'S Rhythms on the Nativity, and on Faith,

(From the Syriac) - - - 10

S.ATHANASIUS. Against the Arians. 2 vols. 2nd Ed. 15

Historical Tracts - 8

The Festal Epistles
- 4

TERTULLIAN'S Treatises. 2nd Edition - - 12

S. JUSTIN MARTYR. - 6

Or the complete set, 41 vols. - - - 18

ORIGINAL TEXTS.
S.AUGUSTINIConfessiones - -

S. CHRYSOSTOMI in Epist. ad Corinth. I. -

ad Corinthios II. -

ad Romanos - - -

ad Galatas et Ephesios - -

ad Philipp., Coloss., Thessal. -

ad Tim., Tit., Philem. - -

ad Hebraeos et Indices - -

THEODORETI ad Romanos, Corinth, et Galat.
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Htbtarg of &nglo=(atf)olu:

s. d.

BP.ANDREWES' Sermons. 5 vols. - - 1 15- Pattern of Catechistical Doctrine, &c. - 050- Tortura Torti - 6'-
Responsio ad Apol. Card. Bellarmini - 060- Preces Privatae. Gr. et Lat. - - 5- Opuscula Posthuma - - 4- Minor Works and Indices - - 6

SP.BEVERIDGE'S English Works. 10 vols. - 3 10- Codex Canonum. 2 vols. - - 14

ABP. BRAMHALL'S Works. 5 vols. - - 1 15

BP. BULL'S Harmony on Justification. 2 vols. - 10- Works on the Trinity. 3 vols. - - 0150
BP. COSIN'S Works. 5 vols. - 1 10

CRAKANTHORP'S Def. Eccl. Anglicanae - - 7

FRANK'S Sermons. 2 vols. - - 10

BP. FORBES' Considerationes Modestse. 2 vols. - 12

BP. GUNNING on the Paschal, or Lent Fast - (j

HAMMOND'S Practical Catechism - - 5

' Minor Theological Works - - - 5- Sermons. 2 Parts - - 10

HICKES' Treatises on the Priesthood. 3 vols. - 0150
JOHN JOHNSON'S Unbloody Sacrifice. 2 vols. - 10-

English Canons. 2 vols. - - 12

ABP. LAUD'S Works. Complete. 7 vols. - -330
L'ESTRANGE'S Alliance of Divine Offices - -060
MARSHALL'S Penitential Discipline - 040
BP. NICHOLSON on the Catechism - . 060
BP. OVERALL'S Convocation-Book. 8vo. - - 5

BP. PEARSON'S Vindiciae Ignatianae. 2 vols. - 10

THORNDIKE'S Works. Complete. 6 vols. - 2 10

BP. WILSON'S Works. Complete. With LIFE, by
Rev. J. KEBLE.^7 vols. (8 Parts) - -330
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THEOLOGICAL AND DEVOTIONAL WORKS,
In Monthly Parts, Fcap. 8vo., in wrapper, price Gd.

fart I.,for ADVENT, on Nov. 1st.

SECOND SERIES OF
NINETY-ONE SHORT SERMONS FOR

FAMILY BEADING:
Course of tfje Christian Reasons

BY THE KJEV. JOHN W. BURGON, M.A.,
TEL10W OP OBIE1, AND TICAE OP ST. MABY-THE-YIBGHN'S.

Twelve years ago, -when "Ninety Short Sermons" (like the present) were-

published, it was deemed necessary to explain the method and design of the
Work, which at that time was a kind of experiment. Since then, so many
similar publications have appeared, that it is obviously superfluous to offer

either apology or explanation.

A NEW SEEIES OP HISTOKICAL TALES ILLUS-
TEATDTa CEUECH HISTORY.

Jtraptta for (S^ntral lUabing, IQntactyvl libraries, &t.

lEach, price Is.

England. Vol. I.

No. 1. The Cave in the Hills; or,
Caecilius Viriathus.

No. 14. The Alleluia Battle ; or,
Pelagianism in Britain.

No. 5. Wild Scenes amongst the Celts.

No. 7. The Rivals : a Tale of the

Anglo-Saxon Church.
No. 10. The Black Danes.

England. Vol. II.

No. 21. The Forsaken ; or, The Times
of St. Dunstan.

No. 18. Aubrey de L'Orne; or, The
Times of St. Anselm.

No. 16. Alice of Fobbing; or.TheTimes
ef Jack Straw and Wat Tyler. | Days of King Ingi the Good.'

No. 24. Walter the Armourer ; or, The |

No. 6. The Lazar-House of Leros :

Interdict.
I

Tale of the Eastern Church.
No. 27. Agnes Martin; or, The Fall No. 26. The Daughters of Pola :

of Cardinal Wolsey.

France and Spain.
No. 2. The Exiles of the Cebenna:
a Journal written during the Deciao
Persecution.

No. 22. The Dove of Tabenna; and
The Rescue.

No. 23. Larache : a Tale of the Portu
gueseChurch inthe Sixteenth Century.

No. 29. Dores de Gualdim : a Tale of
the Portuguese Revolution of 1640.

Eastern andNorthern Europe.
No. 11. The Conversion of St. Vladi
mir ; or, The Martyrs of Kief.

No. 17. The Northern Light ; a Tale oJ
Iceland and Greenland.

No. 13. The Cross in Sweden ; or, The

America and our Colonies.
No. 3. The Chiefs Daughter; or, The

Settlers in Virginia.
No. 8. The Convert of Massachusetts.
No. 20. Wolfingham; or,The Convict-

Settler of Jervis Bay.
No. 25. The Catechumens of the
Coromandel Coast.

No. 28. Rose and Minnie ; or, The
Loyalists : a Tale of Canada in 1837.

Tale of the Great Tenth Persecution.

Asia and Africa.
No. 19. Lucia's Marriage ; or, The
Lions of Wady-Araba.

No. 9. The Quay of the Dioscuri : a
History of Nicene Times.

No. 4.- The Lily of Tiflis: a Sketch
from Georgian Church History.

No. 12. The Sea-Tigers : a Tale of Me
diaeval Nestorianism.

No. 15. The Bride of Ramcuttah : it-

Tale ofthe Jesuit Missions to the East.
five Volumes are complete, each, cloth, 5s.



PUBLISHED BY JAMES PARKER AND CO.

A NEW ISSUE, WITH ADDITIONS,

OF

%e practical CJw'3tian'3 ilflbrarg*

On Jan. 1st will be published, uniform, in 18mo., limp cloth,

1. A Kempis' Imitation of Christ, Is.

2. Andrewes" (Bp.) Devotions, Is.

3. Augustine's Confessions, Is.

To be followed shortly by

4. Cosin's (Bp.) Devotions, &c., Is.

5. Ken's Manual, with selections from his works, Is.

6. Spinckes' Devotions, Is.

The DEVOTIONAL portion of the Series will contain, besides the

above, selections from the works of Sutton, Sherlock, Jeremy Taylor,

and Wilson.

The PRACTICAL and DOCTRINAL portion of the Series will contain

selections from the works of Bull, Butler, Hooker, Hammond, Heylin,

Jones of Nayland, Jewel, Nicholson, Pascal, Pearson, and Sparrow.

It is proposed, should the plan meet with success, to issue each

volume uniform in size and binding, and at the same price, namely,

ONE SHILLING.

The object aimed at is to put within the reach of every one a series

of selections from the writings of our most learned Divines.

Copies will also be kept in stiff cloth binding for the library at

Is. 6d. a volume; and in morocco bindings, for presents, at various

prices.
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THEOLOGICAL AND DEVOTIONAL WORKS,

Qtotttfietfcal HessoiH.

Designed to aid the Clergy in Public Catechising. Fcap. Svo.

I. THE APOSTLES' CREED. 6d. VIII. THE MORNING AND EVEN-

V. THE PARABLES. Part I. Is.

VI. THE PARABLES. Part II. Is.

VII. THE THIRTY-NINE ARTI
CLES. Is. (id.

PKAYER, AND THE
Is.

II. THE LORD'S PRAYER, fid.

III. THE TEN COMMANDMENTS. Tv T AT,,,
,,, IX. IHE MIRACLES OF oua

IV. THE Two SACRAMENTS. 6d. x gj^^M OF OUR
LORD. Part II. Is.

XL ON THE SAINTS' DAYS. Is.

XII. ON MISCELLANEOUS SUB
JECTS. Is. 6d.

The above Set complete in 2 vols., price 10s.

ADDITIONS TO THE SEEKS.
XIII. CATECHETICAL LESSONS ON THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER.
By the Rev. Dr. FRANCIS HESSEY, Author of the "Catechetical
Notes on the Parables" and on "the Miracles," in the same series.

Papers I. to X., Introduction, &c. 6d.

XIV. CATECHETICAL LESSONS ON THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER.

Papers XL to XXXIII. , Morning and Evening Prayer. Is.

XV. CATECHETICAL LESSONS ON THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER.

Papers XXXIV. to XLIV., Litany, &c. fid.

XVI. CATECHETICAL LESSONS ON THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER.

Papers XLV. to LV., Collects, Epistles, and Gospels, &c. 6d.

In one volume, crown 8vo., with Rubrics, roan, 12s. ;

morocco, 16s. ; best morocco, 18s.

Uatijj -Services of tjje Cfjurdj of ISnglantr,
COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME.

HAVING been requested by Mr. Parker to examine his new
Edition of the "

Daily Services" of the United Church of England
and Ireland, and to express my opinion of it, I, having done so,

most warmly commend it to nil Churchmen, and especially to

the Clergy, who will find in it a great help towards maintaining
that godly and wholesome use of these Daily Services which the

Prayer-book enjoins on "all Priests and Deacons who are not let by
sickness or some other urgent cause." S. OXON.

CUDDESDON PALACE,
Dec. 7, 1856.

An Edition, in Two Volumes, on thick paper,'price 1 10s.
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